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Directing

The Memorial of
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to Resume Work.
Ex-

They Claim That Hoxie Has Violated
the

Agreement.

ate and House.

Ringing Speech
Presenting

of

Frye in

Senator

the Document.

Jay Could Says Mr. Hoxie Has Kept
the Agreement.

Washington, April 5.—The friends of
the New England fishing interests are very

^NONARSENICAL

now.

urday presented

Mr. Reed of Maine on Satin the House the memorial

of the PortlaudFishing Exchange,asking that
the same restrictions be placed upon Canadian vessels entering American ports for
that the Canadian government has
bait

American vessels, and asking that
placed
armed vessels be sent to protect the rights of
American vessels.
Today Mr. Dingley presented a resolution calling on the President
for information relative to the proceedings
of the Canadian government in refusing
American fishing vessels certain rights, and
it was referred to the committee on foreign

Says

Ireland

Cov.

active just

relations.
In the Senate, Senator Frye obtained the
iioor on the army efficiency hill and with an
apology for the digression read the memorial
of the Portland Fishing Exchange, and then
proceeded for about fifteen minutes upon the

PAPER HANGINGS, to which we
wish to call your attention.
"II u a roe
The
Ingrain (Carta

specialty.

LORING, SHORT
& HARMON,

relations between the Canadian government
He said
and the American fishing vessels.
that the Canadian government was acting
on

Congress Street.
eod3m

O. PIERCE & CO.’S

[F.

best Zinc and

of

the

Lead pigments, ground in Pure Liiu

l5ieconsistency to useundcr

seed Oil to
the brush.
body forms a

said“for the Canadian cruisers
to seize one American vessel which they imagine to be fishing within the three mile limit, when 1 shall introduce a bill and it won’t
require more than ten lines, closing all the
ports on the Atlantic coast and the great
We shall
lakes against Canadian vessels.
then see how long they will pursue their
present course.” He will endeavor to call
up his resoluitons on the fisheries after the

ly waiting,”he

Their great fineness and
firm glossy surface, more
density of
durablo and permanent in color than can be produced by
any process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
bus been used and failed to do eood service.

If not for sale In your town send to
le agents.
tn»r**n
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abrogation

the

virtue of the law of 1866 and proclamations botli of the United States and England at that time. He strongly condemned the

C K?BS

of the

that

right by

muTC^

nre

ground

American vessels had a right to enter any
Canadian port for any purpose whatever excepting piracy or fishing. They had this

IKE HOUSE*
HI
PI I
composed

the

treaty of 1872 took things back to the treaty
of 1818 under which American vessels had no
rights in Canadian ports. He claimed that

whole-

Me.
mwISm

MARRETT,

morning business tomorrow.
The Shipping Committee has authorized
Mr. Diugley to report a bill defining what is

FoiTiinly IVIarrett, Bailey & Vo.,
Would respectfully inform his friends and the
public generally, that he has associated himself
with

meant by fresh fish under the tariff act, the
object being to prevent the importation of
frozen fish free.

W. T. KILBORN &

CO.,

Personal.
Mrs. Charles J. Walker, Mrs. Alfred H.
Berry, Mrs. Geo. C. Kicker and Mr. F. W.
Woodman and wife, all of Portland arc with
the Kaymond excursion, now visiting here.

NO. 24 FREE STREET,
where ht\wii be pleased to see all who may be in
want of

Bion Wilson of Augusta, was today admitted to practice before the Supreme Court.

Carpetings of Any Description.
iuar30-dlni

Portland. March 29. 188G.

Work of the Pension Bureau.
A statement of the business done by the
Pension Bureau during the year ended
March 31, shows that 80,847 new pension certificates were issued; an increase over any
During the last
previous year of 8411.
month there were issued 8895 new certificates.
Nomination Confirmed.

Easter Cards, Books
AND

—

—

NOVELTIES.

The Senate has confirmed the nomination
of William L. Trenholm to be Comptroller
of the Currency.

We liavejnst opened the finest
istoek ever shown in I’ortland.

A Rumor Contradicted.
A rumor was current today that Minister
Me Lane had been recalled from France,
which probably arose from the fact that he
has been given leave of absence to return to
the United States to attend to some private
business. As vet, however, he lias-given no
official intimation of the date of his return.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
CONGRESS STREET.
apr3

eod3w

Voted

I_I
Dis-jsS

feet
ucoS,

remedy

Tor

adverse to all bills for the creation of this
territory, and the report, which maintains
that the government has no right to the land
under the existing treaty stipulations, was
adopted. The minority were given leave to
submit a report favorable to the proposition.
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Restored to the Public Domain.
The Secretary of the Interior has denied
the application of counsel for a rehearing in

potion cud Piles. Thesmaileste.nd er^desttofate^
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Mexico and has directed the commissioner
of the general iand office to proceed to take
the proper action to carry out the Secretary’s
order of January ft,
1880, restoring to
the local land office the plats of the surveys
of tiie grant that the same may be thrown
open for settlement. About 575,000 acres
are thus restored to the public domain.

W? ATHFfi.

Washington, April U.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Snow or rains, stationary temperature.
Indications for New England to-day are
cloudy weather, with rain, winds shifting to
brisk to high easterly, falling barometer,
slight changes in temperature.

Nominations by the President.
The President sent today the following
nominations to the Senate:
Caleb W. West of Kentucky to be governor of
Utah Territory.
Moses H. Sawyer of Connecticut to be consul at
Trinidad.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., April 5. 1886.
111 A Hi 3 P M i 7 V M |11 P M
Barometer 30.281 30.300 "30/269 3<L274 30.263
35.4
35.6
38.2
37.7
Tliermo’r. 133.7
28.5
27.3
127.2
Dew Point 120.9
|28.4
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65.7
164.6
Humidity. 75.3
,74.3
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S'
SE
Wind.l8W
2
9
5
6
Velocity... 12
I Cloudy jClondy Cloudy
Weather.. IClear Pair
Mean daily bar...30.268 Maximum I her ..43.9
Minimum tiler....30.5
Mean daily tiler..35.8
Max. vet. wind—12 S
Mean daily dtv pt. 27.5
Total preclp.0
Mean daily hum..71.7
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Secretary Manning’s Condition.

A M

i)r. Lincoln says Secretary Manning has
improved very much in the past 48 hours. He
is now able to move his right leg and use his

right

I.-

Place off

*>5

member.

Minor Matters.
Senator Teller introduced a bill today, to
incorporate a National Academy of Dental
Science. Among the incorporators is Thomas
Fillebrown of Portland, Me.
Senator Hale presented today a memorial
of Knights of Labor of Rockport, Me., in
favor of the Hennepin canal.
The labor arbitration bill passed by the
House was today received by the Senate
and referred to the committee on education
and labor, Mr. Riair saying it should have
the very earliest consideration of the com-

|
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inent citizen and a woolen
this town, died last night, aged 00.
a native of Longsvood, Yorkshire,
and had been thirty-three years

Lt Ram

in

this

country, thirteen years as superintendent
the Pondicherry woolen mills in this town.
TIz»

on

ontomrisimr mul

lilllilic

citizen. lie was a member of the Masonic and Odd Fellows’ orders,
and leaves a widow, father and four brothers.

man

and

a

worthy

Dwelling

Burned in Anson.

dwelling
Farmington, April 5.—The
house of Hiram Look, in Anson, was burned
yesterday. Loss $1800; insured $1000. The
fire was caused by a defective flue.

bear

Republican Mayor.
Calais, Aprils.—At the municipal election to-day McKusick (Rep.) was elected by
315 majority, the vote standing, McKusick
050, Hinds (Hem.) 341. Last year, Hanson
(Dem.) polled 540 a nd Hill (Rep.) 480. The
Republicans elect five aldermen and the
Democrats, a Republican loss of one.
Calais Elects a

Lt Ueai
7 ,C eat

Lt Llt*ar

HOOKS.

West Vir-

A HORRIBLE MURDER.

A ginia.
Chestertown, W. Va., April 5.—During

A Woman Accused of

the past 48 hours a steady rain has fallen and
the government reports from Gavelly and
New Rivers show a raise coming which will
Resiinundate the greater part of the city.
dents of the lower part of the city are busy
their
household effects to.places of
removing

safety.

He was

England,
of

Kinney,
A.
Private, Signal Corps, U. S.
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Bridgton, April 5.—Wm. Iredale,
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freely.

In the contested election case of Campbell
Sixtli Iowa district, the
vs Weaver, of tbe
House elections committee today decided by
a party vote in favor of Weaver, the
sitting

___

Wind

arm

A Contest Settled.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(April 5, 1880, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
Thermo’ter

Oklahoma.

The House committee on Territories today
reconsidered their action previously takeu,
directing the bill for the creation of the Territory of Oklahoma to be reported favorably.
Representative Barnes submitted a report

i~TT Positively Oures
fciisse liitfclo Pliii. §9
also relieve
1\%J tre.se
They
from Dyspepsia.**
i i. u i g e stion &uJ Toc«|
Ilearty Eating. A psr-PI

O vj

Against

Her

Having Killed

Child.

Petersburg, Va., April 5.—A horrible
murder has just been discovered in Brunswick county. The victim was the child of a
woman named McWatts, who is supposed to
have committed the crime. The body of the
chilli was found in the woods cut in two,
mid the two parts hidden in different places.
The murderess has been arrested and committed to await an examination.

_

Sued for Libel.

Dover, N. 11., April 5.—William II.
Dodge, formerly an attorney-at-law here but
now of Des Moines, la., has just sued the
proprietors of theforIowa State Leader for
publishing him as a
$20,000 damages
“drunken dead beat." The trial occurs in
a very
was
Dodge
prominent
two weeks.
lawyer here uutil three years ago, wheh he
was debarred from further practice in the
State for some crooked business. He left

Casting a Croat Cun.
Boston April 4.—'The last of the large
54-ton breech-loading rifles ordered by the
government was successfully cast at the

South Boston iron works this afternoon, the
i easting occupied forty ruinutes, and was wttnessed by only a few persons, including repHeavy Snow Fall in Mississippi.
resentatWes of the government and the
New York, April 5.—Late despatches
press. The gnu is now cooling properly,and
indicate that a heavy fall of snow occurred
the core will be taken
hi about two' weeks
throughout Mississippi today, varying from out and the
gun removed from the pit.
one to four inches in depth.

here with an unsavory

reputation.

■
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Trains

Must be

Allowed to Run.
A New Development in the Strike at
East St. Louis.

in

Carpenters

York City

New

a

on

Strike.

S3®

on

which are perfectly free from any
injurious properties. Wc arc now
receiving; our Spiing Stock of

If he would accede to this demand
he need not apprehend any interposition from the
for
one
Knights
year.
Mr. Jewett offered to run ten hours a day
not return.

lumber was wortli $14 a
thousand, and eight hours the coming winter. He acknowledged that the men could
do more labor during the five hours they
worked iu the afternoon than six hours’ toil
in the forenoon. Mr. Jewett is now considering the proposal made to him by the executive board. It is claimed by the latter that
every manufactory excepting saw mills is
running on a basis of ten hours a day, and it
is their intention to try and get the proprietors of the different saw mills to agree to
do the same.

[Special to'the Press.]

sndtaplC

mar.70

Portland

the

Presented in the Sen-

change

Wc would call special attention to the Arwmhor»’ Noiice, which appears hi our columns today
with reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the clauses with reference to the U. 8.
Government Bonds, Deposits in Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard
thoughts and possibly hard words, when too late,

feb26

System Strikers

the Could

this city, have presented the following proposition to If. W. Jewett:
That the employes of the mill were willing to
work ten hours a day during the summer and nine
hours a day next winter, otherwise they would

in the summer if

Their Order

jel79nly

Telephone 701.

No. 474

QUESTION.

THE LABOR

The

FROM WASHINGTON.

ENtabliNhed in 1S43.

ridge) Papers

1886.

aaf™:
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NOTICE*.

31 EXCHANGE

1862—VOL.
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New Yoke, April 5.—The Graphic publishes the following from St. Louis: “At 1
o'clock this morning the general executive
board of the Knights of Labor countermanded the order sent from New York in
which tlie men were instructed to return to
work and tiie strike is to he continued, and
all members of the order who went to work
on the strength of the New York order are
again to quit work. The executive hoard
discussed the situation exhaustively before
coming to this conclusion. The board was
in session all night and it was 2 o’clock this
morning when the members returned to
The following statement of
their hotels.
their side of the case has been given to

the

press:
At the conference held In New York with Jay
Gould and associates by the executive board, the
following was mutually agreed upon: That the

willing

committee of our
employes without discrimination who are actuat the time such
of
the
road
iu
the
employ
ally
committed is appointed, to adjust with them any
The
executive comhave.
grievance they may
mittee. upon arrival in St. Louis, have been informed that Mr. Hoxie bad refused to comply
with tlie agreement as all the parties to the conference understood it, and waited upon lihn to ascertain Ids intentions in carrying out the same,
and they received the following reply:
'That only 60 per cent, of tlie former force
would be employed; that be would consider personal applications only, and would use his own
pleasure in acting upon them without the dictation of any society.’’
This being an indirect violation of the agreement, the general board believe that the refusal
is for the purpose of stock jobbing, using this
organization as a veil to further their ends. YVe
officers

1.

....

are

1

to meet

a

........1 i^val *1...

f/... (1,0

,„ol>

return to work, the roail having made it impossible to fulfil the same. The matter now stands as
it did before the order to resume work was issued,
in the bauds of those districts’interests, and the
general board will render all assistance possible
to carry out the demands of the men.

St. Louis, April 0.—The revocation by the
executive committee of their order to the

Knights of Labor to return to work has had
effect upon the business of the Missouri
Pacific or the Iron Mountain railroads than
making it necessary for the officials of these
roads to secure new men for the places made
vacant by the strikers. The Iron Mountain
sent out five freight trains this morning, and
the Missouri Pacific an equal number. Resumption of freight traffic on these roads
may now be considered complete and the
raising of the blockade on that branch permanent.
Waco, Tex.,
April 5.—The excitement
over the riot at Fort Worth has quieted
down this morning. Two companies of militia passed through this city yesterday afterLate innoon for the sceue of the trouble.
formation received from Alvarado states
in
were
that the citizens
possession of the
round house, aud expressed their determination to move all freight trains, cost what it
might. One freight was started soutli tiiis
eveuiug. It was the first in three days.
The Knights of Labor at that place have not
given up the fight but are making no threats.
The Knights of Labor circulated a paper
among the citizens, yesterday, soliciting
funds to defray the legal expenses of defending the twelve obstructionists captured
at Mandeville switch, who are now confined
in the Miller county,' Ark., jail. How much
money they succeeded in collecting lias nut
been learned.
FoitT Woetii, Tex., April 5.—The funeral
of Dick Townsend, the officer .who was
killed in the fight on Saturday, occurred yesterday and was largely attended. It lias
been learned definitely that Frank Pierce, a
striker thought to have been wounded, is
dead. It is thought now that two other
strikers were wounded. The city is closely
guarded. No man is allowed to staiid on the
The officers are all in citizens’
streets.
dress. Nearly every man in town not identified as a striker has a permit to carry concealed weapons.
The following despatches were received
this morning at the office of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad Company in New York city:
no

Fort Worth. Texas.
Quiet prevails this morning. Seven companies
of State troops and one company of artillery have
arrived from Galveston. Yesterday these moved
three trains south on the Missouri Pacific and
tivo trains on the Texas Pacific. No lesistance
A
was offered either in the city or
good many strikers are arriving at Fort Worth
is
in
General
The
other places.
Adjutant
charge of the troops, which consist of 236 men
and two pieces of artillery.

country.

From

Parsons, Kansas.
The situation is steadily improving. All trains
The best of the old force are
are moving freelv.
applying for work, and forty of them have been
re-employed. Tho master mechanic lias a surplus
of

applications

front

new

men, but

is

giving

old

employes the preference. The Adjutant General
lias ordered the citizens to organize for the protection of property, when the militia shall have
oeen withdrawn.
The Latest.
New York, April 0.—Secretary Turner,of
the executive committee of the Knights of
Labor, having stated yesterday in St. Louis
ttiat Mr. Iloxie was not acting in conformity
witli the terms of the agreement entered into at tlie New Y'ork conference, Mr. Gould
was today interviewed upon the subject, and
“The stenographer's notes of the
said:
New York conference show there was no
agreement, direct or implied, that the company ‘would take all the men back witli
On
some comparatively few exceptions.’
the contrary, they show that not one of the
to
take
the
company
committee expected
back any men not needed, nor any who had
had anything to do with damage to property
or obstruction to the running of trains. Mr.
Powderly said if the company would supply
him with the names of these law-breakers
they would be expelled from the order. The
whole committee was very positive that its
order to return to work would be generally
obeyed, and asserted most positively that
those who refused to obey its orders would
be put out of the order; and to use the exact
words of one of the committee, “kept out of
it forever.” A message from Mr. Iloxie was
read to the committee, in which he said that
only a portion of the men formerly employed
would be required by the company, on account of a reduction in business, caused by
the strike, and because a large number of
men had been employed to take the place of
the strikers, who would not be discharged.
Fort Worth, Tex., April 5.—Gov. Ireland
arrived here this monrng from the capital
of the State and has been in consultation all
the morning with the railway officials. The
Governor said he was determined the railwav

uiiiuaib

aiuou

uv

jii

iiiukh vi

“If it required the assistance of every man
in the State able to bear arms to aid in accom
plisliing this end.”
Kansas City, Mo., April 3.—All is quiet
in the Missouri Pacific yards to-day. It is
rumored that a number of strikers returned
to work at one of the yards, but this is not

confirmed.
East St. Louis. April 5.—George Bailey,
of the indicted strikers to-day furnished
bail in $7,000 for his appearance for trial and
it is thought many others of those recently
indicted will follow his example. Otherwise
they will be arrested and jailed to await
trial.
Ohio
East St. Louis, April 5.—The
and Mississippi and Indianapolis and St.
Louis sent out large trains this morning
loaded with freight, and the Vaudalia a train
of 00 empties, no interference by the strikers
being attempted in either ease. A majority
of tlie St. Louis Transfer Co.’s employes returned to work this morning and as long as
the men remain at their posts no difficulty is
anticipated in making a permanent raise of
A new
the freight blockade m this city.
development in the strike on the east side of
considhas
occasioned
which
the river, and
erable surprise and uneasiness among the
railway officials, occurred this morning when
and Alton switch engineers
tlie Chicago
struck. They say they will not go back to
work until the trouble between the railroads
and tlieir employes shall have been settled.
Hannibal, Mo., April 5.—All the strikers
who returned to work last Friday, pending
arbitration, struck again at 11.30 today, by
The
order of the general executive board.
run into the round
were
switch
one

engines

house and killed.
Four Woutii, Tex., April 5.—In accordance with the Governor's order freight trains
have been moving all day. No more troops
be ordered here till something
will

likely
further occurs. Strikers are congregating
from the surrounding towns but are quiet
are
today. At other points in Texas reports

that all is

quiet.

At the cardiner MillsAugusta, April C.—The district executive
board of the Knights of Labor, comprising
Messrs. J. W. Kittredge of Rockland, 0, W.
Shaw of Lewiston and William Bowie of

Keene Brothers’ Trouble Settled.

Boston, April 5.—The difficulties between
the Knights of Labor and the Keene Brothers, operating shoe factories in Lynn and
Skowhegan have been settled, the firm making these propositions:
We recognize the Knights of Labor iu Maine;
we will accord to the Knights of Labor victory on
the present question at issue ; we will take all
men discharged at Skowhegan back and keep
them and they shall stand in the same relation to
us and our business as if nothing had happened;
we will adopt arbitration as a method of settling
all differences that might arise hereafter: w«
will furnish all our Lynn employes work, and we
will not discriminate against any of them either
in Maine or Lvnn; the discharge of certain men
at Skowhegan shall lie left to tie decision of the
Knights of Labor of Maine.
The engineer went back to work at Keene
Brothers’this afternoon.
New York Carpentes Strike.
Albany, N. Y., April 5.—’ lie Carpenters’
Union of this city, embracing over 900 jouris
it
neymen, struck this morning, and
thought that unless the boss ladders comply
the mights all the
witli the demands of
working union men will be ordered out, in
will be at a
liereaboits
business
which event
standstill.

Striking

The

Miners.

Pittsburg, Pa., April 5.—A Dubois, Pa.,
despatch says the strike in tie fourth district is likely to take a more serious turn by
It
the middle of the week than heretofore.
is-reported that miners work.ng are loading cars for operators whose mines are idle,
and the strikers, as well as those working,
object. Unless this is stopped by Wednesday every mine now working will again be
shut down, and if this is done UOOO men will

three persons to be appointed by the President,
Senate, two of
by tlie advice and consent ef thehave
nad experwhom shall be merchants who
and one
of
merchandise,
ience in tlie importation
of whom shall be skilled in the practice of law in

and learned in law, who shall have
their office In the treasury department, with an
appropriate annual salary for each and to whom
shall be referred by the secretary of the treasury
all questions arising on protests and appeals
made by importers against the liquidation or entries or lew of duties or fees; and no decision of
and presented to
any such questions thus arising
the treasury department shall be made by tlie
till the report
treasury
of
the
secretary
a
or
of
officers
majority
from
those
received
bv
him.
been
them shall have
shall
althe
Treasury
of
The Secretary
so be authorized to refer to those officers and requestion or matquire their opinion on any other and
shall be auter concerning customs revenue,
visit
any of the collecthorized to require them to
But said bill shall not impair the
tion districts.
of the Treasexisting power and duty of the head
all officers of cusury Department to supervise
toms revenue, and prescribe regulations for their
conduct and collection of duties. The committee
to preon wavs and means were also requested
create for tbe port of
pare and reporl a bill to
as
recommended
board
New York, a re-appraislue
to
by Secretary Manning in his special report
Congress of Feb. 16,1886, wideh board shall confor
the
re-apappraisers
sist of three general
praisement of the value of merchandise at that

P°Bv Mr. O’Neill

of Missouri, to legalize the incorporation of national trades unions.
The Speaker announced the unfinished
business to be the motion submitted by Mr.
Eldridge of Michigan on the first Monday in
March" to suspend the rules and pass the
Mexican pension bill.
Mr. Eldridge asked leave to substitute for
the pending bill the bill known as tlie modified Mexican pension bill, but Mr. Bryne of
......

Pennsylvania objected.

The substituted Mexican pension bill pro-

vides

:

That the Secretary of the Interior be authorized
and directed to place the names of all surviving
officers, soldiers and sailors who enlisted and
served in the war witli Mexico for any period
during tlie years 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, aud
were honorably discharged, and their surviving
widows, on pension at the rate of $8 per month
from and after the passage of this act during
their lives. Where it shall appear the discharge is
lost, secondary evidence may be permitted; and
where it shall appear thSapplicant has received a
land warrant, that shall Tie sufficient evidence of
honorable discharge unless the evidence shows
that he procured it by fraud. The act shall not
apply to persons under political disabilities.
A motion to suspend the rules and pass
the bill was agreed to—yeays 158, nays (>6.
Mr. Laird of Nebraska moved to suspend
the rules and pass the bill for the relief of
certain settlers and purchasers of lands on
public domains in the States of Nebraska
and Kansas. Agreed to.
Mr. Singleton of Mississippi moved to suspend the rules and pass the. congressional
library bill. Agreed to—yeas 159, nays 62.
The House then at 4.30 adjourned.
THE FISHERIES.

A Bill Introduced
land

bill.
Mr. Frye interposed with some remarks on
his resolution about the fisheries. He regarded it as very Important that the matter
should be discussed and settled. It involved
He
a matter, he said, that looked to a war.
read the resolutions of the Fishing Associathe
that
tion at Portland, Me., praying
American government send armed vessels to
the fishing grounds to protect our fishing vessels, inasmuch as the Canadian government
h<wi fnrhiilrieu
American fishimr vessels to
enter Canadian ports for any purpose except
The Ministhe merest purposes of shelter.
ter of Marine of Canada, Mr. Frye said, had
issued a proclamation that no American vessel should be permitted to enter Canadian
ports for the purpose of buying bait or shipping crews or landing fish for transportation
across Canadian territory to places in the
United States, and hj^understord that the
Canadian government had fitted out their
cruisers to prevent American fishing vessels
from entering Canadian waters. Mr. I'rye
then reviewed in brief the treaties and laws
relating to the question, and claimed that
American vessels had a perfect right to enter
Canadian ports for any of the usual purHe read two
poses of trade and commerce.
recent telegrams from the State Department,
one asserting this right of American vessels,
and the other dated the same day, saying the
department was just informed that American fishing vessels could only enter Canadian
ports for shelter, or repair damages, etc.
The State Department, Mr. Frye said, needed further education. He declared we had a
perfect right to enter Canadian ports for
any purpose we please except piracy. We
were not relegated to the treaty of 1818, but
were operating under the treaty of 1844, and
the proclamations issued thereunder. Our
ships could go into Canadian ports to buy
bait, or ship crews, or get ice or flour, just as
Canadian vessels were today doing that very
thing in Fortland and Gloucester harbors.
on
to
were
prey
cruisers
British
American fishing vessels as they had
been preying 011S them for fifty years.
Mr. Frye was only waiting for a single
American vessel to be seized, then he proten
posed to introduce a bill of less than
lines closing the ports of the United States
against all British colonial fishing, freighting and passenger vessels all along the line
of the great lakes and the Atlantic coast and
we would then see how long Canada would
carry on this operation that she had now enTo-morrow Mr. Frye said, he
tered on.
would move to take up his fisheries resolution.
Mr. Cockrell then took the floor in opposition to the army bill and was followed by
Mr. Sewell who favored the increase proposed by the bill.
Mr. Logan spoke at considerable length in
further explanation of the details of the bill,
and in reply to the criticisms made against
it. He paid a high tribute to the valor of the
volunteer soldiery and to their readiness in
responding 'when called upon but declared
the country needed a larger oiganized force
to be readv in case of any emergency.
At 4.40 p. m. Mr. Logan yielded for a moThe motion
tion for an executive session.
was
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at 4.40 went into executive session.
At 5.30 the doors were reopened, and the
Senate adjourned.
Before adjournment, Mr. Sewell gave notice that on Monday, the 19th, he would call
up the Fitz John Porter bill.
HOUSE.
Under the call of States the following bills
referred:
and
were introduced
By Mr. Butterworth of Ohio, for the appointment of a special committee of three senators and
five representatives to consider the subject of a
celebration in 1889 at Washington of the centennial anniversary of the formation of the government under the constitution.
By Mr. Henderson of North Carolina, to reduce
letter postage to one and one half cents, and
postal cards to one half of a cent.
By Mr. Dingley of Maine,the following preamble

and'resolution:
Whereas, The Minister of Marine of the Dominion of Canada has issued a proclamation di-

recting tile enforcement of the act of the Dominion Parliament, which prohibits any fishing vessel
of the United Stales from entering Dominion harbors except for the purpose of shelter, repamng
damages and purchasing wood and obtaining
water

gaged

the purpose of purchasing supplies or landing fish
caught m deep, water for shipment in bond to the
United States, or doing any acts which Canadian
and other British vessels are freely permitted to
do in ports of the United Sta es: and,
Whereas. Said acts of the Dominion of Canada
at 2 in controversion of the principles which regulate the intercourse of friendly, civilized nations,
and in direct conflict with the legislative arrangethe United
ment between the governments of
States and Great Britain, which went into effect
Great
which
on the first of
1850,
by
January,
Britain, in view of similar privileges, conditionalStates,
the
United
conceded
to
her
vessels
ly
by
same
placed vessels of the United States on tlieBritish
rooting in Britisli ports as that on which
vessels are placed in ports of the United States,
coasting trade alone excepted; therefore,
Ptesolved, That the President be requested to
furnish the House witli any information in his possession relative to the exclusion of American fishing vessels from the right to enter ports of entry
of the Dominion of Canada for the purpose ot do
ing acts which Canadian or British vessels are
freely permitted to do in ports of the United
Status; and also to inform the House wliat steps
have been taken to bring such unwarrantable acts
of the Dominion authorities to the attention of the
Britisli government.
By Mr. O’Hara of North Carolina, for the appointment of a commission to investigate the Carrelton, Miss., homicide.
By Mr. Belmont of New York, a resolution providing that the committee on ways and means be
directed to prepare and report to the House a bill
for the creation of a board of experts consisting of

Bait.

He Refuses Assistance, and Says He
Will Co Down With Her.

of the
Baltimore, April 5.—Capt. Todd,
steamship Sarah Ann, which cleared from
Irethis port March 2d, writes from Galway,
land, to Lieut. Graham of the Baltimore hydrographic office, that on March 7th, in lat.
30° 08' N, long. 00° 20', lie sighted a dismantled vessel, which proved to be the r rench
brigantine Dix Freres, from Martinique,with
sugar, for Boston.
In response to her signals of distress a boat
was sent to her with much difficulty, as the
Four of the crew
sea was running high.
were taken off, but the captain and mate refused to leave, saying they would go down
with the ship. They also prevented a small
boy from leaving. The crew stated they had
been driftiug about for nearly two months,
having lost their masts December 18, 1880,
and that one of the crew was lying dead on
board. There was plenty of rum aboard
and the
captain and mate were always
drunk.The brigantine was rolling heavily and
the only chance of escape for those on board
was in being taken off by some other boat.

MORE MORMONS ARRESTED.

Eight Thousand Saints In Conference at Provo City, Utah.

*•—-8’?00

Salt Lake City, April
Mormons from all parts of the United States
are now at Provo City, participating in the
fifty-sixth annual conference of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Thomas E. Taylor, late member of the
Utah legislative council, a son of John iaylor, and business manager of the Deseret
News, lias been arrested on three indict
ments for polygamy. He was released under
$1,000 bail on each charge. Joseph E. Dean,
late city councillor of Salt Lake City, has
also been arrested on somewhat similar
charges. Bail was fixed at $2,000 on each
charge. Dean was afterwards indicted for
polygamy, and bail was fixed at $3,000.
Flood Subsiding
Contocook, N. H.. April 5.-The water in
to a business level
subsided
has
the streams
New

Hampshire’s

and today the mills which were stopped
have started up. Trains now run regularly
Railroad
over the Concord and Peterborough
line, the pile bridge having been repaired.

PORTLAND INSTITUTE AND
LIC LIBRARY.

PUB-

ficers.
The annual meeting of the

Landsdowne Actively EnProtecting Canadian

Steamer

in

Fishermen.

corporators

of

the Portland Institute and Public Library
President
was held yesterday afternoon.
Symonds in the chair.
The librarian, S. M. Watson, made the fol-

lowing report:
Ottawa, April 5.—A bill has been introduced in the Newfoundland legislature to
prohibit the export of bait. It is presumed
that this hill will alike affect the United
The great
States aud French fishermen.
steamer Landsdowne sailed from Publico,
forward
time
this
and
from
N. S., yesterday,
will be actively engaged in the duty assigned
to her in protecting the fisheries.
Halifax, N. S., April 5—Captain Scott,
of the steamer Landsdowne, commenced today to select sailing cruisers for the protecIt now aption of the Canadian fisheries.
the prepears there is no law to authorize
vention of United States vessels from enter-o

UIU Citllttumu

they require, as they may come in on some
a
pretext such as want of water or repairs to
torn mainsail. In such a case nobody lias
sail
shall
men
what
they
the power to say

Captain Scott says that no
away with.
schooners have been prevented from shipping men at Nova Scotia ports.
The prohibition against getting bait is one
will operate
of the principal things that
their hsliing
a train st Americans, and none of
it
is said, will
vessels can do trading. This,
the
prevent considerable smuggling along
coast. There is nothing, however, to prefrom
buying
vent regular trading vessels
bait in Canadian ports and retailing it outside the limit.
......
Captain Scott has authorized the publication of the following :
The public seem to be unaware that American
fishermen who visit our ports are not ail liable to
seizure. It is only those who come in for any
other objects than those of obtaining wood, water,
shelter or repairs that are thus liable.
By act
6'Jth of George III they are liable to a fine it they
do not depart from our harbors when desired to
No fisherman can
do so by those in authority.
trade, and if found fishing within three miles of
the coast, or buying bait, which is preparing to
fish, he renders himself liable to seizure at once.
The Canadian officials, while putting the treaty in
force are enjoined to treat all strangers with civility, but trespassers must not expect much leniency when they are setting our laws at defiance.
...

FOREICN.

“Buckshot”
London, April 5.—The Rt.

Forster.

Death of

Hon. Wm. E.
chief secretary under the
former Gladstone ministry, is dead. He had
He was 68 years of
been ill for some time.
age.
The Result of the Spanish Elections.

Forster,

who was

Madrid, April 5—In the elections for

members of the Chamber of Deputies there
have been thus far returned 136 Ministerialists, 15 Conservatives of the Canooas Del
Castillo group, 7 Conservative followers of
Romero Y. Robledo, 6 members of the dynastic left, 10 Republicans and 1 Carlist.

Discouraging Emigration.
Paris, April 5.—M. Sarrien, Minister

of
the Interior, has sent circulars to all the prethem
to
discourage
fects in France urging
emigration, particularly to America.
Paris’ Sensation4- nf Ttf

fl'Un

Prmha

ond
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at Decazeville continues to be che sensation
in Paris. All the papers publish long leaders on the subject.
Sir Henry Halford Dying
London, April 5.—Sir Henry Halford,
well known for his connection with rifle
shooting, and who conducted to Creedmoor

two of the British teams who contested in
the international matches,is dying of Bright’s
disease of the kidneys.
The Consistory Postponed.
Home, April 5.—'The Papal consistory, to
have been held April 20th, has been postponed until May. The archbishops of Baltimore and

Quebec

are

expected

to attend.

Workmen Have to Cive In.
Birmingham, April 5.—The paper mill
strike ended today, the employes submitting
to a 30 per cent, reduction in wages.
They
struck on April 1st against an ordered re33
cent.
of
duction
per
Taxon Bread Reduced.
Milan, April 5.—The municipal council
has reduced the octroi tax on bread and the
workmen are now becoming quiet.
Thirty-'
five more rioters were arrested on Friaay.
have
been
rioters
discharged, 20
Twenty
have been sentenced to short terms of imprisonment, and 30 have been committed for
trial.
Taxing American Petroleum.
Vienna, April 5.—A compromise is imminent tending to a renewal of the AustroHungarian treaty. It has been settled that a
small duty shall be placed on American raw
and half refined petroleum, and that a heavy
duty shall be placed on Russian and Roumanian petroleum.
the Countess of Chambord.
Vienna, April 5.—About 2000 mourners

Mourning
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Chambord to the grave. The city was draped
in mourning, all the shops were cl jsed, and
the streets were crowded with spectators.

Foreign

Notes.

A Greek general is in Rome buying mules
for the Greek army.
The London Daily Telegram believes that
the removal of the Paruellites from Westminster is an essential part of Mr. Gladstone’s scheme.
Another of the Russian wolf bitten mujiks
who has been under treatment by M. Pasteur
for the protection against hydrophobia has
died from the malady.

and

der a proclamation the Dominion
nied to fishing vessels* of the United States the
right to enter ports of entry of said Dominion for

the Sea in His Dismasted Vessel.

Newfound-

in the

Legislature Regarding

CENERAL

Whereas’ Press despatches announce

that unofficers have de-

on

NEWS.

The American Wood Paper Company at
Spring City, Pa., has closed their pulp department indefinitely, thereby throwing out
of

employment

over one-half of their em-

ployes.
Arrangements have been consummated for
the consolidation of the New Haven, Conn.,
Palladium

(Republican)

and

the

Morning

News (Mugwump) next week.
In Boston yesterday Mrs. Emma L. Coolidge was sentenced to three years in the
women’s prison at Sherborn, for conspiring

with A. L. Mullen of Baltimore to obtain
the death of the latter’s daughter-in-law.
A. Shadley’s chair factory at East Templeton, Mass., was totally burned yesterday
morning about 2 o’clock. The lire caught
from the boiler room. Probable loss about
$15,(XX); insurance, $4,000. About 30 hands
were employed.
Everything was lost.
The movements of the naval squadron at

Pensacola, Fla.,

on

were

account of bad

postponed yesterday

weather.

The Albion paper mill at Holyoke, Mass.,
was damaged by fire $50,000 last night.
The rivers in Alabama are falling.
Reports of great loss of life among colored peoare
received at Selma, and the destitution
ple
13 so great that outside aid will be asked.
The stable of the Metropolitan street railroad company, in Boston, was burned last

night.

All the horses were saved.
amount of hay and grain was lost.

A

large

of
I beg leave to present hereby the statistics
1 he
31.
library work for tlie year ending March
of
the
library contained at the beginning have beenyear
do30,131 books. Since that time 458
periodnated, and 80 have been added by binding
been
have
lost,
6
books
meantime
In
the
icals.
and 46 have been condemned as worn out; leaving now in the library a total of 30,943; 43,175
books have been circulated for home use; 18,671
have been used in the library; 3,414 have been
covered; 1,341 have been repaired in the library,
and 178 have been sent to the binder; 52 periodicals are regularly received beside the local city
79 of
papers; 312 pamphlets have been donated;
the books purchased have been of the class desigthat
under
come
to
fund
the
nated by
Sawyer
There are
head, and are so labeled and recorded.
free
292
aud
286
subscribers,
life
244
members,
entitled to
cards, making a total of 822 persons
when
So
time.
one
at
two
of
the
use
books,
home
all use their full privilege, 1,644 books are m use
The reading
out of the library at the same time.
aud delivery rooms were much improved last sumthe walls
and
overhead,
whitened
mer by being
cleaned aud painted under the supervision of Mr.
in the
electric
lights
If
the
Brown.
B.
present
librarv rooms can be changed to the incandescent
without much expense, 1 would suggest that the
be lighted
change be made, aud the de ivery room
It has been intimated that a
with the same.
in
change will be made in the heating appliance
winter,
some of the library rooms before another
better
be
we
so that should we remain here
may
warmed than heretofore, and I hope this may be
to our advantage.
brought about as it will be much
the
Our reading room has been somewhat relieved
of
past winter of its formertocrowd
them at the Portland
the good quarters open
society
Fraternity, and I hope this benevolent
in the behalf of
may not want for proper support
these poor boys, who but for them aud the library
are turned into the streets when out of school.
Each new vear finds us more pressed for room
than the previous, and correspondingly less able
to accomplish the work naturally expected of us.
Many of our most valuable books and papers are
being very much injured for want of drawers and
Some of
shelves aoapted to their especial care.
the library looms are not considered fire proof,
and our most valuable local papers are stored hi
one of these rooms because there is no convenience for them elsewhere; whatever the insurance
them from
on these may be. it will not prevent
being burned, and once lost, money cannot rethe only
are
volumes
place them. Many of these
existing, aud these have been gathered bya single
great
papers from different sources requiring
deal of time and trouble in their collection. Portof
these
loss
papers;
land should not risk the
they are consulted more and more as each succeeding year carries them farther hack into the
retreating past. Next July Portland will celebrate its one hundredth anniversary as afcown,and
these papers standing here represent every year
of the one hundred. They are invaluable and
should be preserved at any cost.
Among those who have donated books and
may be
pamphlets to the library the past year, Fessenmvntioned Hon. Win. Sims, Hon. D. W.
den, Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. x. «. neeu, rroi.
E. W. Hall. Dr. Samuel A. Greene, Dr. J. A.
Spalding, Hon. J. H. Drummond. Dr. Charles D.
Smith. Hon. John M. Adams. Wm. M. Sargent,
Esq., D. H. Ingraham. Henry E. Dwight, Thomas
Tash, Brown Thurston, J. K. Wheeler, B.hraueis
Hliicks, J. G. Dalton, Stephen Berry L. Chapman, C. D. Wright, E. F. Duran, Millard Hicks,
Laura E. Poor, Ira Berry, S. A. Kean, Horatio
G. O.
King, E. C. Burleigh, H. W. Richardson
Bailey, Elwell. Pickard & Co., Laugblin & Melvin,
United
of
Boston,
Loririg, Short & Harmon, City
States Government and many others I cannot
mention. Still hoping this library may be made
free circulating, and be established in a building
suitable for such a purpose, in this generation, I
respectfully submit this brief report.
A letter fr#m a party in Deering requesting that the fee for taking out books be
placed at the same figure for residents of

Deering as for Portland parties, was laid on
the table. The argument was properly advanced that the city of Portland contributes
every year to keep the library going, and her
own citizens can’t get new books now with
any degree of expedition.
The following directors

were

reelected:

Philp Henry Brown, Joseph W. Symonds,

Janies P. Baxter, Wm. Edw. Gould, Hubbard W. Bryant.
A vote was passed, requesting the directors to ascertain if boys cause unreasonable
disturbance in the reading room.

Limington.
Josiah Marston of this town held a reception at his house on Saturday last, the 3d
inst. The occasion being the a'nniversary of
his 00th birthday.
Rev. Chas. Gates, pastor of the Congregational church, has gone on a trip to Nebraska on a several weeks vacation for the benefit of his health.
Mr. Cyrus H. Moody has purchased the
large and spacious dwelling house, formerly
nccnnied bv Mr. J. T. Lord, and is fitting it
up for the benefit of summer boarders and
hotel generally.
The town of I.imington at their annual
meeting raised and appropriated money for
the following purposes:
Support of schools.$1,200
Repair of highways. 3,000
To pay portion of funded debt. 1,000
Money for other purposes was also raised,
the total amount being $7,540.

Baptists In Maine.
According to the latest published statistics
there are 251 Baptist churches in Maine, with
There are 140 or
a membership of 19,744.
dained ministers and 19 students for the ministry. In the year ending October, 1885,
there were 440 baptisms.
The churches reporting the largest number
40:
of baptisms are Dover and Foxcroft,
Kenduskeag, 29; Augusta, 25; Auburn and
Sedgwick, 21 each; if irst Hancock, 16; First
Portland, Bethel, Milo and China, 15 each;
Waterville, 12; South St. George, 11, Houlton, 10.
Six churches number over 300 each—First
Portland and Lewiston, 397 each; Free

street, Portland, 353; Auburn, 449; Water-

There are 18
ville, 348; Kockland, 335.
churches having 200 members and less than
300, and 36 having 100 and less than 200 each.
The benevolent contributions reported for
the year ending October, 1885, amounted to
$13,823.90.
Bates

College.

The seniors held their exhibition at the
Main Street F. B. Church last Friday evening, with a fine audience in attendance. The
noticeable features of the speaking were

and independence of thought and
utterance, the style of speaking being in
marked contrast to the mannerisms often
displayed at such entertainments.
The term closed Friday for a vacation of
ten days. Many of the students living at a
distance from their homes will spend it in

good taste

Lewiston._
At the city election in Hartford, Conn.,
yesterday, Mayor Morgan E. BulkeleyfKep.)
was re elected Mayor over G. M. Graves and
endorsed by labor organizations.
Mayor
Bulkeley’s plurality was 328 in the city,

which really has a Demoeratlcimajority of 6o0
to 800.
Governor Forakor of Ohio, yesterday issued a proclamation fixing April 25tli as Ar-

bor day.

Arguments by

the

Counsel for the

Petitioners and Remonstrants.

The hearing upon the petition for the laying out of the public landing and ferry
resumed
was
Pier
Portland
way at
at a quarter before ten o’clock yesterday morning. Judge Symonds made the
opening argument for the remonstrants. lie
referred to the fact that many things which
may be termed public improvements have to
be foregone,owing to their cost, by both individuals and towns, and alluded to the action
of the city in years past by which the debt
was raised to its present burdensome proportions. After a brief description of the work
proposed, Judge Symonds said that the landing would be suitable only for one boat, and
that the double-end ferry boat. The landing must be used by one company alone, or
a mauner as to defeat
by all parties in such
its regular use as a ferry landing. The city
is virtually asked to lay out this landing and
use of one company
appurtenances for the
which is competing with a company
was made to
already established. Reference
the cost ot the work and the narrow entrance to the wharf, which would render the
of
city liable, as a defect in the construction

at this
the way, for accidents happening
owners
point. Judge Symonds said that theare
uieu,
of the property’ on Portland Pier
who if the landing is laid
is
think
what
they
legal method to obtain taken. Ordinarithe value of the property
road
a
ly, when damages are excessive on such a
laid out by County Commissioners,
case
this
in
but
be
discontinued,
way mav
that right does not exist. The various elewould
ments entering into the claims which
be made upon the county for damages, including the wharf property taken, the buddloss of rental and road way, were de-

out,tW.Liv thllik *is

ings,

scribed at some length.
Mr. Bird followed Judge Symonds, and
said that the proprietors of Portland Pier remonstrated to this petition, not because they
the
are not willing to sell their property for
can
purpose, but because they think they
not get a fair price for it. The evidence
submitted shows that the people of Perry
Village and Willard would be alone benentPortland
ted by the laying out of the way.
already has their trade. Testimony for the
petitioners shows that the travel with teams
The proprieover the ferry would be light.
tors of the wharf say that if the landing is
to be taken they want the entire lower end
For the amount of their property
taken.
taken they propose to have every dollar of
damages to wliich they are entitled. The occupants of the wharf also claim damages to
which they are entitled. Mr. Bird then referred to the estimate made by Mr. Tewksbury as to the value of the property, and
..,oiv,t.,;na.i
that if tlm net annual income
was reckoned as 4 per cent on the value, his
estimate of $50,000 would not be extravagant.
Mr. Looney followed Mr. Bird. He said
that the object of the petition was to beneflt
a private corporation with public money,and
that if a team ferry could be made to pay,
there would be money enough found to run
He mentioned previous attempts to run
it
double-end boats on this route, and their
failure, and the present excessive rate of
taxation in this city, brought about by the
railroad schemes, to which the city has lent
its influence.
Judge Goddard concluded Ins arguments
He referred to the
for the remonstrants.
persistency of some people and admitted
woman
and
man
every
that
every
in Ferry Village and Willard is in favor of
case
In
this
of
the
the granting
petition.
the burden of proof rests with the petitioners.
They are required to prove the necessity of
the landing.
Opinions for or against the
petition are of weight either from the character of the witness or the reasons he may
Godgive, but some of this evidence Judge
dard took exception to as being that given
the
of
the
cost
As
to
interested
by
parties.
work, J udge Goddard alluded to the estimate
testiof Mr. Goodwin and the corroborative
mony of Capt. Brewer and was willing to let
the committee decide between their testithe
mony and the estimates submitted by
otiler side. He cited the large annual exthat after
said
and
Portland
on
bridge
pense
having this provided for them, the town of
Cape Elizabeth had been criminally negligent in the case of its roads. He spoke at
some length upon the accommodations required. In regard to the past nnd existing
landings Judge Goddord said that the fact
they had been sold and neglected showed
they were not wanted. He maintained that
while a town remained small a public landing was a good thing, but as the place grew
the landing became as unnecessary as the
common originally set apart for the pasturNo evidence has been introage of cows.
duced here to show the existence of public
landings in other cities. Cities do however
maintain ferry lines between portions of their
U
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the drop and slip should be asked for with
the landing and referred to the possible increase of county taxation.
Judge Goddard
raised questions of law as to the power of
tide
over
a
waters, the
out
highway
laying
sufficiency of the bond for the continuous
running o'f the boat as a guarantee, and the
right of this continued action under the
special act.
Mr. Harford opened the argument for the
petitioners. He referred to the isolation of
Ferry Village, the efforts of the people to obtain ferrv facilities. He spoke of the discomforts' which the people had undergone
and closed without alluding to the legal
phases of the question which he left to his

colleagues,
The hearing

was

adjourned

at this point.

AFTEKNQON SESSION.
The afternoon session began at about half
Mr. Henrv B. Cleaves spoke first
and said he was giad that the old comremonstrants
as
come openly
had
pany
repfesented by their counsel. The business
men of Portland have been aroused and do
not propose to see the working people of
Ferry V illage going around by Portland
bridge. As to the satisfactory guarantee of
the operation of the boat, the County Commissioners themselves have declared that
matter settled in their public notice.
Judge
Goddard says public landings are not needed
for
introduced
are
not
but these questions
any purpose but to divert judgment in this

past two.

case.

The opposition does not come from the
city of Portland,nor from the country towns.
Remonstrances are here, but the petitioners
know who secured them. No witnesses were

rain ■

oruniinu

THE FERRY LANUINu.

Annual Meeting and Election of Of

SENATE.
Washington, April 3.
Mr. Cameron offered a resolution, which
was agreed to,
appointing Mr. Sherman
chairman of the committee on foreign relaa
member of the same
Mr.
Harrison
tions;
committee; Mr. Spooner a member of the
committee on District of Columbia; Mr.
Stanford, a member of the civil service reform commission; and Mr. Mitchell of Oregon a member of the committee on additional accommodation for the library.
Mr. Platt formally submitted his proposed
amendment to the resolution heretofore introduced by him in relation to executive sessions. The amendment recites specifically
the Senate rules affected by the resolution,
Mr. Platt’s object being to avoid a point of
order on his resolution that it did not recite
the rules which it proposed to amend. The
amendment lies over under the rule. Mr.
Platt said he hoped to address the Senate on
the subject matter of the resolution Wednesday or Thursday next.
Mr. Gorman’s resolution, recently submitted, was laid before the Senate, calling on
the Secretary of the Interior for information as to the names, etc., and persons employed in receiving, folding and distributing
public documents.
On motion of Mr. Ingalls, an amendment
was agreed to, calling for such additional information or suggestions as in his judgment
will be of importance in the matter of legislation touching the printing and distribution
of such document*.
Mr. Gorman’s resolution as so amended
was agreed to.
The army bill was then placed before the
Senate, the pending question being Mr.
Hale’s motion to strike out section 2, which
shall conprovides that hereafter the armyMr.
1 lumb
sist of 30,(XX) enlisted men, and
continued his remarks in opposition to the

Floating

the courts

1.n.nelr

XLIXth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

A DRUNKEN CAPTAIN.

THE PORTLAND HALL

CLUB’S

TRIP.

The second game at Newark, Friday, the
Newark Advertiser says, “was better played
on the part of the visitors.’’ The Newarks
presented Smith, their phenomenal pitcher,
but he seems to have dropped out for some
unexplained reason. It will be seen the Portlands played a much better game than the
telegraphed report gave them credit for. The
score:

NEWARKS.|
III PO E
Grecnw’d, 2b.2 1 3 o
.3 3 0 0
Ciioean rf
0 o 0 0
Casevcf
.1 2 7 0
Burns, 3b&p. I 0 0 0
Aiinis, U&30..0 1 2 0
O 0 12 1
Daly, c
L. Smith, ss .1 1 1 0
.1. Smith. P....1 0 0 0
Trott, If.0 0 2 1

Tucker

PORTLANDS.
11 HI 1-0

R

Galligan. If...u

0

0
0

l
0

2

K

0

Kearns, ss....O 111
Wheelock. rf.O 030

ib.

Reilly,C.
bhemer.ef.-.
..

3
3

Hatfield, 3b.. 1 2 0
Cavanagh, lb.O 2 12
Spence, 2K-..0 1 3
Hickman, p .O 0 O

...

~

——

O
0
1
O
1
o

7 27

^
A

Innings.123466789
0 0 1 0 O—

9

_Totals.1

Totals. 9

8 27

2

■COKE BY INNINGS.

Newarks.1

0

4

3

000000 1 0-1
Earned runs—Newarks, 2; Portlands, 1. Base
Bases on
on errors—Newarks, 3; Portlands, 2.
balls—Newarks. 4; Portlands, 6. Left on bases—
Newarks. 4; Portlands, 11. struck out—Newarks, l; Portlands, 11. Hit by pitcher—Newarks,
Wild pitches-HIckman. 3.
3; Portlands, 2.
Passed balls—Daly, 3; Reilly, 2. Two base bits—
Kearns,
Coogau,
Reilly, Hatfield. Double plays—
Burns, Daly. Tucker and Greenwood. Time of
l? me—2 hours. Umpire—Dick Pearce of Brookyn.
The Now York Timas of Sunday speaks of
the Portland-Brooklyn game, Saturday, as
below:
The Brooklyn club played Its opening came with
the Portlands at Washington Park, Brooklyn,
yesterday, before an audience of about 800
people. It was rather poorly played on the part
of the Brooklynites, and the result was that the
contest ended in a draw, each side scoring nine
In the tenth
runs at the end of the ninth inning.
Brooklyn tallied, but It was too dark to continue
the contest. In the first part of the game Toole,
Brooklyn's new pitcher, was hit hard, but he recovered toward we close aim gave a lair exniDitlon of Ills powers. His poor work was In a
measure due to the poor snpport given him behind the bat. The score follows:
Portlands.O

BROOKLYNS.
IB. PO.
1
3
2
7
1
1
2
O
19
o
1

B.

Pinkney, 3b .32

McClellan. 2b.
Swartwood, rf. 1
.0
Burch, If

Phillips, lb.0
McTamany, cf.0

1
3
0
0
0
0

B.
O
0
0
O
0
0

A.

Su“th’39.:::::::::::::::: b2

S

1

!

2

2

5

0

0

Totals. 9

11

27

7

2

111.

PO.

A.

K.

?
J0

22

?1

?
1

1
1
0
0
*
0
6
1
3
12

0
1

2
1

0

6

..

PORTLANDS,
R.

Galligan, If—.2

Kearns, ss.“
Wheelock, c. 0
Hatfield, 3b. 1
Sheffler, cf. 0
O’Rourke, rf.0

6
J
4

3
2

0
0
1
2

Cavanagh,
Spence, 2b.1
Dugan, p.2

lb. 0

Totals. 9

9

27

1

p
0

RUNS SCORED EACH INNING.

123466789

Brooklyns.3

0

0

0

0

4

0

2

0—9

Portlands.2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2—9
Runs earned—Brooklyns, 3; Portlands, 6. First
2.
base by errors—Brooklyns. 6; Portlands,
Struck out—By Dugan, 2; by Toole, 5. Left on
base—Brooklyns, 8; Portlands, 5. Total base hits
Umpire—Mr.
—Brooklvns, 16; Portlands. 10.
West. Time of game—2 hours 20 minutes.
The Brooklyn Eagle, in speaking of the
game, says their new left hand pitcher
(Toole) “was badly punished in the second
inning by three earned runs from five base

hits,

one

being

a

two-bagger by Hatfield.”

“in the ninth inning, when the visitors
went to the bat, the score stood 9 to 7 against
them, when a two baser by Hatfield brought
in two men and tied the score.”
A despatch received last night stated that
owing to the condition of the grounds the
game with the Jersey Citys did not come off
vesterdav. Today they play the New York
(National League) team. Tomorrow they
play the Patersons of Paterson, N. J.

Again

THE COLLEGE BALL TEAMS.

All the nines in the Maine college league
are doing hard gymnasium work except the
M. S. C. club, and they will commence at
The Bowdoins are much stronger
once.
than last year, having two first class batteries.
Bates has a strong team composed of almost
entirely new material. Sandford will catch,
and Underwood of last year’s Kent’s Hill
team will pitch. The Colby and M. S. C.
teams remain nearly the same as last year.
The Colby battery will be Larrabee and
Goodwin.
The Bovvdoin College nine for the coming
F. D.
seasou will be made up as follows:
Dearth, (captain) c. f.; J. H. Davis, p.; H.
H. Moulton, c.; F. Pushor, lb; F. L. Talbot,
I. f.
The remainder will be chosen from the
following: G. F. Cary, G. H. Larrabee, F.
A. Wilson, F. M. Russell, S. Z. Fogg and
J. R. Clark. The nine will soon start on
their Massachusetts trip.
HANLAN WILL ROW BEACH.

Hanlan, the Eoronto oarsman, on hearing
of Beach’s challenge to the world, sent the
following cablegram:
To

W. J.

limes, Editor of the

World, London:

Xeus

of the

forfeit for a £600 match
the Thames with the Sports-

Post at once £100

against Beach

on

man.

Hanlan has engagements on this side of
the Atlantic until July, but he will sail for
England about the middle of that month,
and the race, if arranged, will probably take
place early in September.
BAI.I, NOTES.

players of the Newburyport club reported Tor duty yesterday, a week earlier
The

than had been contemplated. Arrangements
have been made for a game in that city
Thursday afternoon with the Amesburys.
Gruber and Murphy will be the Newburybattery; Beck and Cody the Ames-

ports’

bury’s.

Manager Leonard of the Manchester base
ball club has already signed eight men, and
is in correspondence with a catcher and second baseman to complete the team. The
club will open the season May 15 at Manchester with the Melrose club.
The Yale College nine in its opening games
P.,
will be composed of the following men:
Stagg; c., Dunn; first base, Marsh: second
Winston;
third
Stewart
base,
(captain);
base,
s. s„ Cross; 1. f., Sheppard; c. f., Bremner;

called from these towns because no opposiMr. Cleaves, alluding to
tion exists there.
r. f., Brigham.
the objections to the location, recited the
The Boston league club inaugurated the
facts of the action of the petitioners in rehome season yesterday in a game with the
with
the
wharf
dock
House
Boston College nine. About 300 people witgard to Custom
action of the harbor commissioners and city nessed the game, which resulted in an easy
He denied that Portland Pier
government.
victory for the league team in seven innings,
is a dangerous place, and said that the conby a score of 14 to 0. Stemmeyer and Dealy
dition of the roads of Cape Elizabeth is not
constituted the Boston’s battery and appertinent to the case. Mr. Chaplin testified peared to line advantage. The other memto the large expense in maintaining Portland
bers of the team played in good form, their
bridge, but he also testified that the city
base running being excellent.
Stroud water
Pride’s and
takes care of
POLO NOTES.
Mr. Cleaves said that the public
bridges.
At Salem, Mass., last night the Salems delanding at the foot of Thames street was in
a dock claimed by Mr. Curtis, and that that
feated the Haverhills 3 to 1. The former
gentleman had maintained his claim pre- •clnh will nlav the Biious in the Biiou rink in
venting the city even from landing paving this city Wednesday evening, April 14th.
The other landing place is
stones there.
Other games played yesterday resulted as
covered with buildings, and the city’s claim
follows:
is lost. That this petition is in favor of a
At Somerville—Somervilles, 3; Woburns, 0.
by Mr.
private corporation was denied
At Boston—Walthams, 3: Bostons, 1.
Cleaves, and he cited decisions in the courts
At Cambridge—New Bedfords, 3; Cambridges 2.
of this State showing a road laid out by a
county under circumstances analogous to the
THE STATE.
TT UUC90C0 wuu at IU13 ntauuo
JUtrstMll.
tified that the landing is unnecessary, signed
ten years ago for the laying
a petition
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Live business men
out of such a landing.
have come here and testified in its favor.
Mr. David Knowlton. Augusta’s oldest
Retail merchants and business men called by and best known business man, died in that
tile remonstrants have opposed it.
city Sunday at the age of 80 years. He had
Mr. Drummond followed Mr. Cleaves. He
been in business in Augusta for nearly sixtyread from the statutes to show that ferries
ago he had never
years. Until about a week
are to he provided by the authorities and
been sick enough to take his bed.
partially supported by them if necessary.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The old ferry ways have been decided as
The new and handsome depot of the Maine
useless by the action of the legislature makat Oldtowu is completed, and Mr.
ing provision for a new one. Reference has Central
will occupy
been made to horse railroads not being aided T. F. Hegarty, the station agent,
it for the first time today.
by the people, but these same roads are giv1VAI.DO COUNTY.
en the thoroughfares through which they
The legislature has substantially derun.
Hon. Joseph Williamson, of Belfast, a
termined that this landing is necessary, the
prominent member of the Maine Historical
remaining question being what site Society, is at work on a bibliography of
be selected for the landing. Mr. DrumMaine. His design is to give a brief sketch
mond said that the question as to tiie boats’s
of every book and pamplilct ever printed in
has
been already settled.
The Maine, or by a Maine man, and its author.
suitability
objection that there would not be any great He has now secured over 3000 titles, and
amount of travel with teams over the route
thinks the hardest part of his work is done.
cannot be settled until people have a chance
on
to travel
the boat. Mr. Drummond thought
Entertainment at Fryeburg.
of
that with a
in
the

^

operation
people
ferry
Ferry Village would be inclined to keep a
In regard to the
larger number of horses.

necessities of
the public, Mr. Drummond
said that the benefits to be derived from such
works is reciprocal, one portion enjoying one
thing, while another has something else,both
being better off with what eacli has contributed to provide. He then at considerable
length reviewed the estimates of the city
civil engineer, urging the same objections to
the amount as were brought up at the formMr. Drummond closed with a
er hearing.
recapitulation of his remarks.
The committeo
This closed the hearing.
to the Supreme Court either at
will

report

the approaching termpr the

one

following.

International Steamship Company.
At a meeting of the directors of the International Steamship Company, held yesterday
afternoon, the following resolutions were

adopted:
Resolved, That we are shocked and pained to
learn of the sudden death of T. C. Hersey, Esq.,
the late president and manager of our company,
which position he so ably filled from the formation of the company until he was compelled to retire a little over a year ago because of failing
health, and that we mourn his loss, and deeply
sympathize with his bereaved fauillv.
Resolved, That this resolution be entered upon
the records of the company, and that a copy of
same be sent to the family ot the deceased.

A large audience greeted the delightful entertainment given at the New Church, Saturday evening. Mrs. Jacobs, one of Boston’s favorite vocalists, was visiting her
friend, Mrs. B. N. Stone, and kindly consented, in company with Miss Roach, teacher of elocution in the academy, Miss Pike
and Miss Howe, to give an entertainment
for the New Church society. Mrs. Jacobs
has a rich contralto voice, full, flexible, exquisitely musical, and shows fine culture.
She was heartily encored in all her numbers.
Miss Roach received, as usual, the most cordial reception.
Her style has all the freshIt is
ness, truth and simplicity of nature.
not often that a professional reader presents
herself to the public more thoroughly equipthe
ped for its elevated entertainment, To
severest course of elocutionary training,
Miss Roach adds constant study and reflecwe
tion. The lyceums and other societies
are sure will thank us for having latr,J<iu. ^
to their patrons a young lady whose present
remarkable talent includes such a rich har-

J

vest of promise for the future.
The home talent of Miss Pike, Miss
and Mr. Powers gave variety, and admirably
alisupplemented this concert and readings H.
en by Mrs. Jacobs and Miss Roach.

kfowe

---
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We do not read anonymous letters and communcations. Tlie name and address of the wt Itei are
for pubn all cases Indispensable, not necessarily
of good faith.
lication but as a

guarantee

We cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used.

or

preserve

Not a single Republican voted against the
arbitration bill. All the opposition came
from the Democracy.
The only thoroughly happy member of the
New York board of aldermen that sold out
to Jake Sharp is Air. Waite, who lias confessed and been accepted as State’s evidence.

The Democrats of Alaine are an unhappy, un-

discontented, dissatisfied, peevish, petulant, captious, choleric and quarrelsome set
of men. At least there is a popular impression to that effect.

[

promptly

follow.

Air. Blake, the leader of the opposition to
Sir John AfcDonald’s government, announces
his intention to impeach three members of

Parliament who are supporters of the present government, and one of the ministers, for
threatening a government official that if lie
did not vote to suit the government he would
be turned out of office. Dominion politics
are always intens^

Secretary Alanning’s illness
followed closely a cabinet meeting in which
he was sharply reprimanded by the President for answering questions in regard to
The story that

the causes of the removal of certain internal
revenue collectors, and was caused by it, is
denied, as we supposed it would be. No such
When news is scarce the
scene occurred.

correspondents have

recourse

to their

imagi-

nations.
_

A bill has been introduced in the Kentucky legislature designed to suppress boy-

of them shall b« fined not less than $200 nor
more than $500, or he imprisoned not less
than three not more than twelve months.
The history of recent criminal trials in the
State would seem to indicate that an act to
secure the conviction of murderers was much
more needed than this law against boycotting. Perhaps boycotting, however, strikes
the average Kentuckian as rather worse than
murder.

Dr. Cushman of Indianapolis, who is one of
the numerous claimants to the discovery of
the telephone, says he made the discovery in
1851, at Racine, Wisconsin. He had put up
a lightning arrester, with one end connected
with a swamp. When sixteen miles away
from the swamp, chancing to put his ear to
the arrester, he heard feebly the croaking of
the frogs at the other end. He then began to
experiment, and in a little while succeeded
in carrying on a conversation over a distance of several miles. Mr. Cushman has
gathered a good deal of evidence to support
his assertions, and on the strength of it the
American Cushman Telephone Company has
been organized, which by and by will probably ask the government to assist it in upsetting the Bell patent.

The executive board of the Knights of
Labor has recalled its order to the Missouri
Pacific strikers to resume work, and the district assemblies interested are at liberty to
order a resumption of the strike. The reason for the action is the violation on the
part of Manager Hoxie of the agreement
board and
made between the executive
the Missouri
Pacific.
the
directors of
The board says Mr. Hoxie has refused to
treat
with his employes in a body,
will
but
only hear their complaints
singly. Manager Hoxie’s side is yet to
be heard. The Missouri Pacific has succeeded in securing so many men who do not be-

long to the Knights that it may be doubted
if the resumption of the strike at this time
will give the road any serious inconvenience.
a

The Indian Rights Association has issued
pamphlet reply to Congressman Holman’s

recent statement that the children educated
in the Eastern Indian schools invariably return to savage life and exchange the garb of
civilization for the conventional blanket of
barbarism as soon as they find an opportunity to do so. Figures are given to prove
that of 133 students returned from Hampton
to the various tribes during the last five
years only four have thus made a mockery
of their education; and it is contended that
a like favorable result has attended the efioris oi me omer scnoois.

in a general way
the association declares it is (piite willing to
compare the work of these institutions with
that of the public schools in Mr. Holman’s
own

State.

The London correspondent of the New
York Tribune says that when Mr. Gladstone presents his plan for the government
of Ireland he will have to deal with three or

FINANCIAL.

Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvited.
45 Wall Street, New \ork.
apGdGm

N.

Y. Tribune.

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Members of the New York Stock Exchange.

Mr.

Private Wire to New York and Boston.

THE MASK TORN AWAY.

The State.
Recreation Day, under the
Day, lias been assigned for
8th instant.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

guise of Fast
Thursday, the

CREEN & BATEMAN.
HOSTON,

Springfield Republican.
Stalwartism lias long dominated both political parties in Maine, and no one need be
surprised that many Democrats up there are
unhappy. The feast of spoils has not proved
very filling. About all the Democratic editors have been office-seekers, and not one

HICCINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

LEE,

Stanley

City“ of Portland,
Chicago,
Urbana, Ohio,
“
Zanesville, Ohio,
Darke County, Ohio,
■

Allen County, Ind.
Portland water Co.,
Biddeford & Saco Water Co.,
Putnam, Conn., Water Co.,
Maine Central R. R.,
And other securities.
■

—

H.

as an

American

shipowner.

DESPATCH NUMBER ONE.

Accordingly, questions having arisen in
newspaper discussion of the fishing question,
the Canadian press, as to the
right of entry into Canadian ports for the
purpose of shipping sailors, etc., Mr. Whitten addressed a despatch on the 27th of
March last to Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary of State, asking for information respecting the attitude of the government of

especially

in

■

&

13 O ND S !

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
!

HUDDLE

STREET,

Eorflaud.

MORRISON

January 1.1884.tanldtf

C

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

dsm*

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

for

Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantly on hand.
oeti
eodtf

N.

the State Department:
"Atlantic Tel. Co.
I
Washington, D. C. March 27,1886. f
To 0. Ji. Whitten, Portland, He.
American vessels of any character have a light
to enter any port which is not actually blockaded
for the purpose of shipping a whole or a part of a
crew.
But the right does not carry with it any
other privilege.
Jas. D. Porter.”

H.

“Atlantic Tel. Co..
I
Washington, 1>. 0., March 27,1886. ]
informed since sending telegram of
this morning, flint American fishing vessels call
only enter Canadian hays ami harbors for shelter.
UiUMagVS. pUM'IKlMUg VMKM1. H11U UDiailHUg WHIOT.
This is under the concession of 1818.
Jas. 1) Porter.
(Signed)
Assistant Secretary.”
So sudden a change of front on the part of
the State Department was calculated to make
its impression upon any disinterested mind
that of Dir.
even, and especially upon
Whitten, who by virtue of tlie earlier action
of his government, had been involved in no
inconsiderable an amount pecuniarily; that
is to say, if, notwithstanding the final instructions of tiie Department of State, lie is
involved at all.

Department

499

muse

(HAWKEYE.)
SUBJECT—‘‘Pilgrimage of

whole suits for less than
These BARGAINS will
inspection of them is well

can sell you

the cloth.

can

and an

Suits,

carried

from

over

season, and suitable for present use, Spring
and Summer, at $5.00, $6.00, $7.00, $8.00 and

$10.00, ages

II

to

Evening Tickets 50 cents.
Stockbriuge’s Music Store.

Congress Street,

255 Middle

—

WATCHES.
FRENCH VILLA SOAP
Sale Your

Wrappers, Hey

are

MM-MM—

8128,975.00

From this dale we, the undersigned, agree
upon the following schedule of prices:

WE GIVE A WAV
Concert Square and Grand
Pianos, worth $400.00 .$22,000.00
Magnificent Organs, worth $180.00
18,000.00

55 Upright,

I
100
1,625.00
25 Elegant Parlor Suites, worth $65.00
25 Elegant Chamber Suites, worth $50.00 1,250.00
15,000.00
200 8°Bd Gold Watches, worth $75.00
100 Diamond Ear-drops and Rings
worth

$76.00

7,600.00

250 Silver-plated Tea Sets,,
100

list price $55.00
Silk Dress Patterns
value $27.00

(18 yards),

50 Sewing Machines, list price, $52.00
200 Tilting Ice Pitchers, list price $27.00
100 Ice Pitchers, list price, $16.00
100 Student Lamps, list price, $10.00
100 Clocks, list price, $16.00
500

Cake Baskets, gilt,
list price, $14.00

gold-lined,

400 Butter Dishes, gilt, gold-lined,
list price $7.50
Knives (Rogers’)
2000 dozen
list price, $6.50 per dozen
2000 dozen Tea Spoons,

....

500

list price, $4.10 per dozen
dozen Table Forks,
list price, $6.50 per dozen

CLEANING
MAIN

SPRINGS,.1.00

.75
CASE SPRINGS,.
>..10
WATCH CRYSTALS,
All Work Warranted..

I

7,000.00

F.

3,000.00

KATE

12,500.00
8,200.00

Will

__eo(ltr

To-day

off

Fine

Finest

the

SPRING OVERSACKS

FRENCH VILLA SOAP

SflEH I

Open

‘"SUITINGS

SPRING

—

BYRON,

INSIDE TRACK
written by F. A.sct'DAaiORE.

The laughing success of the season.
A great love story developed
Amidst shouts of laughter.
The most natural play ever produced.
Seats, 75 ami 50 cents; gallery 35 cents. Sale
of seats commences Monday, April 5.
apr2dtd

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Matinee 3.30.

Saturday

“AM

I IN DER VAY.”
Everybody’s Favorite Comedian, Mr.

h'v/.nllont

onrl hio

’.t

niiilortlio

JOHN II.

presenting tils New Musical Comedy by Geo.
Hoey, Esq., entitled

OHIWHAT ANIGHT!
Mr. Williams will introduce a number ot his New
and Popular Songs, Bocitations, etc.
Prices 75, 50 and 35 cents; Matinee 50 and 35
Sale of seats commences Wednesday,

cents.

April

*apSdtd

7.

H. J. BAILEY & GO.,
(iUCCEMNORM TO

MARRETT, BAILEY & CO.
Carpetings,
Laee

Wall Papers, Draperies,
Curtains, Window
Shades, &e., &<*.

with special reference to the prevailing colors of
each. It is desirable to have

UJ

CARPETS and WALL PAPERS

CO
CO

Harmonize

as

the public well know.

Also

prices.

a

new

line

is complete with

Designs and Colorings.

New

o

We have the largest and best stock in the State,
and invite the inspection of the public to the same.
Be sure and look at our stock and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.

UJ

WALL PAPER DEPARTMENT.

>■1
UJ

We

exhibiting the

are now

best

Room Papers amt Ceiling Decorations
that have been shown lu this city for years. This
line Is complete in all the best designs that have
been produced this season. We make a specialty
of first class work In all its branches. Plans and
estimates given at short notice. We have a large
variety of Gilt and Bronze Papers. Also tne
largest stock of common papers in the State.

for 25
Spectacles
“

We

cents.

50

“

Glasses for 25
Eye
“
“

50

ALSO

cents.
“

guarantee
as

prices

our

Call and examine

goods

NEW

and

get

our

FRED

English
an

American
American.

English, Lowell

prices, &c.

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.
PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses (best quality) at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

GEORGE

STORE.

FARRINGTON,

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

208 Middle Street,

FRANKLIN

C.

AND

FRYE,

CONCRESS

STREETS.
eodSm

IMPORTANT ART NOTICE!

Portland.

•

low

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
MOQUETTE.
WILTON,

CORNER

R.

as

the lowest.

A

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

of

WEAR.

line of

We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
We use A A CHET’S TKIAE CASE, together
upon scientific principles.
with the OPTIIAEMOSCOPIC TEST LEASE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

VELVET,

NECK

Our

Carpet Department

<

AXMINSTER,

found in the city at lowest possible

of

«ian'iir»inpnt

ROBB,

Carpetings and Wall Papeis

CO

FOR MEN, YOUNG MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN
To be

1) and 10.

Saturday, April

and

Friday

-I

R. FARRINGTON,
THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

....

Dp

Will. F. TODD,
GEORGE A. HARMON,
J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
MORRISON & CO.

CARTER BROTHERS,
A. HI. WEST WORTH.
2,700.00
A. WALKER,
2,600.00 I
C. II. LAMSON,
5,400.00
aprS

14,750.00

1,600.00
1,000.00
1,600.00

$1.00

WATCHES,

SUrPOllTEl) BY

We are prepared to otter the best stock of the
above named goods ever shown in this city. We
guarantee to sell them as low as the lowest.
Before making selections purchasers will do
well to examine our styles and get our prices. We
have selected oru'

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

Word

sale at

apldlw

In the famous Comedy Drama entitled the

W. C. WARE, Manager.

d (

on

OLIVER "BYRON,

15

St., Portland, Me.

No.v

TWO NIGHTS—Wednesday and Thursday, April 7 and 8

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

Cor. Brown.

Funuy

the

PORTLAND THEATRE.

ap3

WHAT

•>

We

the State.

Cily Hotel, Portland,

STUDLEY, Manager,

DESPATCH NUMBER TWO.

Whitten’s surprise may be better imagined that described, therefore, when, on the
afternoon of the same day on which the foregoing despatch was received, he was the recipient of another despatch from the State
Department, in the following W'ords:

like it ever before known in this section of

Nothing

CO.,

GOODS SOLD STRICTLY FOR CASH.

7.

Jinn.”

DRY GOODS CHEAP!

Bankers and Brokers

—

BURDETTE.

GRAND OPPORTUNITY

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

the United States upon this question.
To this telegram Mr. Whitten received
on the same date the following reply from

Thus reassured and fortified respecting his
commercial rights, Captain Whitten gave
such orders to his vessel as the exigencies of his business required, and congratulated himself at length that the fishermen
were no longer to be left to shift for themselves, as they have so long been required to
do, through the inadvertence, not to say the
indifference, of their own government. Mr.

&

Hall,

Congress St.,

More
by the Shnwalter Mortgage Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Itliode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in (Ids class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

mare

Special Sale of Clothing!

AT MORRISON & GO’S NEW JEWELRY STORE.

eodtf

AT

LECTURE BY MR. R. J.

PRESENTS GIVEN AWAY

Hockland.6s & 4s Bath.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
P. Si 0. K. It_6s
Anson.4s

104

—

years, comprising Checks,
Plain
and Worsteds. About half
Cassimeres
Plaids,
price.
500 Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, sizes 4 to i4 years, in
both Plain and Norfolk Jackets, at $2.50, $3.00,
Fine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and Ex$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $6.00 and $7.00.
perience. No apprentices employed.
Our All Wool Knee Pant Suits at $2.50, $3.00 and
From this date we agree upon the following schedule of prices :
CLEANING WATCHES,
$1.00
$3.50 are marvels of superior merit and should not
1.00
MAINSPRINGS,.
be overlooked.
CASE SPRINCS,..75
We have about 75 Fine All Wool Young Men’s
WATCH CRYSTALS,
.10
All Work Wrarrantcd.
f
Suits left at only $8.00 and $10.00, carried over
from last season. Samples can be seen in our windows.
Men’s Dark All Wool Spring Overcoats in sizes 35
565
under G. A. R.
Near
Me.
mar20
dtf
to 44, retail prices everywhere $10.00, our price only
$5.00 each.
Also Bargains in Gents’, Young Men’s and Boys’
new style Spring Overcoats at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00
and $15.00 and upward.
200 Men’s All Wool $15.00 and $18.00 Sack Suits
at only $12.00 each. Genuine Bargains.
Men’s Blue Flannel Suits, Boys’ Blue Flannel and
Sailor Suits, Odd Knee Pants, Long Pants, STAR
SHIRT WAISTS, &c., &c., in LARGE QUANTItins
out
sale
will continue TIES, at manufacturers’ prices.
Positively
closing
a
few
weeks
more.
We
are
only
quoting low
prices in order to reduce at once.
Every
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.
class of goods in Our store lias been marked
down in order to meet with a ready sale.
Remember our store and give us a call if you
wish to find some rare bargains.

CO.,

Evening’s
with

Afternoon.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, April

worth at least an effort.
200 Boys’ Fine All Wool

LADIES’ WATCH AND CHAIN FREE !

Wednesdat

Stockbridge Coke

OF OUR.

buy
please everybody,

cui!2\v

Evening

Saturday A\,noona
and

usuah_^-r’ihdlw

last

—

3a Exchange Street.

mon'c Riohtc

rights

FOR SALE BY

PAYSON

M.

aprl

No.

Mr. Whitten was naturally desirous of acting, in the present disturbed
condition of things in Canadian waters,
strictly within the line of his maritime

anr3

6s
7s
5s
4s
6s
5s
6s
5s
5s
7s

...

AMERICAN FISHERIES.

industry,

585 AND 587 CONGRESS ST.

Frank C. Crocker.

Music each
I’rices as

GREAT SUCCESS

you

FOR APRIL DIVIDENDS.

BLOWS?

[E. S. Spofforil in Boston Traveller.]
If anything can illustrate the vaccinating
and bumptious disposition of the State Department of the United State under the present administration, particularly as respects
the great question of the American fisheries,
it is to be found in a recent correspondence
by telegraph carried on therewith by Mr.
O. B. 'Whitten of Portland, Me., one of the
prominent merchants of that city. Being
the owner of a large number of fishing vessels, and with large capital employed in that

CO.,

IN V E S TME NTS

North American.
ft is evident that the question of a fisheries treaty between Canada and the C nited
States will lead to some serious complications before long. In the Canadian Parliament on Monday a somewhat excited debate
was had on the subject, and the government
In failing to
was charged with gross neglect
It is
make overtures to the United States.
want
of
vote
of
confidence
a
that
understood
will be moved shortly. Meanwhile some of
the hot-headed Canadians are advocating
the total exclusion of American fishermen
from all privileges, and the establishment of
a largely increased naval police force to carry
out such views. Unless something is speedilo done in the matter, there will certainly be
an unfortunate conflict in the near future.

Department and Fisher-

T. Pullen,

GEO. C. SHAW &

_decl___eoiltf

has drawn a prize, and the same is true of
the state committee. The old-fashioned leaders condemn-the President’s “bad appointments,” and their characterization of such is
interesting. The hunkers of Maine wanted
a “clean sweep,” regardless of the public interests.

The State

We have lately purchased on the present unprecedented low market several huudrcd bushels of the finest quality HAND PICKED PEA
AND YELLOW EYED BEANS which we shall oiler lor sale during
the next two weeks ending April 17lli, at the extraordinary lour price
of 5 cents per quart.

NEW FORK CORRESPONDENTS.

VIEWED FROM A DISTANCE.

WILL IT COME TO

BEST TEA HD YELLOW ETEB BEATS
5 Cents per Quart.

Bankers and Brokers,

Whitney goes into the Treasury
department Mr. Garland might be made Secretary of the Navy and sent to sea.
If

Kllows:

SaViav

Monday, Wednesday and

and Wednesday and

At the Lowest Prices Ever Made

PULLEN, CROCKER & GO,

Ch,rcb St.

Sessins from and after Moninv. March
29th, will be as

BEANS

margin.

OPPORTUNITY.

Federal :,V(

Corner

POOR’S MANUAL OF RAILROADS.
Choice Investments
a specialty.
Orders executed for cash or on

PROVIDED HE CAN BE FOUND.
North American.
A New York alderman with clean hands
must feel mighty lonesome.

PRESIDENT’S

--e”i_-BIJOU SKATINc PARLOR,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Railway Bonds
always oh hand.

nr»EJii;T.

a

niSCBLUBTBOrS.

Members of tlie N. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of

CURRENT COMMENT.

THE

mUCBLLANBOCS.

3,250.00
FISHERMEN WOULD LIKE TO KNOW.
$128,975.00
But to American citizens, generally, to
those especially who are connected with the
ALL OF THESE ARTICLES ACTUALLY CITES AWAY
TO PURCHASERS OF THE CELEBRATED
American fisheries, it is an object of paramount interest to know' from what source,
since sending the despatch of the morning,
the Department of State obtained that illu(For Every Household Use).
mination which so completely changed its
Our Next GRAND DISTRIBUTION,
Lord Hartington and Mr. Chamberlain.
recognition of the international right, of
OCTOBER
OCTOBER 1 Q O «
The interest in the coming debate is intense.
the Americnn fisherman, in the afternoon.
lOOU,
30th,
30th.
Informed by whom, that is the interesting
47* Send two Stamps for Mammoth Illustrated
Applications for admission of strangers to
which
an interested public, having at
Feee.
inquiry
Catalogue,
the House of Commons surpasses all prece- heart the
R. W, BELL MFC. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
dignity and independence of the govdent. The strong opposition to Ur. Gladernment and of all its departments, will not fa 1
Ask your Grocer for, and demand French Villa.
Try it. /
now to address, with an unmistakable emphastone’s programme which exists in Scotland
Tomlinson
and
Consent*
&
to
the
of
State.
Can
it
be
sis,
Twitcliell,
Department
posthe
is giving
premier great uneasiness. The sible that no other than the British
minister, Champlin & Co., State Aments.
prospect seems to be that homerule is not to Sir Lionel Sackville West, newly knighted
<l2\v
apr6
succeed in this Parliament.
by his appreciative government because of
Instruction
Books.
Tlic
Best
the valuable information which was given
It would be unjust to hold the Knights of
by him last spring to our confiding Secretary
of
State respecting the needs of the AmeriLabor responsible, as an organization, for
Kiehardson’s flew Metnod tor tne
can fishermen, and in return for which that
the murders at Fort Worth.
Doubtless the
distinguished head of the cabinet, nay, the
Pianoforte.
condemnation expressed by the leaders of Cleveland administration in its whole exThe fame and sale of this celebrated instruction
tent, entered into that notorious and ill-conthe order of these murders is sincere, and
book promise to be permanent. Having the held
sidered compact with the British governshared in by a great majority of the members.
to itself, as the only lirst-class method, for its first
ment for the establishment of a new internafew
years, it has not suffered from the publication
Nevertheless, the Fort Worth occurrence tional commission, coupling therewith the of other
and really good instructors, but continues
cannot but do the order a great deal of harm,
unconstitutional cession of our inshore fish- to sell very largely.
It is the most correct book of its class, having
eries, can it be that he has become on all
inasmuch as it serves to show, what has been
been many times revised. It has also been rethese critical issues
our maritime
apprehended from the start by all thoughtful rights as a nation, touching
peatedly enlarged, and is used by a multitude of
whether in Canadian
teachers in all parts of the country. Price $3.00.
men, that the order cannot be controlled by
ports or harbors, or on the high seas, the
informant of the State Department, its conits leaders; that the lawless men who have
fiend for Ditson & Co.’s large list of Paster
fidential adviser and
mentor?
Stranger Music: Carols, Anthems, Quartets, &c.
got into it will not follow the counsels nor things than
this have happened, and under
submit to the guidance of wise and discreet
the present administration, it is safe to say,
Clarke’s flew Method for Reed Organ,
leaders like Mr. Powderly, when their ad-' will continue to happen, in an undiminishing
($3 50) continues to be a well approved and faratio.
vice is not to their taste.
Numerous as the
vorite method, and contains good instructions, and
A PERTINENT INQUIRY.
much fine music. Other, cheaper and smaller, but
order is it constitutes but an insignificant
reliable methods are, Johnson’s Parlor Organ InTo the plain public, the average citizen,
part of the American people, and should it
stritction
Hook (1.50): Hellak's Method for Organ
jealous of his country’s fame and seeking
($1) and Winner's Ideal Method for Cabinet Orarray itself against public sentiment it will
that
honorable and creditable adminisonly
(75
cts).
gan
speedily find itself a feeble minority. It has tration that brings no scandal or reproach I 1HH' the new, brilliant and popular opera
upon American institutions, how shall it be
LiinlTlr:. mailed for Sl-60 paper, or $2.00 cloth.
been strong because its principles were genexplained, or excused, that one of its great
Remember our popular books. Minstrel Songs
erally recognized as just; because the people ueiutruuenis, cnargeu unuer present exigen($2), War songs (50 cts.) and College Songs
generally sympathized with its purposes. Let cies with the most delicate rights of the (60
cts.) They sell everywhere, and please everyit once be understood that it is ready to dis- American citizen, and with great national
body.
thus ventured, in response
Remember that any book will be mailed, postresponsibilities,
if
need
the
to
law,
be,
accomplish its to such au inquiry as that addressed to it by free, tor retail price.
regard
Mr. Whitten, to reply, not with its own audipurposes, that it proposes to substitute brute
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston
ble and magisterial voice, lex reipub licse loforce for legal methods, and public sympathy
°od&w2w
mar20
liens—but that it is informed that the limiwill quickly be turned against it. Its end qtations of our
maritime rights are so and so.
hand.
at
close
be
will then
Government by “information” is a new development in the political history of our
country, and is not likely to command any
THE ARBITRATION BILL.
considerable measure of popular approval.
The O’Neill bill for the settlement of labor It may have its merits on the score of economy and celerity of decision, but it is not in
disputes by arbitration, which has passed the
line of statesmanship, civic capacity, or
the House, simply provides that iu case of official
discipline. It reminds one of that
railroads
between
doing
scientific exploit of our old friend John
wage controversies
riKenix, who, after making the most elaboran inter-State or Territorial business and
ate preparations for his astronomical obsertheir employes, each party may choose an
vations, and having equipped his expedition
who
a
so
chosen
two
third,
and
the
with the most approved instruments, when
arbitrator,
informed that the observations and compudecide
and
shall hear the matter in dispute
tations necessary for the ascertainment of
it. It was at first proposed to give to the
the exact time would
several weeks,
decision of the commission the authority of concluded not to wait,occupy
but sent a man into
the judgment of a United States court, .but
the corner grocery to inquire the time, who
after a brief debate this provision was soon returned with the desired information.
QA TIIUIO OlQDJEfTf AUUUM
RETALIATION.
stricken out as it was apparent that it would
dlawTuGm
mar23
But the serious aspect of the case is not so
be impracticable to enforce the decision.
much in the vacillating conduct of the DeThe law then is a purely voluntary measure;
partment of State, as illustrated by the telethat is, it may be accepted or rejected. No
graphic correspondence of which I am
railroad ..company or railroad employe is speaking, but in the deplorable fact that the
obliged to pay any attention to it. Each is ground which it has finally assumed respecting the interpretation of the convention of
as free to adopt any other mothod of settle1818, is not founded cither in law or fact,and
ment, to resort to the strike or the lockout involves consequences of the most serious
Lut the advocates of the law character, unless revised and repudiated.
as before.
thought disputants would be more likely to Wo are not to look to the treaty of 1818, or
any other treaty for the measure of our marresort to arbitration if there was a law on
itime rights as a nation in the Canadian
eodtf
jan7
the subject representing, presumably, public
ports and harbors; our rights in this regard
sentiment than if there was none. Besides rest upon acts of reciprocal legislation, and
New 1886 model Royal Mail,
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
will be within our power as a nation,
provision is made for paying the expenses of it
DeRim,—no cement,—new
should our commercial rights be restricted
the arbitration by the government, and this, by the
tachable
Handle
Bar,—new
government of the Dominion, or of
Dust
Shield.
invited
Wheelmen
it was believed, would tend to encourage a
Newfoundland, to secure the requisite reto examine at my store. The
dress in retaliatory measures. But this subWheel of the year. In great deresort to this manner of settlement.
is a large one, and not to be treated in
ject
mand.—A few old pattern RoyThe measure is simply an experiment, and
incidental
al Mails at reduced prices.
or
one
it
is
provisional
way;
;\ny
tell
how
it
will
to
until
work
tnat
wall
is
it
not fail to command public attenimpossible
L. BAILEY,
C
tion
at
an
tend
to
show
whether the
early day.
it is tried. It will
'Ijf middle Nlreel.
sentiment of railroad managers and their
A Pennsylvania
;lp,
_dlwtoodtf&w2w
lady raised a family of -4
employes.is in favor of arbitration, and if it boys. Thirteen were in the Union
1 |l|'natt i|g CAUSES* mid CURE, by
and
army
this
than
it
will
some
do
deaf twenty-eight
was
more
does nothing
tiArilliSlj one who
one'd the Confederate.
Eleven out of the
vears. Treated bv most of the noted specialIf it appears that both parties are
13 were killed on the field of
good.
and
the
battle,
ists of the day with no benefit. Cured himself
ready to accept the principle of tl'ie bill it one in the Confederate armv has not been in three months, and since then hundreds of o'itheard
from.
Two
out
of
the 13 returned
A plain, simple and sucers by same process.
will be possible in the future no doubt to
home, and one of them has applied for a I cessful home treatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128
constiuct a more effective measure. But the
feb23eodl2w*
East 2Cth St,, New York City.
pension.

of opponents—those opposed to
homerule in any form; those opposed to a
separate Parliament; those opposed to home,
rule with land purchase; and those opposed
to homerule without laud purchase. The
combined opposition will be led probably by
four sets

■————

“W--

cotting.

It declares that if two or more persens band together to injure the business of
an Individual or a corporation they or either

-...

acceptance of the principle most be a condition precedent for any effective legislation in
this direction. The labor problem is full of
perplexities, and in seeking a solution it is
necessary to proceed with great prudence
and caution. If this bill does no good it will
do no harm, and a good deal of congressional
legislation does not possess this negative
merit even.

easy,

The House committee on labor will report
the educational bill without recommendation.
Its passage by the House is anticipated, and
its veto by the President will, it is said,

—■

For the next 30 days shall offer at unheard of low
_eo(ltf
prices the largest and finest stock of Art Goods east of
Boston, consisting of Oil Paintings, Water Colors, Pastel
Paintings, Etchings, Steel Engravings, Photogravures
•and Photographs, Pictures framed or unframed.
This
is an opportunity seldom offered. We make a specialty
of fine frames in every style at bottom prices. All goods
warranted of the very best.
few
a
in
oar
store
close
decided
to
We have
Regilding Old Frames
made
a
been
remnant
has
Artist
Marterial
specialty.
Department a comdays, and therefore every
stock.
Windsor
&
and
German Tubes, 7
a
low
plete
at
counters
Newton,
very
price
placed on our
cents.
are
We
cents
25
out.
Academy Boards,
in order to clean them
having
per sheet. All other
materials
at
will
last
low
only
a great rush on them and they
correspondingly
prices. Special discounts
to
the
teachers
and
schools.
trade,
a few days.

life, Bromley'

BODY BRUSSELS,

Worcester, Homers

Higgms'hf'im grades

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

Hiegms,'Phll^elpUi.
of
,alSegld*9s cdleaP

EXTRA SUPERS
MEDIUM SUPERS

and

Large Stock
of
These Goods
111 Choice Patterns.

KIDDEMINSTE1IS
ART SQUARES
FOREIGN and
AMERICAN RUGS

irenr'tn,

In 15 leet,
Iii (I feet and 12 feet
In 12,15,18 and 24feet
In a" Widths
°f a" klnds-

siiFFTnri ,.|
(iTu
CU)TI1
OILCLOTH
MATTINGS

MAIS™1.

mar27
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REMNANT SALE.

N.

H.

STUDLEY,

No. 499
anr3

Manager,

Congress Street, Corner
new

style

*ltf

piano

fortes

593r.Congress Street,
J.

“TECHNIGON”

F.

SACCARAPPA, ME.

inform the public that I
I RESPECTFULLY
prepared to furnish White Broadcloth, Crape,

Rosewood, Walnut, Whitewood or Pine Caskets at
the lowest prices. Having had experience in the
goods
business, I shall manufacture many of these
myself, thereby giving the purchasers a reduction
from jobbers’ prices. Funerals attended Free of
Charge. Hearses. Carriages and Flowers furnished at short notice.

—

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

GEN. AGENT,

No. 3 Froo Street Block, Portland.,
febft
dtf

Plano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Plano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
114bi Exchange ^. Portland. oet20eodtap20

Dirigo Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietor*,
je23

413 Fore

dtt

B.—A good line of Picture Mouldings constantly on hand. Frames furnished at low prices.
Job-work done as heretofore. Thanks for past
favors.
J. p. MPKAB.
mar31dlm*
IV.

I

Those refurnishing will do well to examine our
stock and make sure of getting the best at the
lowest prices.

H.J. BAILEY & CO.,
_do

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

am

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
their technique.
References:
Herman Kotzschr
mur, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Wm. Mason.

—

us

190 & 192 Middle Street.

SPEAR,

STREET^

Buy these goods of
and save money.

WINDOW SHADES
FIXTURES &c.

Congress Square.

FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
NO. 111 MAINE

All qualities and in
Great Variety
Of Patterns
at the
Very Lowest Prices.

marSO

J. T. STUBBS,

Brown.

TURCOMAN
SWISS LACES
MADRAS
NOTTINGHAM
CURTAIN POLES

l\Wxj\av
Photographer,
all

COMESSJT., Portland.

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain

Photographs.

fel»17(ltf

DR.

Men’s

Furnishers*at

Whole*
sale and Retail.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL &
LANCASTER EUILDING,

JONES,
470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREKI.E l|Or.«E

novl2_

d.ira

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STORIES

MAYOS’

Uiveu to private pupils by the subscriber,

Vegetable Vapor!
A

J.

pleasant and perfectly

C. H. LAMSON,
harmless ansestneth* t«»’r
\
the painless extraction of teeth.
Sole Agent, 401 Middle Street Portlnud. Mr.
New Catalogues Just out, call and get one free.
DR. C. M. TALBOT,
Come and
New and Zduiana Machines for sale.
Junction of Free and middle stlreets, H un.
see them.
apSd&wtf I marll
land, me.
d3m

W.
7

tau24

LOLCORD,

IJOVJ>

STKEET.

_utt

Row/il
thtspTfer
Advertising
Spruce Street),
t\
Bureau (10
nude for it
ing contracts

where advertis-

IN J,' W YORK*
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It Is a weighty saying of Seneca, “If there wer 3
for beginning to be angry, there would b 3
for ever ceasing to beand In another plan >
"It is madness to think that we can tlx an end t 3
passions which we can not control at their begii
uing.” Reasons for the unreasonableness of ai
gerlie puts thus: “He who knows that men at
not born wise, but have to become so, will neve
be angry with the erring,"
and again, “Has *
good man injured you? Believe not so. Aba 1
one'{ Wonder not at it."
reason
none

2*
Richmond * Danville. 78
St Louis & San Fran. 20
do pref.
1st

do-pref.l??^2

D. s. Express.t«4
Wells. Fargo Express.120
New York

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Lit
er Oil with Hypophosphites is Excellet
in Lung Troubles.
Dr. Enoch Calloway, Li
Grange, Geo., says: “I have used Scott’s Emulsio
with wonderful success In all I.ung troubles, als
ffml it has no equal iu Summer Diarrhoea of chi
dren.”

16
Eureka.
Horn Silver. 3
Bodie. 1

position.

Begin now the use of Vegetiue and you will et
cape the unpleasant effects of spring weather.
“Cato,” said Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe to 1
negro man, whitewashing on her Florida plants
tion. “now that you are free and can vote, I hop
you will use your influence with the colored peo
pie to get me the ballot.”
“Lor! Mis’Beecher.” said Cato, rolling up lib
eyes, while an incredulous grin broadens his kind
bellebe da:
hearted, honest face, “duz you
wlmmiti Is got sense enough to know how t<

reely

vote?"

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers and others wliost
occupation gives but little exercise, should us<
Carter’s Little Liver Fills for torpid liver am
One is

a

dose.

In an affair of honor between gentlemen

om

apology

sentenced to offer an
for tin
affrontglie had offered to his peers. Beiug
Frenchman, and not familiar with the Eugdsl
lie appeared before ills judges ant
tnan

was

language,

“Gentlemen: I 'ave zaid you are the vorst oh
fools 1 ’ave zecn. Zat is true. I am under zen
tence to offer you my apology. I am very zorr
for it,”
There

are

many forms of
to the use of

debility

nervous

it

yield

Carter’s Iron Pills
Those who are troubled with nervous weakness
night sweats, &c., should try them.
that

men

ii

hi

iimiiniiwiii.il

■•Is stie

pretty?”

ugcui

\.

“Well, frankly, she's as ugly as the—ahem! But
the dowry! Think of the dowry!
A hundred
thousand dollars I And then—oil I—you can marry
again a little later, and a pretty—next time. The
youug lady—sill—has got hasty consumption.
"Um-m-in! That’s something.
But are you
sure of it?”
I will guaran
“Oh, my dear sir, on my honor!
tee her.”
the rheumatism in my left shoulder for
two years, and in three days after using Athlopho
ros the pain was gone, I had the sciatica in my
right leg all winter, and the medicine has driven
that pain away also. Chas. Metcalf, North Adams, Mass.
I had

FINANCIAL AND

COMMERCIAL

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Aprils, 188G.
Business for April opens very dull and unsatis.
factory. Drummers say that the roads back in
the country are bad, it being almost impossible to
travel In some sections. Values generally have
Flour is unchanged, but
a downward tendency.
prices are easy with only a moderate inquiry.
Provisions
Grain is fairly sternly at quotations.
quiet and unchanged. Sugar is quiet and steady.
Molasses, boiling firm and sales have been made
at higher figures. Oils quiet at the recent decline.
In Produce, trade is light.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Flour. Gratu, Provisions, &c.:
Gram.

Flour.

Superfine and
High Mixed Coru.61@52
54.0.55
low grades.3 25(0*3 50 Corn, bag lots
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. 53^*54
XX Spring..5 00,0*5 25 Oats, car lots
42^.43
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots—4oo45
—

—

preferred.21

Hale & Norcross.2
2
Con. Cal. & Va

that suits me; but, In case of accident, vou ar
not likely to receive such severe bruises in tat

00
4o
10
00
00
15

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, April 5. 1886.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day:
Belcher. lVs
Best.
IV4
Bodie Con.

1%

.0

Mich.straight

ty,

Hale* Norcross. 2%
1 'on. Cal. & Va. 2%
Savage .1%

Memoranda.

away.

Sell Mary Sprague. Poland, at New Orleans from
Rockport, reports heavy weather on the passage,
shipped several seas which doue some damage on
deck; carried away mainboom, aud lost a seaman
overboard.
Sch Annie Lord, which arrived at Philadelphia
4th from Cardenas, had stormy weather on the
passage, and
were

pails.

ued at

New York.
FERNANDINA—Ar 2d. sch Stella M Kenyon,
Pendleton. Perth Amboy.
Ar doth, soli Belle O'Neil. Butler. Bath.

SAVANNAH—Sid 3d, sch Eleanor, Poole, for
Georgetown. SC.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 3d, sch Nellie Shaw,
Dlnsmore. Antigua.
NORLOLK—Shi 3d. sch Rebecca Sheppard, for
Bath.
Sid 2d, schs Mary E Morse, Crocker, Boston;
J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Newport News.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, brig Stephen Bishop,Rivers, Demarara.
Ar 4th, sell Olivers Barret, Roberts Charleston.
Cld 3d, soli Ella M Watts, Stevens, Doboy.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d. sell S M Bird, Mersteamer Berks, Magee, Portland; brig L
Stowers. Cardenas ; sells Lackawana,
Closson. St Mare; Mark Gray, Randall. Kennebec
Cld 3d, ship Snow & Burgess, Brown, Hiogo;
sch Evie B Hall, Hall, Cardenas.
Sid fill Delaware Breakwater 3d, barque Levi S
Andrews, for l’ensa ola; brig Mary C Haskell,
for Cardenas.
At do 5th. unique Stephon G Halt, Pearson, and
sch Nantasket, Richardson, (ordered to NYork.)
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, sells Margie, Gulliver,
New Bedford; Harmona, Paterson, Providence;
C B Paine,
illyard, Providence; Mary Augusta,
Truworthy, Bristol; Lugano, Clark. New Haven.
Ar 4th. barque John E Rothman,Nash,Havana;
Helen A Chase, Adams, Boston; Louise Hastings,
Ar 3d,
Staples,

Cattle Market.

By Telegrapli.j

CHICAGO, April 5, 1880—Cattle—Receipts 5,-

800 shipments 1200; steady;
steers at
4 00@5 65; stoekers and teeders at 2 80@4 50;
bulls
and
mixed
2
30.
00®4
cows,
Hogs—Receipts 22,000 ;shipments 8000 ;steadv;
rough and mixed 3 90®4 35; packing and shipping at 4 20@4 50; light 3 90®4 35; skips 3 00®
3 90.

shipping

Sheep—Receipts 1600; shipments 800; market
strong; natives 3 00@6 00; Texans at 2 75 (a 4 25
Domestic Markets.

Gray.Tampico; Lugano, Clark, Calais: Ida L Ray,
Marshall, New Bedford; Charles E Moody, Rockland; Alligator, Clark. Newport.
Ar 5th, sch Grace Gower. Wilson. Eeruandlna.
Cld 3d, barque Jose E Moore, Carlisle, Malanzas; sell 1, A Lewis, Mo dy. Key West.
Sid 3d, barque Emita. lor Cienfuegos; Joe Reed,
for Sagua; Jose E Moore, for Matauzas; brig Atalaya, for Cienfuegos. sells Ida A
Passed the Gate 3d,
Thuilow, from
New York for .i bec; E A Pike, do for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 2d. sells David Torrcy.
Orne, New York; Wide Awake, Wingfield, and
Willie Martin, Holbrook, do; Bramhall, Hamilton
Jersey City.
NEW LONDON—Ar 3d, sell YVm F Collins, Higgins, Jacksonville.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 2d, sell R D Bibber, Piukliam. Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE —Ar 2d, schs E G Willard. Postal'. Rockland; G M Bralnard, Howe, New York;
Olive Elizabeth, Perry, Amlioy.
BRISTOL—Ar 2d, sob E G Willard. Poster, fm
Rockland fur Providence.
SOMERSET—Ar 2d, sch Lucy Hammond, Flynn

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK. April 5. 1886—Flour market—
Receipts 20,195 bbls; exports 3331 bbls and 5,-

sacks; heavy and in some instances a shade
lower with a light trade reported; sales 12,200
885

bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 atJ2 20@2 90; superfine
Western and State at 2 80@3 30; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 25®3 70; good to
choice do at 3 70@5 40 ; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 25; fancy do at
at 5 30®5 40; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
@5 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 25®
5 30; patent ^Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75®5 10; choice to double extra do at 5 16®
5 30, including lloo bbls city mill extra at 4 80@
4 85; 500 bbls fine do 2 20®2 90; 4<>0 bbls superfine at 2 80®3 30; 800 bbls extra No 2 at 3 25
ia.3 65; 3,600 obis winter wheat extra at 3 25®
4500 bbls Minnesota extra at3 25®5 25.
Southern flour quiet jcommon to fair extra 3 35(6;
Flour is
3 75; good to choice do 3 80@5 40.
steady. Wheat—Receipts 24.700 bush; exports
lots
lower
and
192,452 bush; spot
Vs(&r,Asc
active for export ; speculation more active; sales
320.000 spot; No 2 Spring at 94c; No 2 Red 94^
94V4c delivered; No 1 Red State at 1 oi 1/3 ; No 1
White at 96c
Kye nominal. Karley is steady.
Corn—spot lots declined V4C with a fair export

ETso;

Perth

—

Wv.r .ll.

j
jI
!
I

—

>

—

..

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are

received

dailv:

Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 91 %
Eastern Railroad. 82 V2
Bell Telephone..161
.3448
New York and New England Railroad.
123%
dopref
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad com

dopref.

.—

Wisconsin Central....
Boston Water Power Co.

92

173A
7%

Mexican Central 4s. 38
Boston & Lowell Railroad.127%
Boston A Albany Railroad.189%
Sonora 7s .105 Vs

New York Stock and Money Market

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, April 4. 1880.—Money on call
continues easy at l(jtg2 per cent. Prime mercantile
paper 4y©5 per cent. Exchange continues dull and
steady; actual rates at 4 86 for 60-day hills and
4 M7 v* for demand. Government bonds are null
Railroad
and lirm, but 4 percents are strong.
bonds dull and prices steady. The stock market
ilnrimr the last hour was verv dull and for a time
inclined to be heavy, but prices yielded only very
small fractious, and these were mostly recovered
in final dealing*, the market closing quiet and
about steady at quotations.
Tilt* trausac-tioi.s at Hie Stock Exchange aggregated 281.375 sharcb.
Inr following are to-day*-quotation* of Government securities:
..h*l
United States bonds, 3s.
.112:Vs
New t %s, regt
New 4%s, coup.112%
New' 4s. reg... .126%
120%
New 4s. coup.
127*4
Pacific Os of ’95 —.
The following New York stock market is rePullen.
Crocker
ceived daily, hv private wire, by
& Co.. No. 03 Exchange street. Portland. Me:

.116
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred.ioo
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy ..Id.U*
Erie..

Erie preferred
*68%
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore. n?,
**>
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. T?
Nor tii western.
{Z/*
Norm western preferred.
'*
New York Central..
St.

Paul

/8

.

Western Union Telegraph
Adams Express.
Alton & Terre iiaute.
do pref.
American Express..
96
Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.
39%
Canada Southern.

..rjj

dlijg 8 11-lGc.
SAVANNAH, April 5, 1886.—Cotton is firm;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, April 5, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8%c.
MEMPHIS, April G, 1886.—Cotton is steady;
middling 8% c.

Canton.
Iowa. 17

Central
Central

Pacific.{42%
Chesapeake & Ohio. 10%

1st preferred
15
Dei. & Hud. Canal..100%
Del., Lack. A West. 120
Den & Rio Grande. 14%
E. Tenn.. V. & tia. «2%
do pref.
’51/2
Fort

Wavne..

Kansas & Texas. 27%
Lake Erie & West
...
Houston & Texas. 24
Long island. wo%
Louisville & Nasn.. 38*4
M an hat tan Elevated.
127%
Metropolitan El.165
Haunibal & St. Jo.
do preferred.
Northern Pacific. 25%
do pref...
55%
Central Pacific lsts .115
Denver « It. Gr. lsts.121
Kansas lsts. Den dlv.113%
Oregon Nav. lsts.1*3*4.
Lehigh & Wi kesbarre.11°
Union Pacific 1st
116%
do Land Grams .103 V2
do Sinking Funds.117%

\

„•

Cl..

lil.ioLine

AiiIuIi.hu

l-lii.Le

Proposals

for Blank Books and

Stationery.
City Clerk's Office, (
I
March 30, 1880.
PROPOSALS will be received at tlds
office until WEDNESDAY, the Seventh day
of April next, at 5 o'clock p. in., for supplying the
different departments of the city with such Blank
Books and Stationery, as may be required during
tlie present municipal year. Samples may be seen
at this office.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved by
the city.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

SEALED

d7t_

mh31

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT !

Parker, Morse. Rockport; Harriet. Pull, do;
Jas Holmes, Ryan, anil Hero. Lowe, Belfasi; Lizzie .U Kell
Greenlenf, lioekporl; Win McLoon,
Bradbury', and l.ake, Joiuisoii. Rockland; Itoweeiia, Newbury, Calais; J B Stinson, Stinson. Deer
Isle.
Ar rub. sell Corvo. Tyler, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 4th, brig Kaialidin. Hoyes. Calais
for New York; sehs S ,1 W atls, Donovan, Amboy;
Caroline, Hutchins, liuboken.
Also ar 4t; sebs Abm Richardson, Patersball.
Portland for New York; p'raucis Coffin. Bellatly,
New York for Ellsworth; Zelia, Hallowed. Whiting for New York; Madagascar, Tinker. Boston
f ir Calais; Mary Langdon. Emery, hoeklaml for
New Bedford; Bertha Glover. Spear, do for New
York; bleplien Morgan. Mebalfy. Tlminaston for
Siilfnlk. Va: Llbridge Gerry, Dyer, Rockland for
New York.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d, sch Madagascar, Boston for Calais; Perino. do for Ellsworth.
Ar 4th. sehs M K Pawley, from Rockport for
Savannah; Morelight, Calais for New York; Wm
Fi.lit. St John, NB. for New York; Woodbury M
Thus Hix, Rockland fur
Snow. Richmond for do;
do; Geo W Collins, Sullivan fur do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 3d, soil Charlotte T Sibley,
Bartlett. Hoboken.
BOOTH BA Y-Ar 2d, sehs Bill Stowe, Plitnney.
Portland, to load for Annapolis, Md; George Albert, Sawyer, do.
Foreien Ports.

nah. diap: Maynard Sumner, Dyer, Jacksonville
days.
NB, 3d, Addie Fuller, Henderson
Boston; Charley Woolsey, Low. Portsmouth; F
Nelson. Hincklev, and Irene E Meservey, Meservey, St George;' Damon, Torrey, Casting; Ada S
Allen, Dudley, Pembroke.
Cld 3d, sell Fannie Flint, Warren, New York.
for New York, 3
Ar at St John,

will

every

dav from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two to five
o’clock in tlie afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of tlie polls ami estates taxable in said
C

And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian, executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1880. and be prepared to make oath to the truth

ocltf_

ot the same.
And when estates of

persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator
or other person interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of sucli change, and in default of such

notice will lie field under tlie law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate lias been wholly
distributed and paid over.
with
Aud any person who neglects to
this notice will be (loomed loatax accoidingto the
laws of file State, and be barred of tlie rights to
make application to the Assetsors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that lie was unable to offer sucli
lists within tlie time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors’ nffioe on application.
jy In no case where the Assessors have been
put to tlie disagreeable necessity of niakmga doom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits in tlie Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
in mitigation of such doom.
I
JOHN W. YORK,
! Assessors.
WM. O. FOX.

comply

)

apl5dtaplD
COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

..

Havana.Apl
lleekla.New York..Copenhagen.Apl
Anchor! a.New York. .Glasgow.Apl
Sell led am.New York.. Amsterdam. Apl
Alaska.New York..Liverpool ...Apl
Parisian.Portland.... Liverpool.. Apl
Niagara.New

York

Saratoga.New 1 ork.. Havana.Aid
Colorado. ..New York Havana.Apl

Oregon.Portland ...Liverpool—Apl
Sardinian.Portland_Liverpool ..Apl

miMature almanac...april e.
Sun sets.,;.14 Higli water J
Length of day ....13 01 ...j..,.,
1
Moon rises. 8 30: !el^
i
—

MARINE

...

.12.12
0 n 3 in
8 fl 8 in

ISrEWBr

—MONDAY,

—~i

-^

K King, Collins, St John, NB, to load
for New York—master.
Hattie

COlteKSrOUBENT.

CUNARD LINE.

---

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM

—

formed a copartnership for
under
FRANK
GO., and
of
firm
having bought tlie stock and leased the factory
of Messrs. Beattie & Gore, shall carry on business
at 501 Commercial St., manufacturing the same
brands and qualifies of their soap. Mr. Eeatlic will
remain with us in charge of tlie manufacturing.
FRANK D. LUNT.
JAMES C. BUNT.
1,1880.
apr2dlw
Portland, April

SATURDAY, eaJlUig
lluibor.
QueruNtown aMl Cork

New York every

Gallia.May
Pavonia.May

Scythia.May

"it saved

My Lite”

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Limited.

1885.

Is a common expression, often heard
from those who have realized, by personal use, the curative powers of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. ** I cannot say enough
in praise of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, believing as I do that, but for its use, I
should long since have died from lung

ll

I did so, and
helped me at
this medicine

Pectoral.
am happy to say that it
once.
By continued use
cured my cough, and, I

satisfied, saved my life. Mrs. E.
Coburn, 18 Second st., Lowell, Mass.

am

—

I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for over a year, and sincerely believe I
should have been in my grave, had it
not been for this medicine. It has cured
me of a dangerous affection of the lungs,
for which I had almost despaired of ever
finding a remedy.— D. A. McMullen,
Windsor, Province of Ontario.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral saved my life.
Two years ago I took a very severe Cold
which settled on my lungs. I consulted
physicians, and took the remedies they
prescribed, hut failed to obtain relief
until I began using Ayer’s Cherry PecTwo bottles of this medicine
toral.
completely restored my health. Lizzie
tt
M. Allen, West Lancaster, Ohio.

a cut of our Carpet floor, only that we have added just double the size shown and made
another entrance on Middle St., giving us a floor space for Carpets alone larger than anv other House
in the same line of business in the New England States. In this department we shall offer as long as
they last pure all wool carpets 1 yard wide for 55 cents per yard, but our very best trade for tins sale
is a pure, superfine all wool carpet of which we now have in stock over 6000 yards at 65 cents per
yarcL We have 12 patterns in these goods, and have no hesitation in saying that they are the best
value for the money we ever had to oner; besides these we have an enormous line of all wool extra supers which we shall sell from 70 cts. to 90 cts. Our line of 3 plys is also full and complete, and no better can be shown. Tapestry Brussels in all the leading makes and in great variety of patterns; price
for this sale w ill be 35 cts. to $1.10 for the finest Wilton back in the market. Body Brussels, beautiful patterns; from $1 to $1.45. Velvets $1 to $1.45. Remember we are complimented every day on
Small samples sent on apour splendid floors for showing goods on, plenty of light and no deception.
just now coming
plication. Rugs. Mats, Art Squares, Carpet Lining, Stair Pads. etc. Straw Matting
25
and
up to 60 cents for seamless.
in this year’s stock, all clean and nice, prices 12Vfe, 15,17 V2. 20,
Do not order until you have seen our stock. A discount will be made to those buying by the roll.
Churches carpeted at reduced prices. 12 patterns exclusively for churches to select from.

[ The above is

nov28
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PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

A. A DA.IIS A CO.,
lltreel, Cor. II rood Si., Hohiou.
dtf

DOMINION LINE.

m.

u

d b ■

*,•

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

TO

—

Canada,
Detroit, Chicago, ITlilwauk
Cincinnati, Mt. Com*, Omaha. Maginaw, Mt. Paul, Mall Cuke City,
Denver, Mau Fnmcuco,
and all points In the
Northwest, Wt»i ami HoulhweU.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Mauaget
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
ocl2dH

MAMIE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after TIIESDAI, Dec. 1st,
1»8.», Fassen^er Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, BlUwoith, .111. Dverrl Perry,
Vauceboro, Ml, John, Halifax, auil the
Provincen, Mt. Mtcphcn and Aroostook
County, 1.20 p m., via Cc«vi»tou. 1.26 and
*11.16 p. in., via Augusta; ami fur Bar Harbor, and Baagor & Pictcalaqui-* R. K«,
111.15 p. in., for Mkowhegan, Bcifant and
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, £11.Id p. in.; AA aterville,
7.10 a. m., 1.20, 1.25, £11.16 p. in., nil on Sal
urdays only at 5.15 p. in. ; for Auguvta, Hu I
lovrell, Gardiuer and BmuMiitk, 7.10 a
rn., 1.25, 5.15, £11.15 p. 111.; Bath, .10 a. Ill,
1.26, 5.15 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.16

Hock laud and Kuoi ana Cincoln
10 a. in., 1.25 p. m.: Aulum and
CewiNtou at 8.20 a. m., 1.20. 5.00 p ni.; tewinton viu Bruu«wicli, 7.lUa. ni., tll.16 p.
ni.; Parmington, .Tloumouth, AA inthrop,
Oakland an«l .Vorth Au*ou, 1.20 p. 111.;
Purmiugtou via Brunewicb, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.25 p. oi.

&m.;
K., 7.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION
excepting ulglit Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
11.15
jThe
p. m. train is tlie night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Sknwnegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains an. due in Portland as follows: Themorning trains from Augusta and Bath f>.46 a. in.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. hi.: the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connectaftering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in.; the
Bath,
noon trains from Waterville,
Augusta,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.45 p. in.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket,, Ural and second class, for
All trains

...

all points in the Provinces
duced rates.

1885-6-WINTER ABKANGEMENTS-1885-6

‘LIVERPOOL ROM MAIL SERVICE.
Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via.Moville and Halifax.

1TT&i ly

SAILIXQ BATES

on

snle

nt

re-

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.

Resumption of Nervier.
Steamer CITV OP RICHMOND will resume service mi the route between Portland and
Macliiasport on Friday. March 12th, leaving Portland at 11 p. m., amt leaving Macliiasport every

April 2d, when two trips per week will be
made; from Portland, Tuesdays and Fridays,
and from Maclilaspoit, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Geii l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, March S. 1880.no3udtf
til

l

STEAMKK8.

18th March

I

1st April
loth April

Sabnla
Oregon

I

Liverpool

I

^Zn.L

[

8th April.
22d April,

Toronto
6th May.
BRISTOL MKRVICBi
Dock
For Avouikionth
(Direct).

*

•

ft

BROWN,
421 Congress St.,
SIGN OF GOLD BOOT

above is a cut of our Stove and Range floor, and in tills department more so than in any other in
now preour business, we have thoroughly tested the goods before offering them to the public, and are
pared to place the “New Tariff,” “Quaker,” “First National” and “(iroveland” Ranges
anywhere In
New England to be subjected to the hardest possible tests that can be Applied to a stove, ror style,
finish, quality of iron improvements, economy in the use of fuel, and excellent working qualities, they
cracking for
surely take the lead, we guarantee the sides, the tops, the ends and the bottoms against
1 year, and we warrant every stove a baker, or money refunded, and we will sell any of them for a
quarter of the amount down and the balance $5 per month until paid. We have other and cheaper
ziue for the
ranges in stock and sell a very nice 5 hole range with 15 inch oven, all the ware, pipe and
bottom, and a picture for $15. Write for cuts of ranges, etc.
sets in
of
Chamber
to
the
display
Chamber Sets in great variety. We have devoted an entire floor
Pine, Ash. Cherry, Mahogany and Walnut, and have 78 full and complete sets all ready for inspection,
one
We
have
marked
1000
sets
this
7S styles, and we are determined to handle not less than
Spring.
imitatloif
price on Pure Painted Sets. $10. $18, $20 to $25; on Ash $17. $20. $25, $30 and upwards;
and
Marble
Italian
solid
with
best
upwards;
Clierrv
Tops, $45
Cherry Sets, $25, $30 and upwards;
Solid Walnut, best Italian Marble T«*p, $40 and upward. But space will not permit our explaining further. Next week shall tell you more regarding this sale which we are bound to make the grandest effort of <>ur lives iu the furniture business. We will just add that you may know where to buy; that
\\ e would al»ur line of Bedding is large, we having just completed a room for Feathers, 45 feet long.
io hint about Sideboards which we have in Cherry, Walnut, Mahogany, Antique Oak and Ash at prices
Chests and
of
Ice
us
for
write
We
would
also
that
Catalogue
request
you
varying from $22 to $200.
called the “New Perfection,
Refrigerators made by the celebrated Belding Manufacturing Co., and
entire
State
for
the
sale
exclusive
of
which
we
have
th3
and
md manufactured at Belding, Michigan,
ff Maine.

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.

B. A. Atkinson & Co.
MANAGER.

ATKIASOA,

PAINTS

PaKkage:
Cabin.$50 and $80 Return..$60 and $160
.Return $60
lntermediate$30
Return at lowest rates
.$20
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of ludia Street.
dec8dtf
..

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

I

—

New Brunswick, Nova Nrotia. Prince EdwnrtlN BMland. and Cape Breton.
new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
and THURSDAY at 6.00 r. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. ^“Freight received up to 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COY LE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
nov20dtf

Boston s Philadelphia

eocl3m

janl4

lioTAULihUKD mi.
Best; in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! InbL&nt-aneou.s! No dis-

UNITED

STATES

appointment, no ridjc-

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
vessel.
sailing
the Penn. R. R., and
Freights for the West
South
connecting Hues, forwarded free of com-

EC. B.

DR,

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,

envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all druggists. Applied by ex-

Dis-

Treats complicated
those made
eases and
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no p»iu only for
medicine.

perts at BATCHELOR'S Wig Factory,30

EaBtlOthSt.,N.Y city*

free
and Examination
(JouHultation
from 9a. m. to S p, m.
janl5dtf

DR. E. B. REED,
Clairvoyant

Medical Rooms 592

and Botanic

Congress St.,

Physician,

Portland, Me

Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths ot the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter.
with tlieir full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
Office Hours—9 a, m. lo 9. p. in. novlOdft
Dr.

DR.

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

oudThSSTu2m

nir

inspection

auuui,

at

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered Impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestoue, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
Liuoiiino

01

Millie s

cicnuupps,

ns

un-

solicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

18 BEAVER
MEW

Hsuae,

No. 175 Treuiotit

St.,

Bow

References given. Consultation free. Sen I
or pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Sundays and holidays excepted.) febl3eodly

Agent,

MRS. A. B. POOLE,

METAPHYSICIAN i
—

WILL BE AT

—

58 BROWN STREET,
PORTLAND,

4th.
EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JM’Yeodtf
jan 5

nil pc

385

Instant relief. Final cure in 10
davs, and uever returns. No purge,
Sufferers will learn of a

rllifii).
salve, no suppository
simple remedy Free, by addressingC. J. MASON.
marZ6eod6m
N. Y.
j 78 Nassau St.,

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,

until further uotice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 0.00 a. in., to*
Fubyaus, Bethlehem. Littleton, Lnarniter, Woodsville, Montpelier, St. Jobus
bury, Newport. Burlington, Swanson,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connectin'

lint •.
3.00 p. ui.,
stations.

for

and intermediati

Burliest

ARRIVALS.
10.40 n. UI., fjoiu Burtiettand way stations
5.55 p. iu., from Switulou, Burlington a
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snpl
October 3,1886.__oc3dt:

BRIDGTON & SACQ RIVER R. R.
Commencing; Oct. A, 1885.
A. M.
P. M.
3.00
Leave Portland (P. & O. li. K.).9.00
4.46
Junction.10.36
Bridgton
5.46
Bridgton. arrive.11.35
3.20
Leave Bridgton. 7.66
6.55
Portland, arrive.10.40
AV. F. PERKY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

_dtl

oct5_

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
OF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT
__

On and after Monday, Oct. Ill,
1SS5, Passenger Trains will leave

"-1"|
fw-'V.:"Portl«nd

at 7.30 a. at., nnd
-1.05 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.45
p. m.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham nnd Kpping
at 7.30 n. ui. and 1.05 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvnle, Alfred, Water,
boro nnd Snro River, 7.30 a. in., 1.05
m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Returning,
cave Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a. in.. 11.20 a.
at
Portland
3.40
and
m„
arriving
(mixed)
p.
in.,
9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. in. and 6.45 p. m.
For Oorhnm, Snecnrappn. Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook nnd Wood lord’s at 7.30
a. m., 1.06, 6.20, and mfxed at *6.30 p. m.

fi.

x lie

mi. iiuiu x in ilium cuiiuccis iu

.wti

fijrr

witn ftiooNne Tunnel Route* for the
West, and at I'uiou Depot. Worcester, for
Wew York via Norwich Line and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y'. A N. E. R. R
(**Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
■Baltimore, Wii-liiiigton, and the South, and
With Ronton A Albany R. R. for the Went.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R* R-»
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, wTOi through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be nad of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portlaud & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
W. PETERS. Sunt.
oct!2dtf

Juut

f.

0

_J.

Congress St.

Real Estate bought, sold and exchanged. Houses
to let. AH business personally attended to.
eodlm
toinarlti

COCKE & LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

180 MIDDLE

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Rumford Falls and Buckfield Railroad

OFFICE 15 CAHOON BLOCK,

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12.1885.
.in «ran«l Trnnk Railway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passemrer train leaves Mechanic rails Junction
3.10 p m arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and BosConnection,

connections daily with passenger train at
t08tage
STREET,
WestMinot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld for
office.

Three doors west of foi

Joseph A. Locke.

mer

Ira S. Locke.

dtf

feb27

West Simmer, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld. Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
oet9dtf

ORTLA TfgUffijyinr

I

HIM! IITED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL

STEPHEN

$$oclc) Job

and

BERRY,

FOR SALK BY

ISAAC1 W. DYER,

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

jan22

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST„
Also Gaueral

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and IVIonuiiieutal Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Oeo. E. Hawkeh,
Melvin J. ILawkes
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
dOm
deel8

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

Managers

for

New England for tne

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING MATER,
Fit Oil

d3m

flAHKIMOIV.

MAINB

Ft. A. P. F. D.

HAWKES BROTHERS
DEALERS IN

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

(gaud

No. 37 Plum Street.

—

no

Brokerage

dly

PVo. 29S Commereiul Nnwr

WREAI) (M. D. Harvard 1842)
Hid ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1870),

WILLIAMS,

STREET,

d2w

treated with
mfl VaAaI"' FISTULA
■ III I K lout the use of tiie knife orS-a E B L
detension from business, also
II |
mail other diseases of Hie RecCure guaranteit.
WM.
I
gljlljtum.
■
■

CHAS. L.

VO It 14.

mario

NUTT,

nt,

CHASE,

W.

Has removed to 372 Cumberland St., (Corner of
Casco St.) Office hours, 10 to 12, 2 to 4 and 7 to
8.
Consultation free.
aprleodlm*

UOOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,

ROB T F. CAMPBELL,
WM. F. JOHNSON,
County Commissionekb.

J. S. DOUGLASS,

C.

Real Estate and General

SCHNAPPS.

MAUVE.

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
, Cotton and
other merchaudise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse re1
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of insurance. Apply to

Evan,

CARDS.

METAPHYSICIAN,

Streets,

STORAGE.

, on.

(SAMPSON, Agent,
Kong Whnri, Bo»lon.

«Yc.

the office of the
llerk of Courts, and at the office of the Architects.
?or further particulars apply to the Clerk of
lourts at Machlas, or to the Architects, at Portend.
The right is reserved to reject any or all
>lds.

tvl4dtf

70

31dtf

Clerk of Court’s Office,
I
Machias, Washington Co., Me. I
be
received
this
PROPOSALS
will
at
SEALED
O office until 4 p, m. on the 24th day of April,
1886, for furnishing the materials and performing
lie labor required
in making the
proposed
dianges and alterations of the Court House at
llachias. Maine, according to plans now being ;
irepared by basset! & Tompson, Architects, 93 I
Tile plans and
Sxcliauge St„ Portland. Maine.

mar27

by

Y>y

mission.
Round Trip $1$.
Pawngr $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to

_

J. B.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wnarf,

BUSINESS

win ue reauy
can be seen

LINE.

Philadelphia,

PROPOSALS !

HOTEL.

tints; remedies
i::o ill effects of bad
hyp3; leaves the hair
r-'oTt and b e au ti ful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circular?
ifnt postpaid in sealed
imc’UH

STEAMSHIP

m.

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

—

From

are off the lines! quality,
and will be sold at lowest
market prices.

April first, and

—

AND ALL PARTS OF

p.

goods

ipeeincanuus

FOR

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

-

Finest quality off Mixed
House Faints,
White Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan,
Varnishes, Oils.
Brushes, Alabastine,
Calsom Finish,

POBTIiAWD,

Best material, perfect fit, equals any C-5 or $6shoe;
every pair warranted. Take none unless stamped
“W. L. Douglas’ S3.00
Shoe.warranted.” Congress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

J about 6th April
20tb April
|

Ontario

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

ntf

For all purposes
Aud in any quantity.

eodti

TEI.E PHONE 502.

|

Montreal

Kate, of

DIRECT

All orders through the mail will receive prompt attention.

-

|

^

The

Corner Pearl and Middle Sts., Portland,

ISAAC C.

20th March
36 April

WKAMEBS.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

DONNELL BUILDING,
Our Bargain Sale of Fine
Boots still continues.
Fine Stylish Coods at Cost,
to reduce Stock.

1

Avonmouth

The

mindly

.....

address the General

or

E.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottlos, $5.

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

a
knowing where they are kept,
BOOTH BAY. April 3-Ar, sells Addie J. AVilvor by notifying the undersigned.
Frank Pierce,
son. Millliridge for Portland ;
JOHN p! ALLEN, Adm’r,
Greenlaw, Deer Isle for do.
Lewiston, Me.
PORT CLYDE, April 3—Ar, sells Josle.and Ella
aprldlw*
Portland, Me., March 29,1886.
Clifton, from Macluas for Boston; C M GiUmore,
from Portland.
Sell Leader, from Cape Small Point f r Rockland
with wood, ran ashore on Hopper's Island and
will he a total loss.
The captain was taken oft i

Quebec, 1.30 p.

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st. loth and 20tli of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

115 Suite
feb8

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
Lowell. Mass.

W. L. DOUGLAS

papers of Ed-

m.

For

ARRIVALS*
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.26 U. 0*.
12."5. 3.15 ami .».o« p. m.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. in. and 7.00 p. in.,
mixed.
From Chicago anil ITloutreal, 12.05 p. in.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. hi.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
ray
l.'ldi

California,
Japan, China,*

information, apply to
Eastern Agents.

aprl

or

p.

To

Steamer of lOtb does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from Sau Francisco regularly for Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New
Zealand and Australia. Great reduction in rates
to San Francisco. Cahill $405 Steerage $20.
For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further

ASK FOR THE

person having property
ANYward
A. Allen, late of Portland, deceased,or
fawould confer

Cabin

$60 to 880; intermediate, 830; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St.. Boston; and C. P.
W Al.DKON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. $i
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

ports.

—

fe1

8
lb

Passeiigefaeconimodalions unequalled.

Hemorrhage

Ayer’s Cherry

via Halifax.
II FrVl".f'lH,lUuld

STEAM Ell

PERUVIAN.
Polynesian.
Parisian.
Sardinian.

25
April
»•

Jmiction Middle and Free

NOTICE.

a. in., 1.15
and 6.20 p. in.
For (sorhaiu, 7.20 a.BL and 4. 00 p. m., mixed.
For borhum, Montreal and Chicago,1.30

1886.

Portland Service.

and

THURSDAY,
Mch. 25
April 1
15
■“
29
Peruvian.May il

THURSDAY,
Mch. 4

troubles.—E. Bragdon, Palestine, Tex.
About six months ago I had a severe
of the Lungs, brought on
by a distressing Cough, which deprived
me of sleep and rest. I had used various cough balsams and expectorants,
without obtaining relief. A friend advised me to try

|

Halifax.

via

H. H. HAY & SON,

maylO__eodnrmly

DEPAUTCREM.
For Auburn and Lewi*ton, 7.05

LINE.

Winter Arrangements.

Liverpool
From Liverpooll

i\ll

1

-4

will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, dally
Sundays excepted, on and after March 29. 1880
at 2 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Chebeague
Islands, Harpswell ami Orrs Island, Returning,
leave On’s Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.45 A. M. Arrive at Portland at 9.15
A. M. For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
mh29dtf

Brqnzc Powders,

HAIR DYE

Scythia.June

Cephalonia.Juno
Gallia.Jap®
J"
Pavonia.June 17

C'nbin PastMaiee, SiOO, SNO, and SHOO, ac
cording to accommodation Intermediate Fae
Drafts on Great Britain ana Ire•nee. *:$.V
land. For passage or treiglit apply at the Company’s office, 0» Niatc Nircet, Bo.tou.

Tube Colors.

—

27
3

•

;iprl

BATCHELOR'S

Catalonia.May

ALLAN

1*»3,

On and after MONDAY, On. 14,
train* will run a* follows
.*

THURSDAY.
15
22
2a
0
13
20

CHANGE OF TIME.

at

STEERAGE PASSAGE AT LOW RATES.
Pavonia...Saturday, Apiil
Scythia.April
Catalonia.April
Cephalonia.April

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA

—

STEAMER CORDON

name

the

The Shoe Dealer.

niarlO

A»D FROM

have this

WE tlie purposedayof manufacturing
Soap,
D. BUNT &

apr5

Tlie Standard oi Purity and Excellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and lind it to lie of full weight, entirely free Horn Alum, Ammonia, Lime aim the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wliolesotneness and efficiency.”
RICHARD C. STANLEY. A. M. Ph. 1).
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aasayer of Maine from ’75 to ’83.

jauD

Liverpool Every THURSDAY,

Boston to

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

NOTICE.

BROWN

April 5.

Eastport and St John. NB.
Sell Tiara, Cliatto, Camden—lime to L C Cummings & Co.
Sell Julia A Ward, from Bootliliay for-.
Sell WC Wickham, Steadman, Bristol for Virginia.
Soli Collins Howe. Orne, Southport.
Sell Sangamon, Morton, Bremen.
Sell Exchange, Huekmaster, Boston.
Cleared.
Sell Susan B Ritcliie, Bartlett, Baltimore—J
Nickerson it Son.
Sell Ella Maud, (Br) Hayden, Loekport, NS—

1

The above cut shows our Parlor Suit Floor, and we venture to sny it Is one of the very largest disof the quantity in the fast issue
plays in Parlor Suits exhibited anywhere in New England. We spoke
of this paper, but we wish now tu call attention to the bargains on hand. Now first the,e is a full
7-piece Hair Cloth Suit as follows: large two-part back sofa, lady’s platform rocker, large gent’s armtufted backs. The
chair, and 4 parlor chairs, all nicely upholstered with plain scats, and piped and
frames are strong and well made and finished, and taking the suit as a whole it is just as good as lots
of suits sold to-day for $50, but we shall send this suit anywhere in New England lor $36 cash, or $9
down and balance $6 per mouth until paid for. Tueu we have other styles of frames upholstered in
Hair Cloth at $40, $45, aud up io $85. Flush Parlor Suits; in this line we have everything the heart
could wish for, from $40 to $360. Tile frames are Walnut. Ebony aud Cherry, upholstered, combiua
We have selected three
tiou of colors and plain, some with corner chairs, some with divans, etc., etc.
different patterns which we shall sell at $55 per set, for cash; or $14 down at time of purchase, and the
These suits are large and made up as follows: the Sola is covbalance at $5 per mouth, until paid.
ered in a Crimson Mohair Plush, the Gent’s Arm Chair in Crimson Mohair Plush, 1 Parlor Chair in Old
Gold Mohair Plush, 1 Parlor Chair in Olive Mohair Plush, and l Parlor Chair in Crimson Mohair Plush.
This is a very nice combination of colors, or we will make the whole suit crimson aud trimmed with
old gold, or all crimson plain. As we said before, we shall sell these suits for $65 per suit; they are
without exception the best goods for the money ever offered in this market, and we want to say to
those who cannot come to our store to see them that they are perfectly safe to order through the mail,
so confident are we of the value of the goods, and so sure are we that we would be willing to have
these goods returned if they are not all we claim, viz.: the best Parlor suit for the money we ever
saw.
Then we have beautiful suits for $40, $45, $50, §00, $05, $75. $86, $100 aud upwards. Don’t
pay long prices on Parlor Suits w hen you can spare $5 or $10 per suit aud have them delivered at
your depot freight prepaid. On tills floor we have Lounges, Pat. Jtockers, Easy Chairs, Camp Koekers,
“Casco" Bed Lounges, Squire’s Sofa Beds, etc.

Spoken.

Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Bonnet, NewYork—mdse
to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for

FROM OUlt

^

For Bomiom at 2.00 and ti'.OU a. in., tl.oOana
Returning Lrnre u««w» at 7.30
16.00 p. m.
and O.oo a. m. ami 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
2.00 and 0.00 a. III., 1.00 and 6.00
at
Biddefoi’d
u. in.
l or l»oi iMinoulli and Newburyport at
in.
For
a.
2.ooami O.oo
in., l.oo and 6.00 p
For*uleu.
Anrewbury 0.00a. iti.ftlid 6.00 p.m.
tt.uO
and
1.00
a.
O.oo
in.,
and
and Eyou at 2.00
trains.
p. m. PCIdli.vi AN CA BM on above
tThe O.oo a. m. and l.oo p. n». trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
uain
tThe 6.oo p. m. train connects with night
for New York.
West
and
South
ail
points
Through Tickets to
tor sale ai Portland Drpol Ticket Office*,
and .1 luiuu Tickef Ollier, 40 Exchange
Mftreet.
L>. J. FLANDEKS. (leu. F. & T. A.
’JAS. T. FUKBEK, Ueu’l Manager.
dtf

m a di ■/

COPARTNERSHIP

Mai eh 22, lat 31 00. Ion 44 30, ship Patrician,
Kenney, from New York Meh 14 for Sydney.
March 25, oft Bermuda, sell Maggie Abbott, fm
New York for Port an Prince.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

"'Sell

^

T

FOB
(1
7
7
is
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
10
10
13
16
15
17
22
21)

EASTERN DIVISION.

I
WHARF, !

alternately leave FRANKLIN
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF !
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
!
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable :
night’s rest, anu avoid the expense and inconvenin
at
Boston
late
ience of arriving
night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various i
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE. Jr.. Manager.

Assessors of

SAILING; DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
*1

| for BomIoii 1.00, 4.15 p. m.; arrive 5.30.8.45 p.w.

TREMOHT and FOREST CITY

nia average, no stock;club at 6s 1 ld@7s 2d; corn,
mixed Western, new at 4s2%d; peas at 6s fid.
Provisions, &<*.—Pork.prime Eastern mess at 61s;
bacon 29s 6d for short clear and 28s Gd for long
clear; cheese firm at 62s for American;Iard, prime
Western 31 s Gd; tallow 23s Gd for American. JO

Wisconsin
Yolk..Liverpool— Apl
..Apl
; Normandie.New York..Havre.
Werra.New York..Bremen.Apl
! Rhein. New York..Bremen.Apl
! Britauic .New York..Liverpool_A|>1
(idler!..New York..Hamburg ...Apl
Sarnia. Portland.... Liverpool .Apl
New Orleans.Nut York Havana.A pi
Suevia.New York..Hamburg—Apl
Baltic.?..New lurk. Liverpool—Apl
Moravia.New Yolk..Hamburg ...Apl

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

Am!

Ar at Aspinwall Meh 23d, sch Lucy A Davis.
Rose, Boston.
Ar at Tampico Meh IS, sch Jos M Hayes. Adams. Aspinwall.
At Demarara Meli 17th. sell Albert L Butler,
Cates, for St Thomas same day.
Ai Arroyo Meli 11), brig Sarah St Emma, Nasi',
for Boston, big; sell Harry White, Hopkins, for
Norwich 12 days.
At Humacoa Meh 20rli, brig Caroline Gray, for
Boston 2 days, ldg.
At Bermuda Meli 20. barque Jas G Pendleton,
Colcord, from Cebu for Boston, reloading; Mary C Hale, Higgins, from New York, dlsg; brig
Castalia. Jackson. Ma anzas for New Y’ork, ready
sehs Edward Johnson. Warren, Cienfuegos for do;
Clias E Morrison, Smith, New Bedford for Savan-

*12 SO,3.30 p. m.
For BomIod at 6.16,*8.40 a.
!>' '“•
Ho»ton lor Portlnnd 8.30 a. «>•, l
,l. m.,
8curb.ro .lllcl Piur Poml 6.16, 8.4U
Bidde3.30, 6.46 p. ill. Old Orchard, Saco,
ford and Kcnnrbunb 6.16, 8.40 &• nl., 12.30
3.30, 6.45 p. m. Well. Beach 6.16, 8.40 a. III.,
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Ureal Falla, Doand
rer, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.15 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 3.30 p. Ul.
Rochester, Furmiugton and Altov Bay
and
8.40 a. in., 12.30. 3.30
p. m., Muncbe*fer
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a.m.,
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
•Tlie 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Rail Liues to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,46 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.. and Boston at 8.30 a. in. and
1.00 p. in.
tftTNDAY TRAIN*

STEAMERS.
THE

the City of Portland hereby
THE
give notice to all persons liable to taxation In
that
will be in session
said
secular

STEPHEN MARSH,

Wednesdays
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf
Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

FARE $1.00

Assessors’ Notice.
they

WESTERN DIVISION.

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

and

represented.

train service.
1SS3.
eflec, Sunday, October II,

passenger

in

on

entire satisfaction
To sav'that our special announcement one week ago has resuited so tar to our
are fully appreciated,
would be using a very mild phrase. This shows us that good goods at low prices
what we stated in our
ami the greater our sales the lower we can mark the pi ice. Please remember
there is a depot
last viz that we will prepay the freight on all goods sold by us to any town where
winch means that you
anywhere in New England, and we will sell foreash or on our contract system,
week or month
the
balance
down
at
time
the
amount
of
and
by
purchase,
Dav us a
auarter of the
if you buy a
In easy payments. This plan is fair and equitable and easily understood. For instance,
4V e make
until
month
us
paid.
at
time
of
$10
and
$5 per
purchase
Plush Parlor Suit for $40 you pay
until the amount is paid
out two agreements which are just alike, and you keep one and we the other,
he
shall
article
just as
our
last,
a
as
we
in
eyery
told you
in full, WRen we give yon receipted bii(, and,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

city

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
j

For NEW YORK.

untl

firmer; uplands 5d; Orleans 5 l-16d ; sales 12,000
bal^s; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, April 5,1886.—Whiter Wheat at
7s 3d a.7s 5d; spring wheat 7s 3d@7s 5d; Califor-

9p

§9

__

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. April 5, 1886.—Consols 100 5-16.
LONDON,April 5, 188G.—U. S. 4%s, 114%.
LONDON, April 5, 1886.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes oft the coast,
wheat steady.
Cargoes on the passage for shipment, wheat firmly held and corn steady. At Liverpool spot wheat Steady; corn rather easier.
LIVERPOOL, April 5, 1886.—Cotton market—

Amboy.

WOOD’S HOLL—Sid 3d. sells Eli. Treworgy,
Edwin A Stevens. Kendall, New York; WehBernard. Marshall, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, sch Mary B Rogers. Hinckley.
Hoboken for Cambridge, (.mil
sailed.)
HYANNIS—Passed by 3d. sells Win T Donnell,
and Augustus Hunt, lor coal ports.
BOSTON—A r 4th. brig Sparkling Water, HichInun. Huniai-ua; sobs Aifred Keen, Greeley. Richmond; David Ea st, Alley, Roudout: Allston,
Winner. Five, New York;
Haskell. Heboken;
and
strr

—

Boston Stock Market.

$98,556.

rill, Cienfuegos.

....

_

of

Sid Mcli 28. ship Commodore, Jordan, Nanaimo.
Sid 4th. ships Geo F Manson, Morse, Queenstown; I K Chapman, Thompson. Liverpool.
ASTORIA, u—Ar 26th, ship Chesebrough, Ericsoil, Portland, O.
Ar 3d inst, barque C Southard Hulbert, Watts,
New York.
Ar 4th. ship Indiana, Morrison, Aecapulco.
PORT TOWNSEND —Sid 27th, ship Harvey
Mils, Mills. Santa Rosalia.
PENSACOLA—Cid 3d, sells Edw P Avery, Hawley, Philadelphia; T W Dunn, McFarland, for

prolitics 50@55c.

Chicago

The

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 27tli, ship W H Maey,
Darkness. Liverpool, witli 73,(105 ctls wheat, val-

v

do

heavy gale, three
vessel lost

Fishermen.
Ar at New York 3d, sch Waterfall. Long, from
Portland for Capes of Delaware.

Apples—Massachusetts Baldwins,1 25@1 37%;
Maine Baldwins at 1 25{®$1 50fNo 1 greenings at
1 00(®1 25; No 1 New York State apples at 1 00
@1 2o; No 2 apples 75c@l 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20: fair to
good at $17{®$18; choice Eastern line $15@$17;
fair to good do at $14@$16: poor to ordinary $13
(®$14: East swale $10@$11. Rye straw, choice,
ton.
$19 OO^O 50; oat straw $10@$11
Potatoes—Houlton rose 73c; doJHebron 73®75;
N H Rose 65c; Me Central 65@68c; Me Burbank
seedlings 60@ —c; N Y Hebrons at 50®55c; do

Rose|55c;

a

washed overboard and lost.

Gloucester.

eruiom-Loicgj-dvsc; western ciiuicc «tt
12 Vi® 13c: held stock, nominal as to quality.
Beans—Choice small N Y hand picked peal 50®
lo5
bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 30® 1 35; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 70.^1 75
hiju

during

meanien

bowsprit in collision with sclir Electric Eight

Hams at 9%®10%c (:> tb. according to size and
cure: smoked shoulders 7@7%e; pressed hams
10%c.
Dressed hogs, city, 6%c t> tb; country at 5%c;
live liogs 4% 65c.
Butter—New York extra fresli made creamery
at 33o35e: do extra lirsis 30a32c; do firsts 26,a
29c; uo seconds at 21:622c; Western extra fresh
made at 33635c; do extra firsts at 32633c: do
firsts at 27 ®30c; do seconds 18g22c; fancy selections dairy, new milk, 28 630c; Franklin County, Vt., ex do 25628c; Vermont extra do 26a28;
Vermont choice old stock 15618c; do fair to good
12ffil6c; New York extra neiv 245626c; do choice
166:18c; do fair to good 12616c; extra imitation
creamery 27(6 28c.
Cheese—Northern extra 10%@ll:fancy ll%c;
do good to choice 9%fel0c; lower grades according to quality; Western 10@10%C; gob lots %c
higher.
Eggs—Neai by nominal at 14e; Eastern extras
at 13613%c; Southern choice extra 12%c: New
runs

Boston.

Brig J F Merry, Bradley, at Philadelphia from
Matanzas reports, while at anchor off Fenwick,
31st. in a fog. was run into by an unknown threemasted schooner and had boat and davits carried

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON April 6 1886.- The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00:613 25; short cuts 13 00
13 60 ;backs 13 50614 00; light backs 12 50;Iean
ends 13 00613 25; pork tongues at $13@13 25;
prime mess"at *12 00@12 50; extra prime at 9 50
®$10 00; mess, old. at 10 75®11 00; do new at
$12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75a 1175.
Lard at 6%@6%c [> lb 111 tierces ;7®7 *4 c in 10
lb pails;7Vi:a7%c in 5-ib pails; 7%®7%c in 3-ib

Rye
00(a>6 25 Cottonseed.
car lots..2300(0*24oo
fairly
roller .5 25&5 50! do bag...24 00^25 00
clear do—5 00 o*5 25'Sack’dBr’n
car lots.. 20 00(^21 00
Stone ground.4 75io5 00
do bag. ..21 00,0*22 00
St Louis st’gt
roller.5 50^*5 75 Middlings, 20 OO^a.23 00
dear do
5 25^5 50 do bag lots,21 OO.a.24 00
demand, speculation only moderate; receipts 9,l*ro*i»ion».
Winter Wheat
OOO bush ; exports 138,216 bush; sales 223.000
Patents_ 5 75ta*6 OOiPork—
bush spot; No 3 at 44%c; No 2 at 45% c in elev
Finii*
Racks ...14 OOa.14 50
Yellow at 46c. OatM Vh®»/8C lower and more ac13 oo o 13 5u
Clear
Cod, *.» «jt I—
bush ; sales
tive; receipts 32,3oo bush;expons
Large Shore;? 25,0*3 5oi .Mess.11 50^12 oo 1 228.000 bush spot; No 3 al 35%c do White at
8 oO.rtU on
Large Bank3 00tt3 25fMess Beet.
2
No
at
do
for exports
35%®35%c;
j 38%®39c;
Small.2 75 a3 OOj Ex Mess.
1)50,0,0 75
35V4C; No 2 White at 40c;Mixe<! Western at 37®
Pollock.2 25 o*3 25 j Plate —lOOO.o. lo 5o jI 43c; do White
40 «4p Vee: White State at 39c.
Haddock.1 50^*2 00
Ex Plate.lu 7ira.ll oo 1 i’olfee dull at 8%e. Sugar steady; C at 5®5VrC;
Hake.I 75 ^2 25! Lard—
Extra C at 5Vfe@5l4c; White Extra C &%*<}; Velb.w
Tubs fc> ^..OVs^O:vic
Herring—
c
6 v* a*i;
Sealeu l> bx.. 14 o, 18c i Tiere.es
Hi d A at 6 J3 16c; granulated 6 3 16c; Coni, c A
Mol. 12 a* 15c I Pails.»7*4 c
at 6VgC; cut loaf and crushed at 6%e; nowuered
bbl—
Mackerel
Hams
h>— 0‘,-y a io <
at 6 5-16m-G%c; Cubes 6 7-16c. Pei'olvuiu —uniiShort* Is. 1 o ooo21 ool do covered lo'-a w l 1 '*■■■»
ed 73% ; refined at 7%'ci7:%c
Tallow steady.
Shore 2s. 7 00a 8 00
©si.
lkoi-Si is steady; mess at 9 5t»@S0 0o.
Beei dull.
Alfa. ».s. oOOa <> OOj ivei'o.-ciie*Lmd opened shade lower, closing stronger; WesSmall
at
IPort. Ref. Pei. 6%
tern steam spot at 6 27% ; refined 6 55 for ContiProduce.
Water While
9%
Butter firm; Western at 15
hem ; 6 80 for S. A.
13
Cranberries—
'PrairsAsiT.&bbL
i a 35c; .State 18«33c; Elgin creamery at 34f«35.
Maine.8 50,a4 50 jDcvoe’s Brilliant.13
i!hee«e is firm; Stale at 9^ 11 %c; Western 7 Vs @
Cape C-od.. .5 50^6 50J Ligoilia.lo
11V4C.
Pea Beans... 1 5Ual 75|Silver White. 9
Freights steady; wheat steam 3%d.
Medium— 1 ooai 75 (Centennial.10
CHICAGO, April 5. 188G.—Flour market easy;
German null Oo&l 75j
BaidoH.
Winter
Wheal 4 4«>«5 85; Wisconsin at 40 a
Yellow Eves. 1 40 al 651 Muscatel— 2 25 a3 25
4 65; Michigan ;it 4 B0@4 70; soft Spring Wheat
Irish Potatoes
BO«t7o, Loudon Lay’r 3 15&3 25
3
70<f4
00; Minnesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
St Potatoes
(o^4oojOnduraLay. 18 a\3
4 60^5 00; low grades 2 00@3 06; Bye Flour at
Onions..3 75.a.4 00(Valencia.7
^10%
3 30«3 60. Wheat lower; April at 7434(@753/«c;
SiigHr.
Cabbages.$ 10.0,5*121
No 2 Spring 74% a 77 Vac; No 3 do 67 aG9c. Corn
Turkeys.17^a22 granulated pit*.o% easier
at 337/8@3G%c. Oats lower at 28y2c. Kye
Chickens.15a 1 6 I Extra C.6%
No 2at 6o%(@56c. Barley nominal; No 2
dull;
Weed*.
Fowls
.15 a 161
Lard
Cue. Pork closed steady at 9 40@9 45.
at
.a 151 K«<1 T<*p....#244 §)$2%
Ducks
steady at 5 95. Boxed meats steady-shoulders
Geese.
ra 14 Timothy Seed2 15 a2 20
3 8■ > a 3 90;sliortJ ribs at 5 37%@5 40;sliort clear
(Clover.
ll%“13c
Api»ltw.
at 5 65@5 70.
Snow
('hrci>4'.
I
Receipts—Flour, 11,000 bbls; wheat. 17,000
al2
Tail man Swts
Vermont.10
bush; corn, 101,000 hush; oats. 52,000 bush; rye,
N•»1 iialdwmsl 50 g l 75 K.V. tuctury 10
ei.12
2.000
bush; barley, 42,000 bush.
l 25al 5 »)
It utter.
Greenings
Shipments Flour, 11,000 bbls; wheat. 8.000
Creamery U tb. 28_a.3o
Gusli:
corn, 21,000 busli; oats, 29,000 busli; rye.
lt> 8al ic Gill Edge Ver
24a27
Evaporated
1.000 busli; barley, 1>.000 bush.
Lrtuodm.
Choice.2oa22
ST. LOUIS,
.4 OOa4 25 Goad.17a 18
Florida_
April 5. 1886.—Flour is dull;
XXX 3 00&3 15; lainily 3 25@3 35; choice 3 80a
Messina.4 oOa.6 00.Store.12a,l4
3 90; fancy at 4 30 «4 40
extra fancy at 4 6()@
Mi lagers.2 oo.g.2 50(
ttga*.
4 90; patents at 5 lo@5 40. Wheat lower: No 2
OraugM.
[Eastern extras 13a-14
lied at 85@8Ge. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed 83%@
12
4 25a.4 75(Can & Western..
Florida—
33%c. Oats weak; No 2 Mixed 29%c. Lard firm
4 75e£5 3oj Island. .12
Valencia
5 82%@5 85.
Messina and PaI Limed.
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 14,000 bu;
lermo p bx.3 00 a4 00cor'n.108,000 bush; oats, 22,000 bush ; rve, 1,000
hush, barley 2,000 bush.
Foreign Exports.
Shipments—Flour, 18,000 bblsjwlieat 3,000 bu;
LOCK POltT, NS.
Sclir Ella Maud—717 bbls
corn,17,000 bush; oats 17,000 bush; rye, 0,o|bu;
clams.
barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, April 5,1886.-Wheat—No 1|White
Railroad Receipts.
87c bid ; Mch Red 87%c; No 3 Red 84c.
PORTLAND. April 5. 1886.
Receipts, 15,300 bush.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
NEW ORLEANS, April G, 1886.—Cotton firm;
and 31 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 118 cars miscellaneous merchan- middling 8 11-16c.
dise.
MOBILE, April 5, 1886.—Cotton is firm; mid
Wheats

Ar at Cardenas 26tli, barque Aug Kobbe, Costigan, New York.
Sid 28tli. barque John R Stanhope, DeWinter,
Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas 26th. sell Florence Leland, Adams, New York:
27tli, brig Tarifa, Brown, Cardenas.
Sid 26th, brig Abbie Clifford. Stover, Delaware
Breakwater; 27th, sell Mary B Judge, Norwood,
Cardenas.
Ar al Sagua 23d, sell Maud, Robihson, Matauzas; Hannah H Dudley, Oliver, Baltimore.
Ar at Havana 20tli, sell Palos, Huutermau, Slop
Island; 27lh. barque Formosa. Pierce,New York;
brig Jennie Hulbert, Southard. Norfolk.
At Antigua Mcli 23. sell Lucia Porter, Grindle,
from New York, ar 17th
Sid fm Barbadoes
13tli, barque Albemarle,
Forbes, for St J.igo amt North of Hatteras; 18tli,
barque Hattie G luxim, Yates. Mexico.
Ar at Demarara Mcli lo, sell Lizzie Heyer, Harington, Baltimore.
Ar at Gil) ra Apl 5, barque Agate, Powers, from
Boston.
Sid fm Hamburg Apl 3, barque Charlotte A Litth held. Muller. Baltimore.
Sid fm lquique Feb 16, barque Tille Baker, Car-

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, April 6, 1886.—The|following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day;
Colorado Coal...23 75
Ontario.29 00
Quicksilver..
00
do

In a railway car. packed full, M. Z., who ha
got into a scat facing the engine, asks his oppt
site neighbor to change with him.
Tile latter puts himself to considerable lucon
veulence to make the change, which lie does witl
the greatest affability.
Finally they are nicely settled.
"You prefer to ride backward?" asks the oblig
ing stranger.
"Oh.” says M. Z., “it is not the mode ofridini
;

Aspinwall.

Mining Stocks.

Homestake.[.17

has been
Bangor.
N Bartlett, of Orrlugton.

RAILROAD*.

M\E STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Continued from last issue of this paper.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

229 tons,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Sagua 20th. brig Woodbury, Parker,'' om
Portland; Mary Bartlett, Thompson, Machias.
Sid fm Trinidad 22d, sch Melissa Trask Trask,
Philadelphia; brig Herman. Hichborn, Boston.
Ar at Olenfuegos 8th, barque C'has R Lewis.
Strout. Buenos Avres; brig H C Sibley, Hichborn,

Omaha.,38%

St Paul*

of
W

FROM

4o,,
pref.....101%

■

biliousness.

Brig Geo E Dale,
purchased by Capt

Reading.

WIT AND WISDOM.

crew

STEAM E BN.

HIVNCEJLL.ANEOU*.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

from this port, be being on
tile vessel alone and vessel breaking up. The
crew had previously taken the boat and left.

by the wrecking

Erie 2ds .101%
103%
Missouri Pacific.
Mobile* Ohio.. If
Morris & Ebsbx.13°,,
96%
Oregon Nav..
27%
Oregon Transcon.

annual

of the Relief Association

meeting
of the Portland Fire De artment, wl I be held
TIIK
Office. Ri.im 18, City Buildthe Chief

at

Engineer's

Wednesday Evening. April 7th, at 8 p. m., for
election of sixteen trustees for the ensuing
vear. and to transact any other business that may
legally come before the association.
RICHARH H. BAI.I, Secretary
A. ,1. CUMMINGS, President.
mar31dlw
Portland. March 31,1886.

ing,

the

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 6.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
TO-DAV.

ADVEBTIsEIIKAiS

NEW

financial.
Poor, White & Greenough.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Easter Opening—Millett & Little.
For Sale or To Let—House.
Wanted—W. C Sawyer & Co.
For sale—Canary Seed.
Jerseys—Owen, Moore & Co.
Police Notice.
Underwear—Rines Bros.
For Kent—House.
Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Apperient.
Wanted—House.
Novelties—J. G. Hayes & Co.
Lost—Gold Pen.
Wanted—Two Tenement House.
To Let—Rooms.
Eire and Marine Insurance—Wm. Allen, Jr.
Horses For Sale.
Nolice—Owen, Moore & Co.
For Sale—Brick House.
Wanted—Cast-off Clothing, &r.
A Card—Miss Ladd.
8. P. C. A.—Aonual Meeting.
For Sale—Wooden House.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.
liver, with constipation, in.
Derangements
jure the complexion, induce pimples, saRow skin,
etc. Remove the cause hy using Carter’s Little
Liver Tills. One a dose.
ol the

G_d&wlw

apr

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell carpets, etc., in
house No. 88 Brackett street at 10 o’clock this'

morning.

_

brief jottincs.
The Falmouth House was
with guests last evening.

completely filled

Bosworth Relief Corps will give
this

a

dance

evening.

Remember the usual temperance meeting
at the Gospel Mission tonight at 7.45 o’clock.
All are cordially invited.
The treasurer of the Home for Aged Men,
gratefully acknowledges the receipt of $355.77 from Congress Square sociable, the proceeds from their last entertainment.
Get seats today for Buidette of the Hawkeye’s amusing lecture, “The Pilgrimage of
the Funny Man*” which willjclose the Stockbridge course on Wednesday night.
Owen, Moore & Co., purchased a large
portion of the linen handkerchiefs which
from the steamer Oregon, and were
sold by auction at the Custom House yester-

came

day.

Officers Massuro and Skillings arrested a
couple of fellows who were engaged in fighting in Fore street yesterday afternoon. One
of the fellows has just served his time in the
Reform School.
Mitchell & Jeffords, whose gambling establishment was raided Saturday, appeared
in court yesterday morning and furnished
bail iu the sum of $1000 each for their appearance at the May term of the Superior
Court.
The annual meeting of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals will be
nelu at me looms

ui me

romaim

rmieiui-

ty, Wednesday afternoon at three o’clock,
All
when the annual reports will be read.
persons interested are invited to be present.
Veterans desiring to participate in the exoccasion
the
Boston on
cursion to
of the Third Army Corps meeting, are invited to report at Grand Army Hall this
evening, if they wish for half fare rates upon
the railroads, which must lie applied for at
tills meeting.
Mr. L. J. Carney of the firm of James
Bailey & Co., is a young man who believes
At
in having the very best of everything.
C. H. Lawson's, 201 Middle street, can be
It is of
seen his new bicycle, lately ordered.
the Pope Manufacturing Company’s make
the Columbia light roadster,
new pattern for ISSti, full nickeled and is
without doubt the nearest to perfection yet
Mr. Carney is First
attained in bicycles.
Lieutenant of the Portland Wheel Club.
and known

as

PERSONAL.
Rev. Arthur W. Little, of Portland, delivered a lecture at St. Catharine’s Hall, Augusta, last evening.
Richard M. Johnson entered upon his
duties as one of United States Marshal Harmon’s deputies yesterday.
Mayor Chapman will be absent from the
city the. rest of the week, called away by
business.
Rev. John Canning of Exeter, N. H., will
preach a sermon in the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception next Thursday evening.
Mr. P. II. Reardon of Bangor has been promoted to the holy order of deaconship at the
Grand Seminary, Quebec, and will be affiliated to the diocese of Portland
Capt. William Perris, who died Sunday,
was a cabinet maker in 1850, then a clerk
on Commercial street, and later bought into
navigation. He leaves one daughter.
James H. Rivers, who died in Dorchester
Saturday,aged 88, was a native of St. George,
Me., and in 1849 was deputy collector of customs at Thomaston.

Society

of Natural

dresses, customs and religions. Strange looking hills cover the island,
and the flora and fauna are peculiar. Here
lived those strange birds, the Dodo and Aphanapteryx, now extinct. The history also
of the island is full of tragedies and roThe Paul and Virginia story had its
mance.
origin here, and the well known American
missionary, Mrs. Harriet Nowell, died and
different

well illus-

lies buried here. The lecture
trated with lantern views by Mr. Fuller.
Dr. Charles W. Bray was proposed for acwas

on

March 19.

A Natural Musician.
In the rotunda of the Preble House the
other night sat a man playing a harp, whose
appearance called the bystanders’ attention*
Instead of a foreigner it was a Yankee of
unmlstakeable feature, who was attired in a
dark blue flannel shirt and dark trousers.
He played so well, with so much expression
and so fine a touch, that any one acquainted
with the music would have been attracted.
Inquiry' developed the fact that the man was
married a year ago to one of the employes of
With
the Samoset House on Mouse Island.
the money he had accumulated playing at
hotels, in watering-place resorts, he built a
This winter fire
house out west, on a farm.
destroy ed the property and he had no insurnnu
Rut be has lots of nluek and savs

he’ll be on his feet again soon. lie is a natural musician and can play any instrument
He made the harp he
with much skill.

plays.

____

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Casco—Wilson Chute to James Chute, land.
$300.

al. to Nathan S.
§400.

Biidgton—Ann Mclntire
Freeman, land and building.
Brunswick—George W. Grows to baran b.
Grows, laud. SI and oilier consideration.
Harrison—Philander Talman et al., Trustees of
Baptist church to Kugene M. Dudley, laud. $200.
Kaymnud—M. D. Doran to Viauna V. Foster,
land. si.
Scarboro—Charles F. Hanson to Collins M. Tapley, land. $272.
Collins M. Tapleyet al., to Charles T. Hanson,
land. $239.
Cumberland—John F. Holme to Jonas Olson
Holme, land. $1.
Windham—Thomas M. Douglass to Clark D.
Hibbard, land. $700.
Harpswell—Samuel J. Webber and Sarah D.
Webber to Esther O. Powell, laud. $150.
ct

_

Quiet Wedding.
A quiet but very pretty wedding took placo
yesterday at the residence of Mr. George H.
Watkins, of Brown, Thurston & Co., when

Mr. George M. Atwood, one of the editors of
the Oxford Democrat, was united in marriage with Miss Annie Harlow, daughter of
Hon. E. G. Harlow, and niece of ex-United
States Marshal Bisbee, by Rev. Dr. A. K. P.
Only the relatives of the bride and
Small.
groom were present.
War

Lecture.

A small audience was present at City Hall
last evening to listen to Capt. C. A. Jackson’s lecture on the War of the Rebellion.
He began with an account of the uprising of
and ran through the story of the
the

North,
w'ar, mentioning the principal engagements
and interesting anecdotes of engagements
The lecture was illustrated
largeinumber of stereopticon views.

and camp life.

by

a

The well knpwn furniture establishment
of B. A. Atkinson & Co., which has been
located at the corner of Middle and Pearl
streets for a year past, has been making
great improvements in the stately building
occupied by them, and a visit to the store

yesterday by

a

Press

reporter

facilities afforded in this respect is one
reason for the ability of this firm to make
such favorable prices for their goods, as
they do their own teaming. The remainder
of the basement is occupied by the stove

great

department. Here can be found
twenty-four different styles of ranges, besides an immense variety of parlor stoves,
of which they sold last season over 1100.
and range

Here also is the work room for the fitting of
all the necessary parts of the stoves and

ranges.
The first floor is especially devoted to carpets, of which there is a complete assortment from the richest to the cheapest.
Probably as nice a floor^is can be found in
for the
any carpet store in New England
.licninv nf minds has iust been laid at a cost
of $500. This splendid flooring, with the
the space taken by the offices in
the rear, covers the entire width and deptli
of the building. On this floor also can be
found a complete stock of baby carriages,
and of refrigerators, the firm having the exclusive right to tlie sale of the celebrated

exception of

“Perfection” make.
The second floor is devoted to the sets of
parlor furniture, ranging in price from $33
to $250, and upholstered in plush, silk, hair
cloth and Ramie. The hall stands are very
beautiful, some costing as high as $50, and
there is a large variety of easy chairs. On
this floor, in the southwest corner, is a large,
comfortable toilet room for the benefit of
lady customers, especially those from out of
town, elegantly carpeted and furnished; a

bright and airy apartment.
On the third floor are the chamber sets,
and here can be found everything known to
the trade. There are 88 styles on this floor.
The sets are in pine, ash, m^iogany, cherry,
walnut and basswood. They cost from $17
to $250, and the elegance of the carving and

richness of the woods of the

more

expen-

worth considerable study.
fine a line of sideboards can
here be found as in any city of large size, in
antique work, cherry, mahogany, walnut
and ash. The marbles used in these side-

sive

sets

Probably

are

as

boards and in the chamber sets
rich. The prices range from $20
There is also a splendid stock of
conveniently arranged and lined
desks, placed at prices from $45 to

are

very

to $185.
the most
roll top
$75, and
parlor beds—with their handsomely carved
fronts and mirrors—valued at $55 to $80.
On the fourth floor will be found an imstock of chairs, mattresses, springs,
bedsteads, parlor suits, extension tables,
dining tables; in fact a stock valued on this
floor alone at $15,000. The feather room is
50 feet long, divided up into pens for all
kinds of feathers, ranging from the most expensive live geese to the ordinary hen
fertlier. At one end of this floor will also be
found a large display of dinner and tea setsThe fifth floor is the work room, well
lighted by six large skylights, and is 80x25
feet in size, and here is the place where the
carpets are made up for the purchaser. A
large line of clocks is placed on this floor,
mense

Last Eve-

Meeting
ning.

April

Regular

Improv-

to Assist in

Congress Asked

ing the Harbor.

Memorial from the Knights of

A

gave some

little idea of the extent of their business
and the expense they have put themselves to
for the better accommodation of their
patrons. The large brick edifice, five stories
in height, with dry, well lighted basement, is
100 feet in depth by 47 feet in width. It also
on the
possesses the advantage of standing
remarkably wide
corner of Pearl street, a
avenue, and, having twenty windows to a
floor, the result gives one of the brightest
and airiest stores in New England.
The rear basement, 60 x 47 feet in size, is
devoted to the shipping department, and the

Labor.

The regular April meeting of the City
Council was held last evening. The meeting
was a

short one.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Board was called to order at twenty
minutes to eight by the Mayor, all the members being

present.

NEW WOODEN BUILDINGS.

The petitions of the following persons for
permission to erect new wooden buildings
Merrill Whitney, 540 Conwere referred:
gress street; Mrs. C. Butler, Atlantic street;
State street wharf; Wm.
&
Birnie,
Kumery
Partlow, 27(> Fore street.
POLICE APPOINTMENTS.

Edward A. Webster was

police

ber of the

force

Cole, resigned.

appointed
in

a mem-

C.

Woodill, Henry A. Jackson,
Griffin, Thomas A. Oakes, were appointed special policemen without pay.

Joseph
John T.

MEMORIAL DAY.

A petition from Bosworth and Thatcher
Posts, G. A. It., was received, asking for an

appropriation of $350 to asssist in the observance of Memorial Day and was ordered on
file. The accompanying order was passed.
Alderman Wilson asked if this was the customary sum ami was informed that $300 was
the usual appropriation.
TIIE SOLDIERS’ MONUMENT.
Alderman Briggs presented the petition of
J. S. Winslow & Co., and 43 other individuals and firms, asking that the necessary steps

be taken in order to make Market Square a
public park. Alderman Briggs moved the
passage of an order providing for such action on the part of the city and the motion
was seconded.
This action is deemed necessary before
granting the Dermission to erect the monument in the square, especially In view of the
fact, to which the petition refers, that there
is a doubt as to the city’s ownership of the
land.
Alderman Sawyer thought that before the
matter was acted upon the
city solicitor
should be consulted and mo"ed the substitution of an order for the appointment of a
committee of three members on the part of
this Board to whom the petition and order
should be referred and who should consult
with the city solicitor and report back to the
Board with any amendments they might decide to suggest. This order was adopted and
Aldermen Briggs, Wilson and Sawyer were
The petition
appointed on the committee.
received at the last meeting was taken from
the table and referred to this committee.
MEMORIAL FROM THE KNIGHTS

OF

LABOR.

The following memorial was read and referred to the heads of the various departments :
)
Local Assembly, No. 2050,
Knights of Labor,
Portland Me., March 30,1880.)
Gentlemen—We the undersigned, a commhtee
lor that purpose appointed, do hereby memorialize
your honorable bouy to lake into consideration
and act upon the following propositions in making your estimates and passing ordinances for the
present municipal year:
First—For weekly cash payments of wages of
all city employes, mechanics and laborers.
Second—That all city laborers now receiving
less than $2 a day receive an advance of 25 cents
per day, and that no laborer should receive less
than $1.50 per day, to commence with the present
year.
municipal
Third—That all

laws conducive to the good
government, health and sanitary condition of the
city, be rigidly enforced and that the Board of
Healtli be directed to strictly enforce the laws
in relation to those ordinances directly connected
with their duties.
Fourth—That the arbitrary power now exercised by the street commissioner to discharge or
hire

help on

his

own

responsibility

be taken

from

restricted that all cases of suspension
or discharge of employes shall be submitted to
the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen for action
thereon. Their decision to be final.
Fifth—That on and after May 1, 1886, eight
hours should constitute a day’s work in all departments controlled by the city government
We make this request
without eduction of pay.
as all labor associations are moving in the matter
of eight hours as a day’s work in order that all
unemployed w ho wish to earn an honest living may
have an opportunity to do so, and believing that
labor pays all taxes, although indirectly, we think
we should have a voice in the matter as regards
the interest of the labor in municipal affairs:
him,

or so

Respectfully
D. M.
W. H.
H. L.

submitted.

Mannix,)
Jewett, 1
Kinsley,)

Committee.

The foregoing is a true copy of the memorial
subscribed by the committee and endorsed by L.
A. 2050.
Rout. A. Williams, R. C.

the services of thirty-three people, (including in the office a stenographer and copywriter, for the transmission of the correspondence), and at night six large electric
lights furnish ample illuminating power for

transmitted to

their work.
The stock carried by Atkinson & Co. is
immense; $75,000 worth being placed in the
building. Being jobbers in their purchases
for their many establishments, renders it
possible for them to sell goods at retail at
Their instalment
such reasonable prices.
plan works to a charm, and the fact that
they never press for payment, when sickness
prevents a debtor from paying his instalments, and the fact that in the fourteen
years of their business they have never had
a lawsuit, shows the ghod results of fair
dealing. Mr. Atkinson says that the firm
did a business of $600,000 last year, and at
present indications will do three-quarters of
a million this year.

THE INSIDE TRACK.

There was

a

fair advance sale

of

seats

for the performances

yesterday morning

of

Wednesday evening Dy
Mr. Oliver Doud
Oliver and Kate Byron.
Byron is too well known in Portland to require any introduction. The dramas in which
he appears always please a large proportion
of theatre-goers and he will doubtless draw
large audiences.
ine inside iracn

GITS WILLIAMS.

This popular comedian was always a great
favorite in Portland and his appearance, after several seasons, in his new musical comedy, “Oh! what a night,” will pack Portland
Mr.
Theatre Friday and Saturday nights.
Williams will introduce his taking songs
and stories, and he will be supported by that

dashing, charming burlesque actress, Topsy
Venn. The seats will be sold to-morrow.
NOTES.

Abbe Liszt, the pianist and composer, was
a reception at Sydenham,
England on
Saturday evening by his English publisher,
who invited a crowd of celebrities to meet
him. Among those present were Sir Arthur
Sullivan, Carl Rosa, Count Esterhazy, Sir
Frederick Leighton, Rev. Mr. Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. T. P. O’Connor and Winch, the
American tenor.
The easts of the Salvini-Booth performances in Boston, will be Mr. Louis James as
Latertes, Miss Marie Wainwright as Ophelia
and Mrs. ]). P. Bowers as the Queen, in
“Hamlet;” Mr. W. J. Florence as Roderigo,
Mr. Alexander Salvinias Cassio, Miss Wainwright, as Desdemona and Mrs. Bowers as
Emilia in “Othello.”

give

Ministers’ Meeting.

The monthly union meeting of the ministers of the city was held yesterday morning
About twenty-five
at the Y. M. C. A. hall.
of the ministers were present. Rev. A. Dali

president to
vacant by resignation of

ton was elected as
made
Adams.
The discussion

from the
“Sunday excursions, or travel to

amusements

opened by

on

was

fill a place
Rev. Mr.

subject—

places of
the Lord’s Day,” and was
F. T. Bayley, who deplored

Rev.
the tendency to make the day a holiday. He
Kmmrht hefnrn the meeting a startling file of

newspapers clippings illustrating the nature

and character of Sabbath announcements.
The tendency is not one for rest or recuperation, but of physical and mental and moral
injury, as was abundantly illustrated. It is
a practical question in our city at the present
time, earnest aud wise measures should be
taken to reduce the rush of excursions for
Dr. Crafts’
mere amusement on the day.
book upon this general question was cordially commended. The earnest and spirited
discussion which followed was sufficient evidence that the ministers at least feel the importance of the question as it is related to
the public good.
Mr. E. B. Stillson, who with assistants is
canvassing the city for the Bible Society,
some interesting facts and statistics

gave
concerning his work, a work which should
commend itself to the public.
Rev. R. B. Howard, secretary of the
at
American Peace Society, was also present
the meeting.
_
Sale of Wreckage.

of
The auction sale yesterday morning
goods which were picked up floating from
the wreck of the Oregon, was held in the
basement of the Custom House and was attended by quite a number of people. The
bidding was brisk and the goods realised almost as much as they would have, if they
had been sold in a store.
The velvet, of
which there were 25 pieces brought 55 cents
per yard and 10 pieces of broadcloth, 51
cents. The 115 packages of handkerchiefs

sold for $1.50 and $1.75 per dozen.

They

were disposed of in 25 dozen lots.
The underware brought fair prices.
The entire

amount realized from the sale footed up to
about $1,000.

HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS.

The following memorial to Congress was
introduced, and it was voted that a copy be
mtr

Renrespntntive

in

Onn-

gress;

CITY OF PORTLAND.
William C. Endicott, Secretary of War,
Washington, 1). C.:
Your petitioner, tlie City Council of tlie City of
Portland, in the State of Maine, respectfully rep
resents, that the harbor front of saiu city is occupied witli long and narrow docks and that said
front not under the control of railroad companies
and available for miscellaneous purpo ses of trade
is very limited and is no longer suited for tne
handling of bulky commodities such as coal, lumber. etc.
But on the rear or northward side of tlie city
there exists ample shore room, the occupation of
which for svcli purposes would, hi llie opinion of
your petitioner, tend to increase the commerce of
To Hon.

said

city.

Thatm the year 187G Congiess appropriated
$23,000 towards constructing a ship channel to
facilitate tlie transportation of merchandise on
said rear side of the city but the same is entirely
inadequate for present purposes;
That the city has, during the past and preceding
year spent $18,000 lit dredging along the line ot
tlie proposed ship channel in order that a report
may be made thereon during tlie present session
of
Congress, to the end that, if a favorable report should be made, as your petitioner
trusts may be done, an appropriation may be
made by Congress to further assist in constructing said ship channel and thereby greatly assist
In aiding and fostering the commerce of the port.
Your petitioner has caused to be made apian
by its engineer, which plan accompanies this
memorial, showing the location which it is desired should be examined as set forth in this petition.
And your petitioner will ever pray.
PETITIONS BEFEKKED.

Of M. S. F ride and others for a sewer on
Grant street.
Of Henry Fleering and others for a sewer
on Warren street.
Of Geo. A. Hatch and others that Federal
street below India by straightened.
To extend Newbury street to Freeman’s
court.
Of tlie ward officers of Ward 3 for payment
in accordance with the time tiiey were employed at the last municipal election.
Of Henry Soule and others for a sewer in
the rear of houses on Gilman street, extending through A to St. John street.
Of Henry Soule and others for a sewer on
B. street.
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

The bond of City Auditor Nowell, in the
Wm. E. Gould
sum of $3000, was approved.
and Geo. S. Hunt are the sureties.
Commander
from
A
communication
Batchelder of the United States Light House
Service stated that he had in his posseseion
a buoy belonging to the city, which he would
have set if the city would take the necessarysteps. The communication was placed on
file and the Mayor directed to take the necessary steps in connection with Commander
Bathelder.
On motion of Alderman Beale the committee on fire department were authorized to
purchase 2000 feet of fire hose, the cost of
the same to be charged to the appropriation
for fire department when made.
The committee on auditor’s estimates were
authorized to receive tlie estimates directly
from the auditor, and ordered to report at
fl-io novt

mppfimr

trustee of

Ruel S. Maxcy
appointed
Evergreen cemetery.
Papers from the lower board received
was

current action.
The board (hen

con-

adjourned.

Chicago. The congregation were high*
ly pleased with his discourse. In the evening the church was filled with attentive
of

There were a large number of
his
in blue” present who “took in
recital of scenes at Gettysburg and the Rapwhich
understanding
pahanock, with an
none but those who were on the field could
fully comprehend. Rev. Mr. Howard was
with his brothers three weeks after the
battle at Gettysburg, working for the relief
He has been
of the sick aud wounded.
spending a few davs with his son, Mr. O. O.
returned to
and
Howard, Jr., at Woodford's

listeners.

Boston Monday.
The citizens of Peering will be pleased to
know that he will favor them with an illusK.
trated lecture at some future date.
SACCAEAl'PA,

of

jugs

Mr. Trefethen offered the petition of W.
S. Staples, and 47 others, for a sidewalk on
Congress street, and a crosswalk on Congress
street at Lafayette street. Referred and sent
lip.
Mr. Roberts offered a petition for a plank
sidewalk on Hemlock street. Referred and
sent up.
Mr. Spring offered the petition of Elias
Thomas and others for a brick sidewalk on
Clark street. Referred and sent up.
Mr. O’Neil offered an order that laborers
in the street department receive $1.75 per
day. Referred and sent up.
Mr. H. P. Dewey offered the petition of L.
VV. Cleveland and others to straighten street
lines. Referred and sent up.
The report on Wilson street was taken
from the table and not accepted in non-concurrence, and Mr. Trefethen then offered a
petition for the laying out of Wilson street
which was referred and sent up.
The order appropriating $350,for Memorial
Dav received a unanimous passage in this
board.
The committee to whom was referred the
Soldiers’ Monument matter from this board,
consists of
Trefethen, Adams, Abbott,
Spring and Rumery.
Papers from the upper board received concurrent action.
In Joint Convention.
Edward Duddy was elected surveyor of

brought by rail.
John E. Ainsworth was elected surveyor
of lumber.
Ezra Hawkes was elected city constable.
asnes

CENTENNIAL COMMIETEE.

After the adjournment of the two boards
they reconvened in Centennial Committee,
the Mayor in the chair.
Alderman Beale read the list of sub-committees as printed in yesterday’s Peeks,
which was accepted and it was voted to print
the list lor the convenience of members.
Row at Corham’s Corner.
Two soldiers from Port Preble, while partially intoxicated, got into a lively fight at
Gorham’s Corner Sunday night, in which one
of them was pretty badly used up. During
the row one of the fellows drew a revolver
and fired one shot, but ^without effect. The
him by one of
weapon was taken away from
the crowd. No arrests were made.

a

seizure of

a

liquors
ecary’s
Bridge street, Saturday.
“The M. E. Gleaners,” will hold a
the

Gents'

quality

price

at the low

of

68 CENTS PER PIECE
These were part of the cargo
of the Oregon and were thoroughly wet
through, but not damaged in the least lor
wear.They are not sold regularly less than £1.
for all sizes.

number

BROTHERS.

RINES

fair and

apr(J

Methodist

___

Rowland B. Howard, brother of Gen.
O. O. Howard, was a guest of James Haskell,
Esq., of this village, Monday. The two gentlemen were pleasantly associated at Rockport, Mass., for a number of years.
The members of Cloudman Relief Corps,
No. 18, are preparing for a May day festival.
The ladies’ orchestra will furnish music.
Braiding the May pole will be performed by
twelve young misses.
An attractive programme will be presented
The song of robins
and appearance of
beautiful boquets of May-flowers are unmistalceable signs of spring.
Mr. C. F. Bowie of Portland lias rented
the rooms lately occupied by Mr. F. B.
Blake, and will open an oyster and eating

HALE-Six Fletcher’9 Patent 49 doz.

cubator holding 250 doz. eggs. V. B. OAbio.i &
CO, 27 Prelde St.. Portland, Me._dl-1
SAI.E—The freighting sloop Island
1
Belle, with the good will of the business;
for 5 years. CAP1. S. S. YOKk,
established
been
Peaks Island, Me. »oQ-4

IriOR

ihAI.E—Hard wood from bobbins, only

mere

win oe

a numoer oi

uweinugs
season.

new

erected in this village the coming
The accimmodation offered by the Portland and Rochester Railroad Company, giving frequent communication between this
village and Portland, has done away with

the agitation of the horse railroad question
for the present. Some of the young men are
anxious that a late night train from Portland be put on for the accommodation of
parties who may wish to visit the theatre
and islands this summer.
SEBAGO

LAKE.

The Clark & Chaplin Ice Company have
had 350 men and horses engaged in storing
ice. They have paid out about §5,500 here
this season which is a great help to the community. During the summer months they
employ twelve to fifteen men to load ice on
the cars. They have housed 18,000 tons this
This week they commence shipping
season.
to Portland.
Mr. Thomas Tash of Portland will build a
large cottage just back of the village, on the
“Mountain,” so called, on Mr. Moulton’s
land. Mr. Tash has one fine cottage in this

place

CURE FOR

f mt aperient in the form of a
powder, producing when dissolved in water an Exhilarating. Effervescing Draughtrecommended by our best
and
I Physicians as a reliable
agreeable rente, ty. It cures

hale or i:\uiangi: a desirable hotel property situated on one of the
most popular thoroughfares, and in one of the
confinest villages in Maine, with a large farm
nected; also a splendid spring of mineral water,
second to none in the State. For particulars, address WM. LYDSTON, 120 Lisbon street, Lewiston,
IHAEE-A iy2 story dwelling house
with garden lot and orchard, situated on
Forest Avenue, Woodfords, a short distance above
the M. C. R. R. Station. The premises may he examined, and terms of sale mane known upon application to the proprietor at the house. ALEXANDER HANNAIL_
HtAEE-Eggs for hatching, from pure
bred poultiy, viz: Plymouth Rock, Houdan,
Pekin Ducks eggs SI per setting; Wyandottes,
Dark Brahmas and Black Cochins S2 per setting;
Excellent
9 duck eggs per setting, all others 13.
stock. Address H, 431 Congress St., Portland.

Millett & Little.
Spring Shades,

tion,

25
25
10
10
10

cures

Indiges-

cures

Dyspepsia,
cures
Heartburn,
Sick-Headache, cures
LiverComplaint, cures Sick
Stomach, and gently urges
cures

cures
..

..

■

a

Sick*Heaoacftetpee1.“r^t°Edtobt
4ND

5 button, at 79

^

n >

n

a

■ «

found in every household
and carried by every travel-

DYSPEPS1A £jj°ld by dnmUts
BIG OFFER

mer'j-

Tointro.luc.tm.rn

A WAV 1,000 Self-Operating Washing Machines. If you want one send us your name.
P. O. and express office at once. Tlic National
Co.,gi Dey St., N. Y.aprtieod&wlm

worth $1.50.
dozen Lucca, 4 button, at $1.50; elegant shades.
dozen Suades, plain and stitched, at
$1.25; worth $1.50.
dozen Velvet Finish Suades, stitched
bach, at $1.50.
dozen Suade, 6 button length, at
$1.75; short lingers.
dozen Prevort, Harris, short fingers,
We call special attention
at $1.50.
to this glove.
dozen Bon Macliee, 5 button length,
at $1.50; long Ungers. Special attention is called to this lot.

S.

A.

F._c.

annual m eting of the Society for the Preveution of Cruelty to Animals, for the election of officers and the transaction of any other
business that may be legally presented, will be
held at the Rooms of Portland Fraternity, Free
Street Block, WEDNESDAY, April 7.1886, at 3
CHAS. G. HAINES, Secretary.
n, m.

THE

apr6d2t*
SAI.K-A desirable 2 Vi story wooden
house, situated in the western part of the
on
Hill
street, heated by furnace, with Sebacity,
go and gas; healthy, sightly and pleasant; in good
neighborhood; nice stable. Inquire on PREMISES.

FOR

CHILDREN’S.
full line of Misses’ aud Children’s
Kid Gloves at popular prices.

A

efficacious, pleas-

Piles,

25 dozen Berton, 5 button, at $1.00; every pair warranted.
25 dozen Special Quality at $l.^o;
25

an elegant

Constipation,

Finest Selected Stock East of Boston!

SALE-Brick house, eentraily located,
with all modern improvements. Brick house
with 10 rooms, bath room. Brick house, 9 rooms.
Ail East of State St., and good trades. For particulars call on N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange

millett! little.

Street._6-1
furnished

or

NOVELTIES

__6-1

—IN—

Gents’ Heck Wear,
and
Dress
Driving

pleasant upper tenement No. 59 Hampshire St.
B. SHAW. 481/2 Exchange St.0-1
K N A I,E—Choice mixed canary seed at 8
cents per pound; extra choice canary seed,
plain or mixed (our own putting up.) 15 cents per
0-1
quart. W. C. SAWYER, 5 Preble St.
ANTE D
Everybody to use Bowker’s
Plant Food to make their plants bloom and
blossom: 10 and 20 ceutpackages; give it a trial.
W. C. SAWYER & CO., Preble St.0-1

Gloves,
Percale and 1.-10
White Shirts,
and
Cults
Collars,

Fancy

Hosiery,
—

AT

Burial at convenience of the
at 2.30 o’clock.
family.
The funeral service of the la e Miss Julia Ryan
will take, place this Tuesday m ruing at 7.30
o’clock, from No. 139 Green street.

March

April May

Are the months in which to purify yonr blood, and
for this purpose there is no medicine equal to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It purifies, vitalizes and enriches the bload, removing all trace of scrofula or
other disease. It creates an appetite, and imparts
new strength and vigor to the whole body. It is
the ideal spring medicine. Try it tills season.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

■T take Hood’s Sarsaparilla for a spring medicine, and I find it just the tiling. It tones up my
system anil makes me feel like a different man.
My wife takes it for dyspepsia, and she derives
great benefit from it. She says it is the best medicine she ever took.” Frank C. Turner, Hook
& Ladder No. 1, Friend Street, Boston, Mass.
“When I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla I
was dizzv in the morning, had a headache, and
no appetite; but now 1 can hardly get enough
cooked to eat.” Emma Shepard, 1 Coral Street,
Worcester, Mass.

Purifies the Blood
spring mv whole family took Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The result is that all have been cured
“Last

boy being entirely free from
my chiidreen look bright and
healtny as possibly can be. I have found Hood’s
Sarsaparilla also good for catarrh, with which I
have been troubled since the war. Nothing did me
Wm. B.
so much good as Hood's Sarsaparilla.”
Atherton, Passaic City, N. J.
of scrofula, my little
sores, and all lour of

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD SCO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

100 Doses One Dollar.
mar8

on

The above property
roof with foot ventilation.
will he sold at suet ion on the premises Mmur.lny,
o’clnrli in Ihr
nl
eleven
April loth. 1**6,
forenoon, subject to the taxes of 1880, and the
at
to thirty days
tenant
will
rights of the present
Terms of
notice before termination of tenancy
of sale, balat
time
sale cash, live hundred dollars

delivery of deed. Five days will be allow
ed for examination of title.
ance on

marl8-4

TO LET-House No. 25S>
Brackett St., Cor. Carltou. Iuquireof JOHN
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.__1-ti

—

paid;

£ EVY, 97

or

Middle St., Portland, Me.0-1
ANTED—To buy for cash; a two tenement
house, in good repair, good location and
sunny. Address R., Press Office._6-1
OB BENT-House No. 40 Soutli street, for
Centrally located and
a private family.
0-1
pleasant. B. SHAW 48Vs Exchange St.

J. G. HAYES & CO.
dtf

apG

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

MUTUAL SAFETY IKS. CO.

SPECIALS

FOR

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Chebcague Island.

Asset'*.$2,022,837.82

770.933.14

---

$1,251,904.68
870,050.00
Outstanding Scrip.

Average Scrip Dividends for Twenty Years, 29 per cent.
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED BY

—

WM. ALLEN, JR.
7

apG

eodSm

—

'j

NOTICE.
We purchased a large portion of the
MEN’S LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS, sold
by auction at the Custom House yesterday, and shall commence a sale of the
Particulars Wednessame Wednesday.

day morning.

OWEN,
apU

dGmos

marG

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

20 OXEN FOR SALE.
well matched and in good condition;

can

ALLbe seen and after Monday, April otli, at
the St. John Smith Farm, St. John street, I ort-

DIIMCELLANEOCS.
riiHE Annual Meeting of the Portland Dispen1 sary will he held at its rooms,4.H4VL- Congress
street, on Monday, April nth, at 4 p. in, for the
election of Directors and for the transaction of
such other business as ran legally be presented.

_J5-1

PORTLAND STAR MATCH Co.
apr3

_

MOORE & CO.
ctii

FOR A FEW DAYS-

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

desirable, 2-story house No.

228

Grove

street. 10 rooms, pleasant view from every
THE
thoroughly built, by the day,
room: the house
was

superior large, light, cemented cellar; stable with
two single stalls and one large box stall, sufficient
carriage room; 16040 feet land, choice fruit trees,
plenty of apples, pears, plums, grapes, etc. This
estate is between and adjoining the residences of
Mr. |J. I. Palmer and Capt. Seth B. MeLellan.
terms. Apply to

Easy

A.

O.

CLARKE,

the premises, after 3 o’clock p. m., or of
LORD, HASKELL & CO.,
163 and 165 Middle Street,
apr6eodtf

on

9__dtt

MORTGAGE BONDS
Paying

7

1-2 Per Cent.
—

OB

—

cent, with Guarantee of
Principal and Interest by the

6 per

LOMBARD INVESTMENT CO.,
a corporation composed largely of sub-

stantial New England business men, and
having a PAID UP CAPITAL of $700,000, with a large surplus.
A CARD.
These Bonds are based upon selected
mortgages on Farm and City Property,
in the tlirifty States of Iowa, Kansas,
MISS LADD will re-open her' Nebraska and Missouri, and are issued
Until
will
tlien
; in small as well as large amounts, with
rooms April 10th.
and thus meet the
meet her customers at No. 58 interest coupons, desire
exceptionally
wants of all who
Spruce Street.
safe investments. Investors wishing to
April 5,1886._ap6codlw
these securiacquaint themselves with of
prominent
and with the names
FOB SALE. ties
New England Banking, Charitable and
Religious Institutions having large inPortland Railroad Company offer for sale
vestments in them are invited to call at
at their stable corner of Spring and Clark,
or express
for
farm
suitable
Horses
twenty-five
Exchange streeet,
my office, 31 1-2
work Parmers and others wishing to purchase
where they can obtain full information
horses for their Spring work should call early as
and examine specimens of the Bonds.
this Is one of the best opportunities that will be
E. A. NEWMAN,
offered this season.
Correspondence will receive careful
Gen 1 Manager.
aprOdlw
attention. 6 per cent, with guarantee,
7 1-2 per cent, without guarantee.
Police Notice.
of
the
Polloe
Exregular monthly meeting
amiuiug Board wifi be held at the Common
Council room, at the City Building, on TCK9DAT
EVENING, April Oth, at 7.30.
No.311-2 ExchangeSt.,
C. to. GODDARU, Chairman.
apOdlt
apridu
Portland, April 1,1880.
and Express copy.

and Power to Rent.
of 7 Lathes, one Swing 2 feet,

Shop

CONSISTING

1
turns 17 feet; 1 Planer, 20 inch x 6 feet:
Saunder’s Pipe Cutting Machine, with Taps and
Machine,
Centering
Dies; 2 Upright Drills,
nhnclts Bench Vises. Lathe Tools, Taps and Dies,
Reamers. Chucking Drills, Aruors, «c.,
in running order. The only repair shop in Biuaeford and Saco. A flue business opportunity for
some one. Apply to

R. H. INCERSOLL,Treasurer,

alHE

(^[Advertiser

BENTEEMEIV Can obtain board and
a nulet family,
Address, glv2-1
Press
Office.
1M.
N.,
ing references.

room at reasonable rates with
TOO
location central.
without

children,

LET—In Boston. If you want a nice quiet
when you come to Boston, for a daj or
week, call on or address, MRS. MORTON, 8
Briggs Place. South End, off Sliawmut Avenue at
242, Boston, Mass.14

TO

room

LET-A front

PRENTISS LOW,

Agent,

room,

110
flight, excellent bath
for
large
This Is

furnished, up one
accommodations.

room

two gentlemen or
gentleman and wife; will he let with or without
board. For further particulars, enquire at 106
11
PARK STREET, (Park St. Block.)
a

good

room

convenient furnished

TOOXFORD ST., at
fTlO

1.

ply

a

114
31-1

room

reasonable rate.

LET-The spacious chambers over B. B.
Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars apWOODMAN. TRUE & CO.21-tf

to

TO

LET.

LET-Store and chambers in block corner

the store 40x
TOCongress and Centre streets;
Mr. Pine, with large

feet, now occupied by
basement if desired. Also chamber of same size,
with entrance from Congress St., a desirable location for a tailor or any business requiring good
light; chamber will he divided into offices; see
mans at store. Also chamber 20x40 in third story
fronting on Congress St., with large bay window
and sky-light; an extra sky-light can he made if
desired; excellent room for an artist, dressmaker
etc. Please enquire of ELreER &
40

DOUGLASS^

LET-Tenement of nine rooms, sonny,
modern conveniences, good neighborhood,
location central. Apply to A. S. FULLER. 96

TO

2-1

Elm St.

LET—On Spring St.,

upper tenement
of live rooms, sunny and in good repair with
large yard. Apply at 311 SPRING ST., from 10

TO

to 4 p.

a. m.

an

1-1

in.

of eleven rooms; good neighSebago, water-closet; price *25

rill) LET—House

L

borhood;
1!i

.1,

II

S

I'lflllK

a ruilinnn ttWk

31-1

LET—Nb. 30 Green St., upper tenement,
six rooms, modern conveniences, $13.50 per
31-1
month Apply on the premises.

TO

LET—Summer Cottages

on

Little Diamond

unfurnished. Inquire
Island, furnished
TO
of A. M. SMITH, Portland Pier2o-2
or

LET-From the first of April, a desirable
of 6 rooms at 07 Hanover St.

TO up stairs rent

LOST AND POUND.
Between

WANTED.

people to know where they
can have locksmith work and bell hanging
done in a workmanlike manner. J r. GAB1, iknSON, 17 Plum St. Established 1S67.6-1

WANTED—Tlie

person owning a piano to
know that all instruments under my excluclean inside, rendering
be
will
care
kept
sive
them less liable to become damaged by moths. J.
D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O. adRdress. Deenng, Me. Order slate at Horse R.
Station, Portland, Me._aPr3~*

WANTED—10,000

human feet of men,

wom-

en and children of all sizes to be fitted to
Boots from my store for almost any price that can
be named, from the finest French Calf and trench
Kid to coarse and low priced Boots. 541 Congress
-3-1
St., Portland. M. Q. PALMER._

reliable middle aged man that
work on my
required. C.
farm
my
K. SHAW, North Scarboro, on the Marr farm.
can drive oxen and do the
WANTED.—A
interest. References
for

3*1

let a part of my store for a
dress-maker or watch-maker, or any light,
clean work. Enquire of I,. D. STROUT, 518 Congress St.
girl for general houseCall
work, with satisfactory references.
from 4 to 5 p. ill., 91 STATE ST., Portland, Me.

WANTED—Capable

3-1

house in the westerly
part of the city for the summer months, by
B. SHAW, 481
references.
small family; good

WANTED—Furnished
a

the Preble nouse and City

LOSTHall, pair of glasses. The finder will be
rewarded
leaving them at W. L. WILa

by

suitably
SON & CO.’S.

2-1

very best shapes for pressing
our ladies’ bats, and new ones coming every
week. 24 shapes to select from already this season, at SWEETSIK'S Bleachcry, 544 Congress

FOUND—The

_2-1

street.

Bidtlcfonl, Mnine.d4w

mar23

■■

_3-1

Exchange St.

to know

that

everybody
selling the
AMOS L. MILLETT & CO.
WANTED—We
best 50 cent tea hi the City.2-1

MATHIAS.

horses of all kinds at F.
St., on Thursday,
Friday
Saturday, April 1,2 and 3, at 2 p. m.,
for subjects to be educated by PROFESSOR SAN-

90 Exchange St.,
Has just returned from New
York with a fine lot of Imported Cerman, French and
English Cloth, bought much
below the market price or
their real value, and is willing to give his customers
the benefit of his purchase.
Mr. Leveen, who presides at
the cutting table, is an artist
and allows no garment to
leave the establishment that
is not perfectly satisfactory.
Leave your measure at once
and I guarantee to get you up
the best suit of clothes for
the least money. Cloth sold
by the yard at manufacturers’
prices. No charge for cut-

ting.

WANTED—Unruly
C. Hayes’ stable, Plum
and

BORN._1-1

Mackey’s Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, the most valuable work
WANTED—Agents
4500 subjects, 1050
of the kind in
for

suexistence;
per royal octavo pages. Address w. L. HART EY,
care Stephen Berry. 37 Plum St., Portland, Me.
Office hours from 8 to 9 a. m. and 4 to 5 p. ni. 31-1

the im-

makers to

buy
WANTED—Dress
adjustaproved Franco-American form,
method for
instrument with
an

ble
sleeve;
perfect
cutting and fitting dresses; any lady can teach
herself by the instruction book. For sale by MRS.
31-1
A. L. NASH, 453 Congress St.
a

luirsi.uii,

gin

ivu

WAnrnv—capauie
eial housework in small family, witli
factory
street,

references.
side door.

gcu

satis-

Enquire at No. 773 Congress

_31-1

sell fruit trees and
expenses
names of ref;
Address,
M. V. B. CHASE, Augusta. Maine. 31-4
to

other nursery stock ; salary and
WANTED—Agents
statlne
outfits free.

paid;

erences.

90 EXCHANGE

ST.,

KAIVK.
OPPOSITE PORTLAND SAVINGS eodlm
mar30

Address in

lady copyists.
WANTED—A
handwriting, P. O. BOX 1136, City.
31-1
few

own

Port-

traveling
land and vicinity by wholesale tea, coffee
WANTED—A
havcommission;
one
and spice house; salary or
MATTHEWS, UNDERing trade preferred.
HILL & CO., 199 Chambers St., New York. 29-2

wbo wants his
or cleansed to
a
look
new,
price, to go to
94
FRED W. OKOSSTUCK. 26(1 Middle St.

gentleman
WANTED—Every
old overcoat or suit repaired
reasonable
at
like

E. B.&B.

wanted to do

girl
genJ. B.
WANTED—Swedish
eral housework; six miles out.
Scarboro.24-2

SPRING

THORNTON,

Every gentleman who has apiece
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to bo made
into a nice spring suit, overcoat or pants, at a reasonable price, to go to FREI) W. OKOSSTUCK,

WANTED-

Tailor, 266 Middle St.10-4
lady

LADY
gentleman
WANTED—Every
every

or

intending

10

one to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
manfuactured by the LEATHEROID MANUFACTURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the llghlest
and bests trunks in the world. Wardstrongest
robe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; samp.e
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for Illustrated ehetilar.
Janim*?1

WANTED—Every

WANTED.
A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. f. A., Press Office.
1111
teb4

HOSIERY.

about to marry,

go on a journey, to provide themselves with a
‘‘Steel Lined Leatheroid Trunk” and have their
apparel taken safels without mussing. Send for
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the
febl5-3m
MANUF'O CO., Kennebunk. Me.

HORSES

11HE

BOOtl* TO LET.

street.___*tf

BIODEFORD, MAINE.

salesman for

marl

you

mar24-tf

a

FOR SALEorTO LET” TUR1RRR0THERS.

Have

LET-Joiner’s shop with three good benchInes, mortise machine and circular saw.
Commercial
of
A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288
quire

are

Black Velvets Embroidered in Colors in len Beautiful Styles $1.75,
former price $5.00.
Extra Bargains in Black and Colored Surah Silks.
New Dress Goods just received to
be sold at very low prices.
1 Lot Black French Dress Goods
50 cents, former price $1.00.
Full Line of the Ce ebrated Dr.
Ball’s Health Corsets, and the
Ferris Good Sense Corset Waist.

—

TO
Mine Shop, Toeln and machinery,

want

1 Lot new Homespuns 37 1-2 cents.
1 Lot Short Lengths in French
Dress Goods 37 1-2 cents.
1 Case Shirred Seersuckers 6 1-4:
cents*
1 Lot Cocheco Shirting Cambrics
5 cents, former price 10 cents.
Colored Velvets 75 cents, worth

I.ABOIt

smoked any of those union made cigars
that A. L. MILLETT & CO. are selling for 5 cts.?

Apply to WM. M. MARKS, 07Va Exchange St.

___3-1

Turner Bros.’

OF

NIC BIN

on

land.

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

F, O. KAH.EV.
marl4

..nr

WANTED—To

AT

j

OF PHILADELPHIA.
Total Liabilities.

»AIaE OR

iii on i.

ii.inur..i

Executor of Will of Hiram Beal.

apodlw

buy $1,000 cast oft clothing,
WANTED—Every
WANTED—To
furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest cash
address immediately, MR. S.
call
rice

—

NO. 7 MARKET SQUIRE.

—

[The funeral service of the late Capt. Wm.
Ferris will take place on Wednesday alternoon

FOR

unfurnished,

city,
room, steam or hot air heat, High St. or any street
up to West End. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
T OST—A gold pen, black holder, called “The
lJ Fountain Pen,” very valuable to the owner.
Whoever will return the same to the RECORDER’S OFFICE. Municipal Court, will receive a
6-1
suitable reward._
TtOR RENT—Rooms with power in Mr. C. R.

MARRIACES.

In this city, April 5, Annie Daicy. age* 32 years
10 mouths.
Funeral service on Wednesday forenoon at|10.30
Burial at
o’clock, at No. 937 Congress street.
convenience of the family.
In Raymond Village. April 3, Timothy Moore,
aged 74'years 0 monnhs,—formerly of Lewiston
In Montville, March 30. John Evans, Esq, aged
88 years 4 mouths.

The lot is forty-two and two-tenths
spring street and about forty nine feet
This
property Is well rented and has moddeep.
ern sanitary plumbing, wttli two water closets attached to troll soil pipes extended through the

ings stand.

feet

LET-A

FOR

westerly

specialty.

DEATHS

THE

Me.___234

WANTED—House
to lease for a term of years, located in the
modern house, bath
end of the

apG

YORK._30~t

For

FOR

W. II. Sanborn & Co., may be found at
Chadwick Block, No. 100 Cross street, first
door below Free street. A full line of furniture, bedding, etc., on hand, which we shall
sell as low as any dealer for cash, or on enstallment plan. Repairing ana upholstering

and Miss Jennie L. Coop f Casco.
In Camden, March 24. Roscoe B. Robbins of
Union and Mrs. Angelia E. Russell of Camden.
In Lincolnville, Marcli 30, Clias. L. Wyman and
Miss Lizzie S. Fletcher.
in Madison, Marcli 14, Lorenzo Baxter of Pittsfield and Huldah Moore of Madison.

W.

___

Total

this city, April 5, at the residence of Geo. H.
Watkins, 02 (tray street, by Kev. A. K. P. Small,
I). I>., Geo. M. Atwood, (son of the editor of the
Oxford Democrat, Paris, Maine,) and Miss Anna
Harlow, daughter of the late Hon. E. G. Harlow
of Dixlield. ■»»_-l. no Uni>nl C! Dnlnnrl nf Dorn

HALE-Peaks Island Bathing House,

°effervescentntseltzer

uUllO I

The Delaware

In

Schooner yacht about 30 feet
I? long; well found in rigging and furnishings;
low
if applied for soon. Address
sold
will be
very
•t,y~
YACHT, This Ofllee._
with bathing suits, boats, etc., with the good
FOR
C.
will of the business. No. 60 Commercial St.

OnNCTIPATIHM
IrH 11U11

KID GLOVES.
25 dozen

TARRANT’S

NATURE’S
W

OPENING !

EASTER

ternoon. After the usual routine business,
the following directors were elected for the
year: Oliver Gerrish, M. P, Emery, Augustus Cummings, C. A. Brown, R. H. Hinckley, Henry Fox, F. H. Gerrish, M. I)., Mrs.
S. E. Spring, Mrs. I. T. Gilman. The Dispensary officers will be elected hereafter.

a

669.
30-4

St._

now.

Portland Dispensary.
The annual meeting of the Portland Disafpensary was held at its rooms yesterday

telephone

noB HALE—

CUMBERLAND MILLS.

Work on the new elevated tramway at the
paper mills is progressing finely. When
completed the track will extend from the
calendar mill to Reservoir street, a distance
of some 600 feet. The liighest point of grade
is 14 feet, the lowest grade 12 feet 6 inches.
The cars will be draw'll over 138 feet of the
track by an endless chain belt by power
from the carpenter shop engine.
A car elevator has recently Seen constructed for the packing room. It is a formidable piece of machinery.
Orders have been issued by the superintendent of the mills forbidding people riding
This is done to preon the tramway cars.
vent accidents.
Sheriff Chute arrested three French boys,
Saturday, for malicious mischief in and
about the village. The young culprits were
brought before Judge Shaw and each fined
SI and costs, which tliej paid and were set
at liberty.

IlOK

property offered for sale consists of the
store with dwelling house overhead, now occupied bv M. A. Dillingham, together with the
small building In the rear formerly used as a carpenter shop, and the lot on w hich trie above build-

for poulFOB
egg cases verv low, also wheat
*n-ftniifi hom*. ovster shell, nest egg. an in-

A lodge
organized

is hoped that it will be an enjoyable occasion.
The singing school under the management
of Mr. Owen of Buxton has been quite successful the past winter in instructing the
young people of Dunstan Corner and vicinity in the musical art. At the close of the
term a concert will be given.

FOB

so.00 per cord; delivered;
FOR
C. W. YOKK, GO Commercial

AUCTIONEERS.

Corner of Parti and Spring Streets

♦w

SC'ARBOliO.

hall. It is evident that this lodge will be a
large one in a short time.
The eighth anniversary of Stephen Sewall
Lodge, I. 0. G.T., will be appropriately celebrated Thursday evening, the 22d inst. Invitations will be sent to Saco and Ray of Hope
lodges to participate in the celebration. It

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

K

and

of the Knights of Pythias will be
at Oak Hill,
Scarboro, next
Thursday evening, with more than forty
charter members. A lodge room will be finished at once in the second story of the town

SALE-A good paying manufacturing
business whb*h pays good living pronto
the
year througii; moderate capital resteady
miired; anyone desiring such a busiuess can learn
No
particulars by calling on N. S. GARDINER,
40 Exchange St._&*1
rtAEE—House lots ; ft nutnber of the
1
of
best lot* in Deering, on the sunny side
overProspect Hill; splendid location: good view,
for
looking the city and surrounding country
miles. Inquire of L. J. PERKINS, 480 Congress

wAEE—In Gorham, a new frame dwelling house two story with ell and stable con-

high school scholars, at the church Thursday evening.
i ne memorial services ueiu oy me members of the Golden Cross commanderies of
the two.villagas, on the death of Dr. Mason
Friday evening, were largely attended by
the members of the ordor and citizens generally. Rev. Mr. Martin delivered a very able
The floral decoraand interesting address.
tions wereProfuse and beautiful. The Methodist church choir, led by Mr. Conant, furnished excellent music. Short and appropriate addresses were made by Messrs. Graham
and Varnum, of Westbrook Commandery,
Dr. C. W. Bailey and J. E. Chandler, Esq.,
of Presumpscot Commandery. The impressive ritual service was performed with good
Keffect.

street.___o-1

~ToR

house.
The second entertainment to be given by
tne lodies’ Congregational sociable, will be a
citizens

HOUSES

FOR

We have removed our Jersey Department to the large Circular Counter at rear end of store, and shall display the
largest assortment ever made in our store. Everything
new and desirable for Ladies, Misses, Children and Boys.

AT

AT AUCTION.

fob sale Six, ill the best wesimtern part of the city, with all modern
nrovemeuts; three steam, three furnace heating;
first-class
one
also
to
$7000;
prices range $6000
three story brick, fine central location for a physihouse-on Fessencian, price $8600; also live new
W. II. WALDRON, 180
den street, Deering.
Middle

I;OK SAIaE—The best lines of Roots and Shoes
-I- tor men, women and children. The best
stock, the best work and the best bargains. Dimcult feet fitted uieely; also a few more bargains in
541 Congress St., Portland.
our half price goods.
M. G. PALMER.__31
8 A I* EValuable land on the southforth
westerly side of State street near Dan
block of two
a
street, good opportunity to erect a
houses. B. SHAW, 48Va Exchange St._3-1

JERSEYS.

AUCTIONEERS.'

salesroom. 18 Exchange street, on THCUSDAY, April 8, at lu a. in. and 2.30 p. m.,
Men’s, Youths' and Boys’ Suits, Coats, Pants ana
Vests, Spring Overcoats, Ac. Can be seen on
morning of sale.
ap6d3t

sale.

FOR

m?iev

the

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

Mass.

MALE-Farm in Windham, containing
o
CO acres. Seven miles from Portland, tw
miles from Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills;
Enwell adapted for a milk farm; terms easy.
quire of F. M. RAY, 100 ExchangeHARRIS,
S^ Portland,
o-l
or on tiie premises, of STEPHEN

Mrs. Woodsum, aged 72 years, widow of
the late Freether Woodsum of this village,
died suddenly at her home Saturday even-

between

A

St____5~J-

ness.

dtd

mar 31

STOCK OF CLOTHING, &c.

to
PARTY wanted in every town and village
manufacture and control a patented article,
can be made
In
demand;
and
great
new.
and
novel
a few dolby anyone, ami hi anyIscarpenter shop;
required; tills Is a good
lars canltai is all that
a
to
establish
man
Chancefor an enterprising
good paying legitimate business without capitalFor full particulars address
M E. STEPHENSON, 18 Boylston St,

Tub

Conductor F. B. Cleaves is again on duty,
after a few days’ lay off, on accountof sick-

match

Tuesday, April ath, at 10 o’clock a. m., the
ON furniture
&c., in iiouse No. 88 Brackett St.
Brussels, Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Pictures,
B. W Bedstead, Chairs, Cook and Air Tight
Stoves, Lambrequins, Oil Cloth, &c., &c.

31-4

marlleodlmBoston.

week.

spelling

of
stores in the State of Mass.. In a live town
competition; rent only
6000population; small
an average busand
doing
licensed,
*160 a year;

AGENCY, 267 Washington St„ Boston.

Balbriggan Undershirts and Drawers!

Church,
Wednesday and Thursday evenings of this
at

Boston.___3-1

SAUE-Oneof the best country drug

Fob

&cTTbY AUCTION-

CARPETS,

no

Business Opportunity.

on

entertainment

futures-

Wednesday, morning,

We offer to-morrow,
70 dozen best

at the French apoth-

of hard

F. 0. BAILEY & COm AUCTIONEERS.

In

a

outs and will
elegant fountain;
and
than invoice.
he sold to settle an estate $600 less
AODlvto ADAMS’ DRUGGISTS AGENCY, 267
StWashington

UNDERWEAR!

“boys

Sheriff Chute made

store

on

Rev. Rowland B. Howard of Boston occupied the pulpit of the Congregational
church Sunday morning and evening and
delivered an interesting and instructive discourse on the subject of “Peace vs. War.”
Mr. Howard is the corresponding secretary
His misof tlie “American Peace Society.”
sion extends to every State in the Union.
He is a brother of Gen. O. O. Howard of
San Francisco and Gen. Charles H. Howard

In Common Council.
All present. The records were read and

approved.

»TOBE—First-class drug

Boston
great thoroughfare; very desiraDKUC
nice business; flue stock
ble location; doing

WOODFOED’S.

place of Officer

and also a quantity of baby carriages.
All the floors from basement to attic are
reached by a large commodious freight and
passenger elevator, constructed by Moore &
Wyman. The business of the firm requires

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

of
Island
the
to
Mauritius,
1858,
The
island
Ocean.
the
Indian
in
is a British possession, but is inhabited by a
dozen or twenty nationalities, each people

tive membership.
Prof. L. A. Lee will lecture

A Visit to B. A- Atkinson St Co.’s
Furniture Establishment.

History.

The regular meeting was held last evening
Vice President Thompson announced the
death of Theophilus C. Hersey, associate
manager of the society. Mr. W. H. Pennell
gave an interesting narrative of his visit in

having

A SPLENDID STORE.

AUCTION SAUK*.

business ohances.

NSW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

GOVERNMENT.

CITY

We are now opening a
full line of Ladies’, Misses’
and Children’s Hosiery ana
Underwear for Spring and
Summer, in Silk, Lisle and
Cotton Fabric.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.

»pr2

_

AGENT!* WANTED.
WANTED—To sell t’a b.
yet Invent..
lug household articles
sell, tor particuU, a a..d».
profits and sure toLewiston, Maine.
Zi-If
R. M. (JORDON,

AGENT!*

For Your
FORMAT ION. send .1
and v. ••■iv fri'c... ■ i>
188H. .SI.HHII (T return.

IS

apradlw*

Birthday

date of btftb. sex
*<*
y»>>r
iKOK I.OMIIK
Providence. K. 1.

